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I. 

AHPA/NR1. X-RAY LASER PROGRAM 
Semiannual Technical Report to Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

1 July 1974 - 31 December 1974 

INTRODUCTION 

This is the second semiannual technical report for the ARPA/NRL 
X-ray Laser Program. An attempt was made in the first report (NRL 
Memo Report 2910) to provide background for each of the approaches 
being pursued. Hence, no attempt will be made to duplicate that 
information in this report. Every attempt is made, however, to cover 
the experimental details, changes JI direction, and results of 
analysis which occured during this reporting period. 

The individual activities in the program have remained the same, 
i.e. , 

(1) Electron collisional pumping using picosecond laser heating 
of a cold plasma, 

(2) Traveling wave (TW) hi^h energy electron beam pumping, 

(3) Nonlinear optical mixii g starting with intense 1600 Ä 
radiation, 

(4) Resonant charge transfer pumping using a laser plasma 
expanding into a neutrai gas background, and 

(5) Theory, analysis, and numerical modeling in support of 
the above and other approaches. 

Each of these activities is in a different stage of development. 
The e-collisional pumping and nonlinear mixing experiments depend 
on the NRL short pulse laser facility. This reporting period has 
seen major improvements in this laser systems to improve the quality 
of the laser ouput and improve the reliability of several components. 
This work has been extensive and as a consequence the time available 
for laser interaction studies has been reduced. 

In the nonlinear mixing activity, the nonlinear components, 
ovens, etc., that were designed and ordered during the last reporting 
period were received and tested as individual components during this 
period. The TW electron beam device has undergone several engineering 
changes based on the first series of evaluation tests performed during 
the last reporting period. The resonant charge transfer experiment 
has been assembled and the first serieu of experiments is underway 
at this time. Examples of the early data are included in this 
report.  Finally, analysis has been continuing. Work has been done 
on e-collisional pumping to understand the electron heating and 
several new candidates for short wavelength lasers using this pumping 
technique have been identified. More work has been done to identify 
possible lasers using resonant charge transfer. Significant progress 
has been made in developing a code to model the 3p-»38 quasi-cw 

Note:   Manuscript submitted May 7, 1975. 
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The pre-pulse has intensities varying 10 to 307, of the main pulse u^d 
the time delay between the pre-pulse and the nain pulse is typically 
3 to 6 ns. As can be seen in the figure, the measured values for each 
shot approximately fall onto straight lines (in a semi-logaritlunic 
plot) which indicate that the bremsstrahlung profiles in this x-ray 
energy range are thermal. However, when the level of breuisstrahlung 
is high, the profile tends to deviate from that of ther.nal as can be 
seen in the upper two curves. The electron temperatures deduced 
from this graph vary from one shot to another in the range from 500 
to 800 eV. The temperature fluctuation is mainly due to the shot-to- 
shot variation in the laser power density on the target but also 
the possibility can not be ruled out that extremely small laser pulses 
(non-reproducible lor shot-to-shut) due to an imperfect selection of 
a single pulse from the mode-locked wave train contribute as pre- 
pulses in addition to the applied pre-pulse.  The importance of these 
laser pre-pulses in the front of the main laser pulse in the laser- 
matter interaction has been pointed out recently3 in the literature. 
In order to investigate the bremsstrahlung in the even higher x-ray 
photon energies (with the pre-pulse), a set of thicker beryllium 
absorbers (48 mg/cm2 and 72 mg/cm2) are used and the result is shown 
in Fig. 2.  Since only three x-ray detectors are available currently, 
a detailed spectra can not be deduced from the data but the t;raph 
clearly suggests that the deviation from the thermal bremsstrahlung 
is even greater in all cases at the higher photon energies.  It is 
also very likely that the la^er-produced plasma consists of two 
temperature components, i.e., a low and a high temperature component. 
The low temperature component is in approximate agreement with the 
ir.e expect-sd from the normal (classical) absorprion process in a 
simple hycirodynamii- model/f.  The high temperature component , on the 
other hand, cannot be explained from the classical absorption but may 
be understood from the anomalous absorption near the cut-off density 
region due to the parametric instability. The parametric instability 
has a threshold5 laser power density (- 3 X lO1^ W/cm2) above which 
the anomalous absorption increases. 

The electron temperature and the bremsstrahlung profile between 
the cases with and without pre-pulse in addition to the main laser 
pulse can be compared.  Figure 3 shows the result when the relative 
x-ray intensities are plotted in a logarithmic s^ale as a function of 
thickness of the absorber. As can he seen, with the pre-pulse the 
level of the bremsstrahlung x-ray emission is greatly enhanced by an 
order of magnitude (even with the lower power density than the other 
case) compared to tne case where only the main pulse is present.  One 
other difference between the two cases is that there is a distinct 
and enhanced low temperature component with the pre-pulse whereas 
without the pre-pulse the low temperature compone'  seems to be 
usbscured by the high temperature component.  The latter case is 
likely due to the fact that the level of the low temperature component 
Is lowtr or comparable ti the high temperature component as is 
indicated in I ig. 4.  The effect of the pre-pulse may be explained in 
the following way: without the pre-pnlse, the volume if the plasr.ia 

 -  
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where normal absorption can take place  is  extremely small   since  the 
beam energy  in  the  25 ps  laser  is only about   100 mj and  therefore 
the  laser mainly  interacts w.'.th small area  of the  cut-off region 
through anomalous absorption.    With  the pre-pulse,  on the  other hand, 
the subcriticai  region  increases  its volume and also the area  of the 
cut-off region  to produce enhanced bremsstrahlung    due  to both  plasma 
components. 

fn summary,   the  laser produced plasma  obtained by  focusing the 
25 ps,  0.1 J  Nd:YAG   laser onto  the  Plexiglass  target consists of  two 
thermal  components with electron  temperature  ranging  from 500  to 
1500 eV.    With  the presence of  the pre-pulse,   the  level  of  the 
bremsstrahlung     from both components  increases by an order of magnitude 
over  the case without the  pre-pulse.     No electron  temperature  increase 
is  seen with  the  pre-pulse.     The   iituation may be  somewhat different 
when  the present  pre-pulse   (25  ps,   10  -  30 mJ)   is  replaced by one of 
much  longer duration and energy   (2 ns,   5J   glass   laser).     Further study 
will be extended  for  this  case. 
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II.   B.     SHORT   PULSE   LASliR   FACILITY 

This  section describes  the picosecond   laser  facility  used  in  the 
X-Ray  Liser  Program.    Although   uhis  is  the  primary application,  the 
lasers discussed here are versatile research  tools with      broad areas 
of potential   use.     in addition to studies  of   laser generated plasmas, 
it  is also being used  for  such nonlinear  optical effects  as  parametric 
generation  of  coherent  x-rays and studies  of resonantly  enhanced  self 
defocusing.     The  long range goal of the X-ray Laser  Program is  to 
generate population  inversions at  x-ray wavelengths  in  laser produced 
and  laser  pumped  plasmas with ultimate application to an  x-ray  laser. 
For  this application, a unique  state-of-the-art   laser  is  required which 
necessitates   in-house development.    This  development  is  continuing with 
major portions  of  the  facility now operational. 
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Controlled studies of interactions between laser pulses and laser 
generated plasma requires a laser system with unique characteristics. 
In particular, several synchronized pulses with durations on different 
time scales are required for purposes ot prepulsing, plasma heating, 
and plasma diagnosis. Also, reliable operation in terms of reproduc- 
ibility of pulse enr.rgy, duration, and profile, and of interpulse 
synchronization are important for systematic study of appropriate 
interactions.  Good beam quality is required for efficient use of 
optical power; and short pulse durations at extremely high intensity 
are required for plasma heating.  Finally, diagnostics for quantitative 
measurements of all these properties are necessary for meaningful 
comparison of the experiments with theoretical models. 

Such a laser system which is tailored to the needs of these 
experimental studies has been developed and its fundamental character- 
istics were described in the last technical report. A schematic 
diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 5.  The laser system produces 
multiple syncrhonized pulses on both nanosecond and picosecond time 
scales simultaneously. The picosecond pulses are generated in a mode- 
locked Nd:YAG laser that provides two 200 mJ output pulses of 30 psec 
duration with a time delay between them variable between 0 and 10 
nsec. The nanosecond pulse is generated in a Q-switched laser and 
is variable in duration between 0.5 nsec and about 30 nsec with 
energy in the 1 to 10 J range. The two lasers are synchronised with 
a versatile switching technique which overcomes the jitter inherent 
in the production of either of the pulses separately and provides 
jitter times in the subnanosecond range. With this system plasmas 
can be generated with either the Q-switched pulse or one of the 
mode-locked pulses. The two output pulses of the mode-locked laser 
can be used for both pumping of existing plasmas and plasma diagnositics. 

At the time of the last technical report the mode locked laser 
was fully operational with two output pulses of about 200 mJ, and 
preliminary work had begun on both the Q-switched laser and the 
synchronizing process. During the present reporting period, the major 
emphasis has been placed on design of the Q-switched oscillator and its 
synchronization with the mode locked laser. Development of the Q- 
switched laser «mplifiershas also been proceeding and they have also 
been completed. Work on the mode locked laser has been in the following 
areas: a) completion of diagnostic measurements of the output with 
the determination of beam divergence and spectral width, b) improve- 
ment of long term performance by adding an isolation Pockels cell after 
the third amplifier, c) elimination of low level prepulsing which 
affects both the target experiments and the synchronization accuracy 
by addition of a flowing dye cell after the first amplifier and 
d) formulation of plans to extend the energy capability of the mode- 
locked laser to the 2 J range by adding a Nd:glass amplifier in one 
of the output arms. 
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II. B. 1.  MODE LOCKED LASER 

Laser diagnostics 

Diagnostics of the mode locked laser output have been completed 
in this period with measurements of the beam divergence and the spectral 
width. The beam divergence was measured by focusing the laser output 
onto a silicon diode array with a 400 cm, f/400 lens.  Although this 
method of analyzing beam quality is not very sensitive to small 
aberrations, it does give a direct measure of focal spot size which is 
of prii^ary interest in target experiments. The results of this 
measurement, shown in Fig. 6, show a smoothly varying angular 
distribution with a width (FWHM) of 120 ^rad.  For comparison, a beam 
which fills the last amplifier rod has a corresponding theoretical 
divergence angle of 108 urad, indicating that the beam is about 10% 
above the diffraction limit.  Some of this excess divergence is due 
to linear distortion in the 3/8" YAG amplifier rods and a small amount 
is due to the nonlinear distortion of self focusing. 

The spectral width of the pulses was measured with aim grating 
spectrograph, with typical results shown in Fig. 7. The spectral 
width varied from .7 to 2 cm"l. The Nd:YAG oscillator produces 
bandwidth limited pulses of about .7 cm"l spectral width. The 
amplified pulses show a small amount of spectral broadening due to 
self phase modulation which is consis'.ent with our original estimates 
of a 1 cm"l increase in soectral width in propagating through the 
amplifier chain. 

Pockels Cell Isolation 

During the course of operation, damage to the pulse selecting 
pockels cell «as observed when the laser was used in target experiments. 
It was decided that this damage was caused by radiation reflected 
backwards from the target and amplified in the early undepleted stages 
of the amplifier chain.  Reflection ratios of only a few percent are 
adequate to produce damaging intensities at the location of the pulse 
selector. To overcome this problem, a second Pockels cell was added 
after the third amplifier as shown in Fig. 5 which is timed to be 
transmitting for only a short period of time around the passage of the 
laser pulse and to block radiation reflected from the target.  It also 
serves to help prevent earlier pulses in the train from reaching the 
target which could give rise to spurious prepulse effectc.  In order to 
eliminate any intensity fluctuations due to jitter in timing between the 
two Pockels cells, it is desirable to usi the same electrical pulse 
to drive both switches.  In the geometry shown, however, the Pockels 
cells cannot be operated in series because of the slow propagation 
speed of the electrical pulse.  Furthermore, space did not permit 
the needed folding of the beam to make this mode of operation feasible. 
Therefore it was decided to operate the two Pockels cells with a doubly 
connected laser triggered spark gap which is shown in Fig. 8.  Two 
cables are connected to the output electrode, each bringing a signal 
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Fi«}. 8 — Schematic representation of doubly connecte«! laser triggered 
spark gap. Two identical lengths of cable connected in parallel are used 
.is the pulse forming network. 
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pulse to one of the Pockels cells. Two charging cables are used to 
match the Impedences of the pulse ilormlng network and the load. The 
difference In electrical length of the load cables i» made equal to 
the optical path length between the two pockels cells. 

The switching characteristics of the doubly connected spark gap 
were Investigated and found to be equivalent to chose of the conventional 
single cable gap.  The transmission of the Isolating Pockels cell was 
studied by comparing the tranmltted fiaction of a mode locked pulse 
with a voltage pulse applied to that without voltage, but with a 90° 
rotator placed between the polarizers.  The transmission obtained with 
the Pockels cell switched Is slightly greater than that obtained with 
the 90° rotator, indicating full switching of the Pockels cell.  Overall 
insertion loss of the Isolator due to surface reflections is about- 
30%. 

External Dye Cell 

A flowing dye cell was added to the laser just after the first 
amplifier as is Indicated in Fig. 5, to attenuate low level pulses 
prior to the selected one which leak through the pulse selector 
as well a=> any secondary pulses which are transmitted due to imperfect 
pulse selection.  It works in conjunction with the Pockels cell 
isolator to prevent any spurious prepulses from reaching the target, 
and also greatly improves the stability of the synchronization with 
the Q-switched laser.  A dye concentration was chosen to give a low 
level transmission of 17. and a high level transmission of about 607.. 
In order to compensate for the additional losses of the dye cell and 
Isolator the third amplifier was changed to J", Increasing the 
amplification of this stage by a factor of 3 and oringing the net gain 
of the amplifier chain back to its original value. 

Glass Amplifier 

As was indlcatea in the last report, the output level of 200 mj 
is the maximum that can be achieved with V YAG rods.  Since at this 
level, about 407» of the stored energy Is being extracted from the last 
amplifier stages, further Increases in stored energy are limited by 
parasitic oscillations in the rod, and further Increases in beam 
intensity are accompanied by distortion due to self focusing. Therefore 
plan« have been mad« to add a 32 inn diameter glass rod to the delayed 
output arms.  This amplifier should provide a gain of 10 to give output 
energies near 2j without depletion. The larger diameter of the glass 
rod means that the intensity is not Increased and therefore severe 
distortion due to self focusing will not occur.  Table I indicates 
the performance of the mode-locked laser at various stage with the 
glass amplifier included. 
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II. B. 2.  Q-SWITCHED LASER 

The primary application of the Q-switched laser system is to pro- 
vide a pulse for generating a plasma which can subsequently be heated 
or pumped with a short pulse generated by the mode-locked laser.  To 
meet this need we are devrloping a neodymium YAG and glass laser 
oscillator-amplifier system.  Good spatial beam quality is again 
important to provide high brightness on target and to avoid self 
focusing in the amplifier chain.  Single longitudinal mode operation of 
the oscillator is desired to provide reproducible pulses with no mode 
beating for reproducible plasma generation.  High frequency beating 
of widely separated modes must also be surpressed to avoid self- 
phase modulation during amplification. Adjustable pulse duration In 
the \  nsec to 30 nsec range with energies between 1 and 10 J will allow 
control of the properties of the plasma. 

Neidymium:YAG is used as the active material in the Q-switched 
oscillator because its narrow bandwidth of 7 Ä makes single longitudinal 
mode opevation easier to obtain.  Fundamental transverse mode operation 
is obtained by placing an aperture in the resonant cavity.  A Pockeis 
cell is used as the Q-switching device and provides the rapid build up 
times required for synchronization with the mode-locked pulse train 
generated by the first laser.  Build up times typically 110 nsec 
+ 5 nsec are observed from triggering of the Pockeis cell to the peak 
of the Q-switched pulse.  A second Pockeis cell placed external to the 
oscillator is used to select a portion of the Q-switched pulse of 
variable length.  A folded delay path is used to bring this pulse into 
synchronization with the single mode-locked pulse.  The Q-switched 
pulse is then expanded and passes through three stages of amplification. 
Neodymium:glass is used in the amplifier stages because of improved 
energy storage.  The first stage is 3/8 inch by 6 inches long and the 
second and third are %   inch diameter by 12 inches long. 

The required short build up time of the Q-awitched oscillation 
makes it difficult to operate this laser in a single longitudinal mode. 
The small number of round trip transits between Q-switching and the 
peak of the Q-switched laser oscillation, approximately 30, requires 
good discrimination between the primary or "single" lonitudinal mode 
and other longitudinal modes.  For example, if the intensity of the 
second strongest mode is required to be less than 10"^ that of the 
peak mode, the amplitude will be approximately 10"2 of the amplitude 
of the peak mode resulting in a 4% intensity ripple.  If the 
oscillations build up from more or less equal intensities of random 
noise in each mode before Q-switching, and the strongest longitudinal 
mode is required to be lO'* more intense than any other at the peak of 
the Q-switched output, then the net gain for all other modes must be 
down at least (10"^)1/30 = .736 per cavity round trip transit.  Of 
courpe, Q-switching will not be perfect and there will always be some 
feed back in the cavity.  The initial fields in the modes will not be 
random noise, and the above number is for the worst case. 
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A resonant reflector consisting of 3 flat parallel saphire 
elements was used for frequency selection as reported in the last 
technical report. That resonant reflector appeared to give satis- 
facory mode-selection when tht laser output was monitored with a .5 nsec 
rlsetime photodiode-osci1loscope comhination.  Observation with a high 
resolution Kabray Perot interferdreter, however, showed what appeared 
to be a single mode was actually two modes spaced by .6 cm"^ as shown 
in Fig. 9. The beating frequency of these two modes was 18 GHz, too 
rast Lo be .cefcn on the oscilloscope. 

It is now planned to use a birefringent filter in combination 
with a resonant reflector (Fig. 10) to obtain better frequency selection, 
A calcite slab will be used as a high order retardation plate.  Re- 
tardation will be adjusted by angular orientation of the crystal.  In 
this way retardation at the center of the fluorescence spectrvm can be 
set to a whole number of wavelengths to provide maximum transmission 
through the polarizer.  Slightly different wavelengths will have 
noninteger values of retardation and not be completely transmitted 
through the polarizer. Transmiasion through the filter is given by 
the expression 

out  in 
=  Cos (0/2) 

where 0 is the angular retardation.  Using a 2 cm calcite slab as 
planned, there will be only .26 cm'^ range to either side of the 
fluorescence peak where mode discrimination is less than ICP in 
30 round trip transits.  Recall that with fluorescence alone the range 
was .83 cm"l to either side of the peak. With the addition of the 
birefringent filter, selection of a single longitudinal mode will be 
greatly facilitated. 

The build up time of the Q-switched oscillation must be kept short 
to ensure minimum jitter.  Q-switching is triggered on the early 
part of the mode-locked pulse train, and the peak of the Q-switched 
oscillation must overlap the peak of th»- mode-locked pulse train. 
Delay times from Q-swltching to peak output of typically 110 nsec 
with jitters of + 5 nsec have been obtained as shown in Fig. 11. As 
was indicated in the section on synchronization these times are 
satisfactory for synchronizing the two lasers. Operation of the external 
Pockels cell shutter for selection of the ^ nsec to 30 nsec pulse segment 
is also discussed in the synchronization section. 

Energy output of the Q-switched oscillator is typically 20 mj. 
The Nd:glass amplifiers amplify the energy of a segment of this pulse 
to a final value to 1 to 10 J depending on the length of the gated 
segment. The 3/8 X 6 inch amplifier has a maximum low level gain of 
10 and the two I X 12 inch amplifiers each have maximum gain of 20 
(Fig. 12). Total gain of the amplifier system is 4000.  Knergy 
stored in the final 3 X 12 inch rod when at a gain of 20 is 53 J. 
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Fig. 12 — Amplifier pumping curves show lov intensity amplification 
as a function of pump energy 
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Therefore gain saturation will be a small problem in the proposed 
output range.  The amplifier pumping curves show that gain Is limiting 
because of amplified stimulated emission.  It would be of little 
advantage to Increase the level of pumping.  If more gain Is desired 
it could be obtained by suppressing parasitic oscillations by the 
technique of index matching with the cooling solution. 

II. B. 3.  SYNCHRONIZATION 

A major effort during this period was devoted to stabilizing the 
synchronization between the two oscillators. The synchronizing 
scheme was described in detail in the last report and is outlined 
briefly here.  The technique involves a three step switching process 
as Indicated ir Fig. 13.  The synchronization process starts with the 
appearance of the mode-locked pulse train with a Jitter of about 
+ 10 /isec relative to the flash lamp pulse. A PIN silicon photodlode 
is used to detect the pulse train and trigger an electronically 
switched spark gap that removes the voltage from the Pockels cell 
Q-switch in the second laser. The Pockels cell Is switched on an 
early pulse in the mode-locked pulse train to allow for the 35 nsec 
delay of the spark gap and build up time of t.ie Q-switched oscillation. 
The peak of the Q-switch pulse is synchronized to the peak of the mode- 
locked train with a jitter of + 25 nsec. A laser triggered spark gap 
is then switched on the leading edge of the Q-switched pulse and a 
voltage pulse is applied to another Pockels cell which switches out a 
single pulse from the mode-locked train. The jitter In timing of the 
selected pulse is limited by the 6-7 nsec pulsü spacing in the train. 
The selected mode-locked pulse Is then used to shutter out a portion 
of the Q-switched pulse near Its peak. This last switching event 
can be accomplished by using a greatly overdriven spark gap, which can 
provide ultimate synchronization accuracy 11 the subnanosecond range. 

At the time of the last report the first step in the process 
had been accomplished using a glass Q-switched oscillator and a 
Krytron switch for the Q-switching Pockels cell Instead of a spark 
gap.  In this period complete synchronization has been achieved and 
considerable effort has been spent in optimizing important parameters 
at every stage.  In the first stage the Q-switched pulse is synchronized 
with the mode locked pulse train (Fig. 14) with a jitter of + 25 nsec. 
The electronically triggered spark gap represents a major improvement 
over the Krytron switch in reducing the overall delay in appearance 
of the Q-switched pulse.  The shorter delay allows the Q-switched 
pulse to be reliably overlapped with the peak of the mode locked 
train.  In Fig. 15, the selection of a single mode locked pulse by the 
Q-switched pulse Is shown.  In {&\   the electrical pulse which drives the 
pulse selecting Pockels cell is shown relative to the Q-switched pulse. 
In (b) the rejected pulse train is shown, indicating selection of a 
mode locked pulse near the peak of the train. Finally in (c), the 
selected mode locked pulse is shown along with the Q-switched pulse. 
In all three pictures the delays between the two signals have been 
adjusted so that the pictures show the relative timing of the two 
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Fig. 14 — Oscillograms displaying both synchronized mode-locked pulse train and 
Q-switched laser pulse. Both laser beams were incident on the same photodiodo. 
Sweep duration is 300 nsec.   Three successive oscillograms are shown. 
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Fig. 15 — Oscillograms showing synchronization of selected mode-locked pulse 
and Q-switched pulse, (a) Q-switched pulse and electrical pulse from laser trig- 
gered spark gap. Some cable reflection is present in the combined signals, (b) 
Q-switched pulse and rejected pulse train, (c) Q-switched pulse laser pulse and 
selected mode-locked pulse. Sweep durations are 300 nsec for (a) a'-d (b) and 
120 nsec for (c). 
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Fig. 16 - Oscillograms of synchronized switched out mode-locked pulse and 6 
nsec shuttered portion of Q-switched pulse. Both pulses were incident on the 
same photodiode.   Sweep duration is 30 nsec. Successive oscillograms are shown. 
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beam handling more  practical. 

III.     RESONANT  CHARGE  TRANSFER   PUMPINC 

III.   A.     ANALYSIS 

In the last semiannual report, the motivation for achieving pre- 
ferential level population by resonance charge transfer in carbon- 
ion/atom collisions was discussed at some length, and evidence for the 
large  ross section involved was presented.  Since that time, the clas- 
sical ^andau-Zener formulation has been extended to lighter elements 
in a search for resonant transitions populating 3s levels in hydrogenic 
or helium-like ionic spiciest.  The hope is to achieve a quasi-cw popu- 
lation inversion between 3s and 2p levels similar to that which was 
extrapolated for 3p-»3s transitions from the near-UV (See Section VLB.) 
but resulting in shorter wavelength lasing.  (Direct Is-»3s pumping 
Is inefficient; hence a search for an energy-resonant transition.)  The 
scheme is diagrammed in Fig. 20, where AEexo indicates the energy 
defect in an exothermic reaction.  The velocity dependence of the cross 
section resonances are reproduced^ in Fig. 21 for various energy defects, 
where approximate ion thermal velocities for hydrogenic and helium- 
like species are also indicated.  Inversion of these data produces the 
resonance peaks as a function of AE  shown in Fig. 22 for various 
degrees of ionlzation.  Here also are shown the various ion/atom 
combinations leading to resonant transitions Into excited quantum 
states, n , Indicated numerically; thus the preferred n =3 state 
transitions shown in Fig. 20. 

Further parameters for some of the possible transitions are 
Included in Table II, where transitions to the ground state are in- 
tentionally omitted since inversion of such seem most unlikely 
possibilities, at least at present.  In this table are given the 
laser wavelengths, the "maximum" electron densities above which 
collisional depopulation seriously competes with radiative decay, the 
maximum background-atom pressure PA permitted for transmission of the 
radiation over a 3 cm length.  (P. could be Increased up to about 
100 Torr before laser breakdown effects become troublesome, should 
significant photoionlzatlon of the background gas occur; for hydrogen 
the protons produced by photoionization do not absorb). Also shown 
are the spontaneous lifetimes tu of the upper laser level, of use for 
self-terminating transitions (not for the 38-* 2p scheme).  Finally the 
gain coefficient n  Is given. 
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Fig. 20 — Schematic diagram of exothermic s-s resonance charge transfer reaction 
leading to a quasistationary population inversion between 3s and 2p levels in cer- 
tain helium-like or hydrogenic ions. Refer to Fig. 8 for other possible ion/atom 
combinations. Eg is the binding energy; ^^ and orec show the cross section 
scalings for resonance charge transfer and radiative recombination, respectively. 
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Pig U - Resonance charge transfer cross section from s-s Landau-Zener theory 
versus scaled relative velocity for the atom-ion combination. (Data adapted from 
Ref 12) AE represents the energy defect in eV for the exothermic react.on, z 
the effective chaw of the .on. Velocit.es for ions designated are assumed ther- 
mal, with the kinetic u^nperature chosen as l.I'./4 tor creatinß the ion. 
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Fig. 22 — Resonance change transfer cross section obtained by inversion of 
Fig. 7 data. Final quantum states of high capture probability for each ion 
im+ and atom A combination are indicated by numerals, with parentheses 
to indicate less probable trt\ t;ons. AE is the exothermic energy defect 
and z the effective ion chargs . 
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TABLE II.  RESONANCK CHARGE TRANSFER LASER PUMPING PARAMETERS 

I 
10 -18N 

'A 
io12t 

u 
o 

n (A) (cm (Torr) (sec) (cm"1) 

(Be, B)4++ H 3-2 400 1 0.7 75 20 

(B, C)5++ (He, Ne) 3-2 250 (. 1 60 30 

(C, H)64"* H 4-3 520 2 0.3 80 50 

A-2 no 7 20 90 40 

(N,0)7++ (He, Ne) 4-3 380 6 0.3 45 30 

4-2 95 b 20 50 30 

III. B.  EXPERIMENT 

An experiment intended to test this method of pumping has been 
constructed and is shown schematically in Fig. 23 and is illustrated 
in Figs. 24 and 25. A high power glass laser beam will be focused in 
a line image onto various target materials placed on a rotatable disc 
in front of the entrance slit of a grazing incidence vacuum spectro- 
graph.  The plasma formed expands into a background gas in an upward 
direction, parallel to the slit, and in a confined slab configuration 
by the use of a solenoldal magnetic field (not shown).  Rotation of 
the focusing lens permits both axial and transverse observations for 
indications of amplification.  Spatial resolution along the direction 
of expansion ia  provided by a slot placed between the entrance slit 
and the grating as indicated.  Experiments to verify anomalous 
populations under optically-thin conditions will be carried out at 
lower densities further from the target by a simple displacement of 
the target and lens assembly. 

At present, the vacuum chamber housing the lens and target 
assembly has been assembled and mounted to the grazing incidence 
spectrograph along with a manifold to puff the background gas into the 
chamber at the desired pressure before the laser is triggered.  For 
initial experiments, a 350 negawatt, 20 nanosecond high repetition rate 
ruby laser has been mounted and aligned through a focusing lens onto 
a carbon target. This laser focused to a point segment of the eventual 
li-.e image, along with a wide spectrograph slit (100 pm) ,  have greatly 
increased the Initial data acquisition efficiency.  The results 
from these present experiments should be applicable to the high power 
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LASER BEAM 

LENS 

Fig. 23 — Schematic diagram of the NRL resonance charge transfer experiment, 
including the grazing incidence vacuum spectrograph. The horizontal slot pro- 
vides spatial resolution along the direction of plasma expansion ft m the target 
surface. Rotation of the lens permits both axial and radial viewing. The back- 
ground (atomic) gas is not indicated, nor is a planned guiding magnetic field. 
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glass laser line focus experiments which will follow.  Spectra has 
been obtained with a carbon target in vacuum (See Fig. 26), and 
helium-like carbon V resonance lines have been identified. The line 
identification procedure will continue to other series as background 
gas is added to the carbon target experiment and as Boron and Lithium 
targets replace the carbon target.  Spatial resolution, varying target 
position and eventually higher power line focus experiments are planned. 
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IV.  GENERATION OF COHERENT VUV/SOFT X-RAY PULSES BY NONLINEAR MIXING 

IV. A.  BACKGROUND 

The generation of short wavelength coherent radiation through 
harmonic generation and nonlinear mixing of laser pulses has been 
shown to be effective in producing light to wavelengths down to 
1000 A1.  Extension of these techniques to shorter wavelengths is an 
attractive method of producing coherent soft x-radiation because the 
generated radiation maintcins the spatial and temporal coherence of 
the pumping radiation. With the conversion efficiencies reported to 
date, however, pulses generated in the VUV range as harmonics of a 
Nd:YAG laser at 1.06|i are too weak to use as sources for driving 
higher order nonlinear interactions. 

There have also become available molecular lasers operating in 
the spectral range between 1100 and 1800 Ä (e.g., H2, Xe, CO). When 
operated as travelling wave oscillators, these lasers produce powers 
in the range of 10° W, which is again too low to serve as a source 
for pumping high order nonlinear processes. However, when used as an 
amplifier for picosecond pulses generated externally in the VUV range, 
they hold promise for providing the needed additional energy for 
driving the higher order nonlinear interactions. 

This section describes an approach to the generation of intense 
mode-locked pulses in the VUV spectral range for use as pump radiation 
in third and higher order nonlinear optical mixing processes.  Since 
the VUV pulses are to be amplified in molecular laser amplifiers which 
have narrow amplifying bandwidth, typically AX <■ 0.1 A, it is 
impossible to use only successive stages of harmonic generation to 
produce VUV pulses and expect them to overlap spectrally with available 
amplifier gain lines.  Consequently, in combining two or more wave- 
lengths to produce the VUV pulses, it is necessary that at least one 
of the sources be tunable with accuracy sufficient to insure overlap 
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between the generated radiation and the gain distribution of the laser 
amplifier. 

IV. B.  NONLINEAR MIXING 

In the last report an experimental approach to this problem 
was described which involves generating tunable picosecond pulses in 
the visible which are combined in a nonlinear medium to generate VUV 
pulses suitable for amplification.  The technique is again presented 
for sake of completeness in Fig. 27.  Light from a Nd laser at 
1.06 ym is converted into ultraviolet radiation at either the third 
or fourth harmonic in each of two parallel arms.  The ultraviolet 
radiation in each arm is used to pump a mode-locked tunable laser 
with an output wavelength in the range of 4800 A.  The outputs of the 
two tunable sources are combined as shown, and mixed in a vapor cell 
to give a mode-locked pulse at a frequency oi-j = 2m| + 'i^.  By using 

two tunable sources, «^ can be tuned  Into coincidence 
with a two photon resonance In the mixing vapor, enhancing the 
efficiency of the mixing process. Then by tuning u^ the frequency of 
the generated light, UJ3, can be made to coincide with the desired gain 
line of the VUV amplifier.  The power to be expected at various srages 
of this system are summarized in Table III. 

TABLE III - PARAMETERS OF THE NL MIXING SYSTEM 

• 

STAGE 
PULSE      PULSE 
ENERGY DURATION    T| Pffll 

INPUT 180 mj 30 psec 

1st 
SH CRYSTAL 90 mj 30 psec 507 

2nd 
HARMONIC 
(Mixing) 
CRYSTAL 

9 mj 30 psec 57 

TUNAB1J-: 
LASER 
OUTPUT 

0.09 mj 10 psec 
(EST.) 

0.057, 
(EST.) 

OUTPUT OF 
NONLINEAR 
MIXING  CELL 

0.03 mj 10 psec 0.0187o 
(EST.) 

OUTPUT  OF 
H2 AMPLIFIER 

(30 TORR) 

1 mj 10 psec 

OUTPUT  OF 
H2 AMPLIFIER 

(760 TORR) 

25 mj 10 psec 

6 X   10 

3 X  10' 

3 X   10 

9 X   10 

3 X   10 

10 

2 X  10' 

8 
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Hxperimental progress in this period has consisted mainly of 
obtaining the necessary crystals and components for generating the tun- 
able visible radiation.  Our preliminary experiments In harmonic 
generation showed that second harmonic conversion efficiencies In 
excess of 50% were achievable with the current mode-locked laser 
system.  Similar efficiencies in conversion from the second to the 
fourth harmonic in 1" long ADP crystals which were phase matched by 
angle tuning were Inferred from measurements of pump depletion at 
0,52 ion.  However, actual available power at 2660 A was lower than 
expected, presumably because of the low quality ADP crystals being 
used.  Furthermore, no visible radiation could be detected In attempts 
at single pass parametric conversion from 2660 A to 5000 A using a 
1" long ADP crystal which was angle phase matched at room temperature. 
These results Indicated that temperature stabilized 90° phase matching 
is needed for both harmonic conversion and parametric down conversion 
In ADP to extend the coherence length and that only the highest grade 
material can be used to  minimize UV losses from absorption and 
scattering. A complete set of harmonic crystals and temperature 
controlling ovens have now been obtained and conversion experiments 
are being set up. The range of wavelengths available with this 
system Is shown by the tuning curve of ADP In Fig. 28.  In addition, 
fixed frequencies at 2660 l, 5300 Ä, and 1.06 tan  are also avail- 
able from the laser fundamental and Its harmonics. 

The nonlinear mixing process to be used In the generation of 
VUV pulses from the visible and soft x-rays from the VUV Is indicated 
schematically In Fig. 29.  Figure 29a shows a 3rd harmonic process 
in a suitable nonlinear medium, Fig. 29b shows a sum frequency 
generation process of the form u)^ = 2iiij + o^ and Fig. 29c shows an 
n photon process.  In each case one of the frequencies (uij) is tuned 
to an even multlphoton resonance with an upper level to provide 
resonant enhancement of the process. Additional resonant enhance- 
ment can be obtained by tuning uu to lie near a single photon 
transition to the ground state.  The actual wavelengths Involved 
depend on the available pumping radiation and the medium used. 
Successful conversion has been reported from the visible to the VUV 
in Sr vapor . 

A survey of possible Interactions that can be used to generate 
radiation shorter than 1000 ft has begun. The most accessible of 
these Involve the lowest order nonlinear porcesses and Table IV 
lists some possible choices.  In this table, the pumping wavelength 
listed In the second column. Is obtained from the combination of 
visible and UV wavelength listed In the third.  The next two columns 
list the detuning for the even photon resonances respectively and 
the last column Indicates whether a H2 laser Is capable of providing 
additional power at the pump wavelength. 

1 he first two examples listed generate 3rd harmonics of wavelengths 
that are not accessible to a H2 laser.  They can therefore be studied 
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H2 device.    The  first  strong absorption band  in CO  starts at around 
1500 A;  hence  it will   pass  1600 Ä  hydrogen radiation.     Two step 
photoionization  is  possible  in CO using weakly allowed molecular 
states at  2000 I,   1780 Ä,  and  1580 Ä which  lie about  half way  to the 
ionization  limit of  14  eV,     Radiation  in this  region  can be produced 
using high  pressure Xe  flashlamps with special  Supersil  envelopes  for 
maximum UV  transmission   (X > 1600 A),    An experiment  has  been designed 
and constructed to measure  the electron distribution  produced  in a 
mixture of CO and H2 by a Xe  flashlamp.     The experimental   apparatus 
is  similar  to  that  used  for CO2 and tri-n-propylamine^  and  it  is 
illustrated  in Fig.   30.     This experiment has an added  problem in  the 
UV region.     The  photons   from the  flashlamp being used  are  sufficiently 
energetic  to produce  photoelectrons   in  the Faraday   JUJ.   independent 
of any photoionization  taking place.    An example of  this  effect  is 
shown  in Fig.   31.     The   lower  trace represents the   flashlamp current 
pulse and  the upper  trace  Is  the  Faraday cup response.     Figure 31(a) 
is for one atmosphere  of N2,  31(b)   is  the  same except a  glass  slide 
is place  in  front  of  the  Faraday cup to filter  the  hard  UV  photons. 
Attempts  to remedy  this  problem by coating the  grid  in  front of the 
Faraday cup with an UV absorbing  insulator are underway. 

Several modifications  are necessary  in order  to  convert  the 
traveling-wave discharge  system from operation as  an emission source 
to operation as an amplifier of  tunable picosecond  pulses.     These 
modifications  are:   (1)   the addition of a  laser  triggered  switch to 
allow the amplifier  to be  fired by an optical  pulse  from  the  long 
wavelength   (1.06 (jm)   laser,  and   (2)  the use of oil  for   immersing the 
laser to prevent breakdown while awaiting the arrival   of the  pulse 
which is   to be amplified. 

The  laser  triggered  switch has  been  fabricated and   is  shown 
in Fig.  32.     It  was  designed  to add as  little  inductance as  possible 
to the  Blumhein circuit.    When  filled with high pressure  gas  It  should 
hold off  the   70  -  80 kV  d.c.   charge  until   triggered  by   the advance 
laser pulse.     At  present  only one  laser  switch has  been  built and it 
has been  positioned  to  produce   the   first approximation   to a  traveling 
wave.     Several  switches  can be added  if necessary.     In addition,   the 
plate  is  already equipped with one   long switching channel  which can be 
used   If sufficient   laser  power   Is available.     Since  several  alternatives 
are available  synchronization of  the amplifier gain  with  the  tunable 
picosecond  pulse   should   not  be  exceedingly difficult. 

Transformer  oil   in  which  to immerse  the  laser   is  readily avail- 
able at NRI, as  are  the methods  to handle and purify   it.     It  remains 
to be seen however,   if all  of  the  structure  for  supporting the  l-iser 
plates will  withstand  the d.c.   charge.     Modifications   in  supporting 
blocks and  in vacuum and  electrical  lines may be needel.     The extent 
of these modifications as  well as  the operation of  the   laser  triggered 
switch will   be assessed   In  the near  future. 
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Fig. 30 — View of apparatus used to measure extent of 
ph jtoionization of CO in a mixture of CO and H2. The 
iliamber houses a linear fla-shlamp and a Faraday cup. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 31 — Typical measurements using the apparatus shown in Fig. 30. In 
each case the upper trace in the Faraday cup response and the lower trace 
is the flashlamp current pulse, (a) 1 atm. of No; (b) same as (a) except a 
glass slide in front of the Faraday cup. 
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IV. D.  TWO PHOTON RESONANTLY ENHANCED SELF-DEFOCUSING IN Cs VAPOR AT 
1.06 im 

As a part of the effort to understand nonlinear optical processes 
in vapors and to explore the possibilities for 1) generation of tun- 
able radiation around 1600 I,  and 2) mixing processes that work from 
1600 A to the soft x-ray region, a fortuitous situation was found to 
exist.  This consists of a near exact coincidence between the 1.079 /an 
line of the Nd:YAG laser and the two photon 6s-»78 transition in 
Cs vapor.  The previous report briefly described a preliminary ex- 
periment to investigate this effect. 

The observation of self defocusing of mode locked at 1.06 u 
pulses in Cs vapor was reported in a recent publication1. The 
negative nonlinear refractive index responsible for this effect has 
been measured (n2 = 1.5 X lO"

31^), and the first observation of its 
use in compensating the self focusing that occurs in other transparent 
materials has been made.  Since the useful output power from large 
Nd laser systems Is limited by self focusing due to the laser glass 
(n2 • 1.6 X lO-U esu), these expe iments suggest the possibility of 
increasing this power by using Cs vapor for compensation; e.g., one 
could insert Cs cells at various stages of the glass amplifier chain. 

At 1.06/i, the nonlinear susceptibility of Cs vapor is determined 
almost entirely by Interaction  between the 16s) E IQ) ground state 
and the 16p> >.'.   Itf and 17s) = 12) levels.  It has been shown that in 
the case of linearly polarized light, the nonlinear susceptibility 
can be analyzed into two distinct contributions1.  The predominant 
one arises fi»m the polarization pQ2(t) due to the two photon 
resonance between Us) and '73).  The other term, which is also 
negative at 1.06 m,  arises from induced population changes between 
the |6s) and l6p) levels, and is analogous to the nonlinear refractive 
effects observed by Grischkowsky and Armstrong2. 

In this experiment, where the pulses are much shorter than the 
inverse linewidth of Up), the nonlinear contribution to the refractive 
index becomes 

A'n  = n2 (E  (t)) , (1) 

where 
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(v10-v)- 
(2) 

E(t)   is   the  optical   field  of   frequency   j-c/>. ,   N   is   the  atomic  number 
density,  //^ •   the dipole matrix element   between  levels   1 i)   and   I j) ,  and 
v^i   the  corresponding  frequency  splitting.     Nonresonant  contributions 
have  been  ignored  in  (2),   since at   1.064 IOT,  v/c = 9398  cm"^,  while 
(\)IQ-V)/C  =  2149 cm"^  and   (2v-V2o)/c   "   260  cm"^.     For  circularly 
polarized  radiation,   the   IO')  -»  [lv    •   12)   transition   is  not   allowed, 
and  only   the  second  term  of   (2)   remains   nonvanishing.     With   longer 
pulses,   one would obtain additional   contributions  to bvflL  proportional 
to  the   integrated   intensity^. 

m  order   to measuiu  i^  vs.   N  the   seif-defocusing of mode   locked 
Nd:YA(.  pulses   in a   100 cm  long Cs  vapor  cell  at  several   densities 
between  n  -   .080 X   I017 and   .32 X   ii)l7  cm-3  was  studied.     The   input 
beam was  a   single  35  psec  pulse  of   1.1  mm   1/e dunieter  and   50-60 MW 
peak  power.     The output   beam  profile was   recorded by   imaging  the 
exit  window of  the cell  onto a  silicon  photodiode array.      In analyzing 
the  data,      the constant  shape approximation    was used,  and  the 
instantaneous  profile over   the  pulse  duration was numerically   In- 
tegrated.     The value of T\2  that  gave  the best  theoretical   fit  to  the 
measured  profile  was   then  chosen.     The   results   for  linear and  circular 
polarization are  shown  in  Fig.   33,  and  the corresponding values  of 
i^/N are   compared with   theory   In Table V.     The second column   is  obtained 
from F.q.   (2),   the  third   Includes   the  nonresonant  contributions  to 
n2,  and  the  fourth  Is  the value  calculated by Miles and Harris^. 
The   theory   Is   In  good agreement  with   these measurements,   with   the 
discrepancy  In  the circularly  polarized  case due mainly  to  the  integral 
terms  mentioned  above. 

In   the  compensation  experiment,  a   2  cm  long cell  of (^  was 
inserted 45  cm  from the  entrance  window of  the Cs  cell,  and   the beam 
profile  was measured  at   the  exit  window.     With  1  mJ   pulses  and no Cs 
In  the  cell,   the   (FWHM)  width was  0.96 mm.    With a Cs  density of 
.13  X   10      cm      and  similar  pulses,   this width Increased  to   1.07 mm, 
which  Is  close  to the   i. 12 mm width measured  in the absence  of both Cs 
and  the C.S2.     The Cs vapor  thus appears  to effectively compensate 
for  the CS2:   however,     no attempt  was made  to optimize  this.     Further 
experiments are currently  In  progress,  and conditions  required  for the 
practical  application  of Cs  vapor  compensation are being   Investigated. 
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Fig. '.i'S — Results of the self-defocusing experiments and 
comparison with theory for circular and linear input polar- 
izations. The value of n2 is plotted as a function of Cs va- 
por density. 
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TABLE  V 

COMPARISON  OF  MEASURED AND THEORETICAL  NONLINEAR  REFRACTIVE   INDICES 

ii 
2     Y   in30   /        x -    X   10       (esu) 

EXPERIMENTAL 

THREE     1ZVEL 

RESONANT 

MODE L 

EXACT 

MILES   & HARRIS 
JQE   9,  470 

(1973) 

-1.5 + 0.2 -1.84 -1.93 -0.66 

c -0.35 +  0.04 -0.29 -0.28 
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V.     TUAVEL INC-WAVE   PUMPED  UV AND  VUV   LASERS 

The   importance of  traveling-wave excitation  for the production 
of  long gain  path  lengths  in  the  face  of  short excited  state   life- 
times has been discussed  previously.     It  was pointed  out  in  the 
previous  report  that  the  production  of  long gain paths  with  con- 
ventional  coaxial  electron beam machines  was difficult  and  that  the 
operation of  such devices   for  traveling-wave excitation was not 
possible.     Because  traveling-wave  pumping  is desirable  for  both  laser 
sources and amplifiers  in  the  spectral  region below  1000 A,   this 
program  to develop a  traveling-wave  electron beam system has  been 
pursued.     The   system under development   provides a  gain  path  of   1.6 
meters  and  will   operate  with  or  without mirrors at  pressures   in  the 
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1 - 10 atmosphere region.  The initial design parameters were given in 
the first report. 

Even though NKL was thoroughly experienced in the general 
design of flat plate Blimilein lasers there was a desire to incorporate 
several improvements in this laser system. These improvements are: 
(1) a removable diode and laser gas chamber section which can be 
modified or replaced without rebuilding the entire system, (2) the 
ability to charge the bottom plate so that the difficulty of gas 
discharges when making vacuum connections to the laser were not 
present (previously the charged plate had to be connected to detectors 
or spectrographs and it was not possible to operate without a gas 
discharge resulting and obscuring the data) and (3) operation with 
purified water on either side of the polyethylene dielectric in the 
Blumlein plates. All of these requirements were desirable. Their 
implimentations led to compromises in the plans for energy storage, 
and necessitated modifications In the device In order to reach 
successful operation. 

The modifications made to the laser were: (1) the addition of 
0-rings in the energy storage plates to exclude water and to Improve 
the energy transfer from an existing capacitor storage system, (2) the 
additional of vacuum systems to both the top and bottom plates to 
assist in excluding water from the plates, (3) the expansion of the 
vacuum system conductance to lower the pressure in the diodes and 
reduce extraneous discharges and, (4) addition of contact plates to 
insure smooth current conduction at the junction of the storage plates 
and laser diode assembly. 

Many changes also have been made in the diodes themselves. 
Several foils have been tried: 25 ß  thick titanium and 25 u  aluminum. 
Several methods of reinforcing the foils have also been tried. The 
!-est method appears to be the sandwiching of the foils between two 
thin reinforcing plates equipped with small o-rings.  In a test 
fixture this as held well, but it has not been Incorporated into the 
device yet.  Several cathode materials have been tried: razor blades, 
closely spaced needle points, and 125 tt  thick graphite.  The most 
successful diode appears to be a combination of 125 (/ graphite 
cathode and 12.5 u  thick titanium foil window. The entire device Is 
shown In Fig. 34 . This picture Is a double exposure to illustrate 
the overall features plus the relatively uniform discharge.  The device 
presently has been operated with 180-200 kV across the diode and with 
some modification could reach 250-300 kV. The failure rate due to 
breakdown of the polyethylene Blumlein dielectric has been rather small 
(— I breakdown per 75-100 shots) but this would certainly go up at 
the higher voltages. 

Operation of the excitation system Is verified by the typical 
time Integrated photograph shown In Fig. 34. This photo shows the 
emission of the excited gas in the laser chamber and It appears 
reasonably uniform.  Numerous diagnostics are either in use or are being 
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readied for use in determining the temporal and spatial characteristics 
of the excitation. These diagnostics are: (1) capacitive voltmeters 
for determining voltage on the storage plates, (2) resistive volt- 
age dividers for checking storage plate and coupling capacitor volt- 
ages, (3) current loops to determine plate current waveforms, (4) photo- 
multipliers and filters to measure the time history of the emission, 
(5) a high speed image converter camera to determine the velocity of 
excitation, (6) Incite, cellophane,and radiochromic "wittness plates" 
which are exposed or damaged by the beam in proportion to the spatial 
intensity of the beam and (7) a vacuum monochromator capable of 
monitoring emission in the 300 Ä - 6000 Ä region. 

Preliminary results have been obtained from several of the 
diagnostics.  Both the resistive voltage dividers and capacitive 
voltmeters give similar results showing that the plate voltage is 
in the 90 - 100 kV range, and that the dielectric switches fire at 
or near the peak of the resonant voltage waveform.  Lucite and blue 
cellophane witness plates give preliminary indications of a narrow 
electron beam (< 0.5 cm), but care must be taken since the response 
of these materials as a function of intensity is not well known. 
The image converter camera has not yet given photographs with suf- 
ficient intensity at the sweep rate necessary to measure excitation 
velocity. Work on this diagnostic is continuing. The measurement 
is simple to make since all that is necessary is to streak the laser 
channel at approximately a nanosecond per mm writing speed and 
measure the wedge angle that results.  Several observations have been 
made with the vacuum monochromator when the system was filled with 
1-2 atmosphere of ^ These observations are discussed below. 

As outlined in the first report it seems possible that the rare 
gas molecules will make relatively efficient lasers in the 600 - 900 Ä 
region of the spectrum.  In this spectral region the use of resonant 
cavities is difficult because no mirror substrate transmits radiation. 
The traveling-wave approach should enable long gain paths and uni- 
directional A.S.E. type operation without a resonant cavity. This 
approach may be useful above 1000 Ä when high intracavity laser 
intensities damage the resonant reflector surfaces. When success- 
fully operated these lasers will serve as useful amplifiers for the 
tunable pulses generated by nonlinear mixing as described in section 
IV above. 

Experiments using the rare gases have not been actively pursued 
during the recent modifications to the electron-beam device because 
of the high cost of research grade rare gases.  In order to purity 
these gases and to reclaim them from the laser chamber a vacuum system 
and liquid nitrogen trap have been assembled which will permit the 
rare gases to be frozen out, pruiried, and reused later. This system 
has been tested with Xe and at least 95% of the gas was reclaimed. 

As pointed out in the first report there is speculation that 
molecular hydrogen could be made into a much more efficient laser by 
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operating it on transitions which terminate above the dissociation 
limit of the ground state of the molecule. The traveling-wave 
electron beam should be a good excitation source for this laser. 
This system would operate at high pressures on the parahydrogen component 
of the molecules.  One source of parahydrogen molecules is from the 
boil-off of liquid hydrogen.  So far no access to liquid hydrogen 
has been located near NRL, but it is possible that small amounts of 
liquid hydrogen can be made at NRL.  Since 25% of the molecules of 
ordinary bottled hydrogen are parahydrogen molecules, the experiment 
can be done even if no enrichment can be performed. 

The previous report also mentioned some preliminary data that 
may have come from recombination in the nitrogen atom.  In the experi- 
ments nitrogen, at pressures in the 1-2 atmosphere range, was 
placed in the laser gas chamber. Excitation from the travel-wave 
electron beam produced a strong 3650 \  line. This experiment has 
been repeated with the improved system operation and the emission 
•gain has been observed.  Recent experimentation has been aimed at 
insuring that the emission is not from an impurity.  It was sug- 
gested that nitrogen may contain sufficient oxygen to produce NO 
which could radiate in this spectral region, but addition of large 
amounts of NO did not increase the intensity of the line.  Other 
impurities such as Ar, 0, Kr, Al, Xe, and Ti could account for this 
radiation as they are present in the atmosphere or in the construction 
of the device.  By a systematic procedure of adding or eliminating 
gases it should be possible to find the source of the emission.  If 
nitrogen is the source, the method of excitation must be determined. 
Since this is an easy and convenient experiment to do, it will likely 
continue to receive the most attention until the traveling-wave 
electron beam has been diagnosed completely. 

Near term future work w_ll center on the diagnosis of the 
electron beam. Temporal diagnosis will incorporate photomultipliers 
and an image converter camera with faster film.  Fast scintillators 
may be used to directly observe the temporal characteristics of the 
beam.  Better current measurements are expected from the current loops 
being constructed.  Spatial diagnostics include a calibrated radia- 
chromic film sensitive to tlie electrort beam as well as miniature 
Faraday cups which will be suspended at numerous locations in the 
beam. A carbon calorimeter will also be built to determine energy 
flow Into the gas.  Once these diagnostics have been completed it 
will be appropriate to consider the more difficult high pressure, 
short wavelength experiments. 

The traveling-wave discharge system for excitation of short 
wavelength lasers was developed at NRL and has produced numerous new 
laser lines in the 1000-2000 A region.  The nitrogen molecule has a 
recently discovered electronic state, bMl  which as a high 
probability of making transitions to the upper vibrational levels of 
the ground state, X^-Tt.  These transitons have wavelengths in the 
900-980 A region where no lasers have been built.  For the 1.6 meter 
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system an inversion density of about 2  X 10^ cm  would be required 
to reach threshold for a mirrorless system.  Lifetime of the excited 
state is on the order of one nanosecond so ftst pumping risetimes are 
required.  Since the 1 meter discharge system produced lasing in 
H2 at 1161 A, it is hoped that the longer system now available will 
be able to produce gain at still shorter wavelengths. 
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VI THEORY ANÜ ANALYSIS 

VI.  A,     3p-»3s QUASI-CW   INVERSION 

As described  in the   last  semiannual  report,   it has been  shown 
by rather simple calculations'-  that  it appears  possible to achieve 
sufficient  gain on 3p-»38  transitions   in plasm  ions to extend  suc- 
cessful visible and near-UV cw  ion  laser  transitions  into  the vacuum- 
UV region,  where reflecting cavities are not  available.     These  pop- 
ulation  inversions become quasi-cw,   limited by  the time during which 
a  high electron  temperature can  be maintained. 

To better ascertain the proper operating conditions  for an 
experiment  to test this  scheme,  an existing hot-spot plasma code^ was 
adapted-^.     The   initial  results  were  reported  in  the previous  semi- 
annual  report.     The calculated  gain coefficient a  for the O^"*"   (0  111) 
carbon-like  ion  is  summarized  in  Fig.   35  for  three values  of  electron 
density.     This  gain dependence can be understood   (and extrapolated) 
quite  simply as   follows,  assuming  the upper   laser  state density 

N    = ^2^6^23^33^ '  w'iere ^23  ^s  t^e collisional excitation rate 
coefficient   from  level  2   (the ground  state)   to 3   (the upper   lasing 
Ifvel)  and A33   is  the  spontaneous  decay  rate  for  the  laser  transition. 
At  low N„   (<  1015  cm-3  for 02+)  and  fixed  length. 

a <* N, 
V23 
l33 

33 ^23 (1) 

giving the N dependence shown in Fig. 35.  For moderate densities 
(~ IQi^.io'-^ cm"^) , where collisionally-induced decay from the upper 
to the lower laser level exceeds A 33 ! 
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Fig. 35 - Gain coefficient a versus ion density computed by the previously 
adapted Hot Spot code at three values, for 3p ■♦ 3s transitions in the carbon- 
Ill«! o2+ (Olli) Ion. The varying dependence of a is understood hy in- 
(rci.sed collisional mixing at higher densities, as discussed in text. 
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a   *    H 
^23 

2 l NeD33 
'33 V33' (2) 

and the density dependence becomes linear. Here D33 is the collisional 
deexcitation rate coefficient.  High densities are pertinent to the 
particular case of axial laser heating of a preformed plasma. At 
densitits ~ 1018 cm"3, the axial pumping classical absorption length LJ.tO "" 1U    v,iu   ,  tut ajvj.«i  ^^...^..-r, —-^ r  -        « 

becemes comparable  to the  laser-medium length and  scales as HJ* Lab6 
according  ^.o 

T  ^VX2. oc 
abs e e 

(3) 

for a fixed ion charge . The gain product o-L then becomes 

aL abs 
(4) 

and decreases as N~ .  Finally, at extremely high densities 
(> 1018 cm-3) NP.D32 becomes comparable to A32 (the lower laser de- 
population spontaneous decay rate), collisions dominate, and equilibrium 

distributions evolve with no inversion. 

The numerical model lias been extended to these higher density 
limits as described below. An important concern is the true degree 
of advantage achieved in such a quasi-cw mode over a self-terminating 
scheme, where population inversion Is limited to a time of A^.  The 
hot-spot code predicted inversion times of approximately 100 ns and 
1 ns at densities of lO1^ and 1017 cm"3, respectively, as shown in 
the previous semiannual report.  For the 02+ ion, A^ - 10 ns so 
thit the scheme appears roughly comparable to self-termination at a 
dersity of 10l6 cm"3 with a gain coefficient (Fig. 35) of about 
20-30 cm-1.  In the Hot-Spot model, the gain is limited by a rapid 
drop in electron temperature due to thermal conduction losses to a 
cold surrounding medium. This may indeed not be realistic for laser- 
produced plasmas and there have been a number of suggestions recently 
that self-generated magnetic field isolation may reduce such conduction. 
Therefore, more complete modeling is required to resolve this matter, 
and of course data from the experiment described in S r-.tion II will 
be used for a real-world comparison. 

For this and other reasons, a new and more versatile program 
XRL-1 has been assembled specifically for modeling the x-ray laser 
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schemes.  Initially it will comnare results with the Hot-Spot modeling 
already completed for the 0^+  ion, after which it will be used for 
extrapolation to other Ions and shorter laser wavelengths.  The new 
XRL-1 code is similar to the Hct-Spot code in that it solves a set of 
coupled differential rate equations with the atomic level populations 
and the electron and ion temperatures as dependent variables.  The 
input and output routines for this code have been written to facilitate 
its use for any atomic level systems expected to produce lasing and 
to allow easy addition and removal of extra atomic levels and physical 
processes.  This code has now been debugged and tested for atomic 
schemes consisting of up to six energy levels and three stages of 
ioniration. 

2+ 
Most of the XRL-1 runs thus far have been made for 0  ions 

using a three-level -sysiem.  Several other assumptions and simplifi- 
cations were used in most of these initial runs as follows.  Only the 
ground level and upper and lower laser levels of the 0^+ ion were 
considered, i.e., ionization and recombination were ignored. Electron 
collisional excitation and deexcitation and radiative decay were 
considered to affect the level populations. Also, the plasma was 
considered 07' cally thin and was assumed to maintain a constant 
ion density, «rtiich is reasonable for the short time scales considered. 
Energy losses by thermal conduction (see above) and by radiation were 
neglected.  The electron temperature was turned on instantaneously 
and was usually chosen to be 10-100 times the ion temperature. 
Equilibration between these two temperatures ^-as computed by the code. 
In all cases this relaxation time was mucVi longer than time scales of 
interest for lasing. The rates for atomic processes considered were 
computed from formulas published by Elton . 

In Fig. 36 are plotted curves of the peak gain coefficient, 
a, (in cm"l) attained as a function of ion density for several initial 
electron temperatures and for an ion temperature of 1 eV.  For these 
runs, the assumptions listed in the proceeding paragraph apply. 
These curves agree with the analytical predicitipns above in that 
they show the low density regime around N. ■ 10  where o varies 
as Ne , the moderate density region around N^ ■ 10^-10l^ where 
a is  proportional to Ne (e.g., for Te = 100 eV and Ne = 5 X 10

16 cm-3 

Ne D33 ■ 10 A^-j), and the rapid decline in o- at densities large enough 
for collisional equilibrium to dominate.  The output fron the computer 
runs which produced these curves also shows good agreement (~ 20%) for 
predicted excited state population densities compared to those pre- 
dicted by the Hot-Spot code at N, = 10" cm"3. The latter code also 
produced results at N^ = 10^7 cm"3 but here population densities 
predicted by the new code were about a factor of 5 higher than Hot- 
Spot predictions.  They may be due to the fact that ionization and 
recombination are not Included in the present output from the new 
XRL-1 code. 
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Fig. 36 - Newly computed 3p — 3s peak gain coefficient versus 
o2+ ion density for various temperatures 
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Plans for the continuation of this study over the next several 
months include adding more physical complexity in the form of more 
energy levels, more ionization stages, and more energy exchange mech- 
anisms to the scheme being modeled and to study their effects, with an 
eye toward predicting the lasing duration as well as specific atomic 
species and plasma conditions which would be most favorable for 
producing lasing experimentally.  More specifically, near term plans 
include addition of one more 0^+ level and the ground terms of the 
0  and 03+, ions.  Also, since shorter wavelength lasing is of ulti- 
mate conern, the code will be used to model more highly-ionized 
species which are  isoelectronic with 02+ going next to Ne^-, beyond 
which input atomic rates will be extrapolated. 
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VI. B.  ELECTRON-COLLISIONAL PUMPING 

Electron-collislonal pumping of potential laser ions using the 
approach described earlier. I.e.,  picosecond laser heating of an 
preexisting cold plasma, can be divided into five problem areas: 
(1) the generation of a cold plasma with a large fractional population 
of the laser ion species; (2) synchronization of tbm  electron heating 
laser pulse with the plasma generation; (3) obtaining optimum electron 
heating; (4) identifying potential ion laser configurations; and 
(5) establishing tests and criteria for observation of net gain. 
Areas (2), (3), and (4) have been looked at in some detail and the 
results of this work are described in full in the Appendix. 

Briefly, the synchronization problem has been solved and is the 
technique described In Section II both in this report and the previous 
report.  On a picosecond time scale and for moderate plasma densities 
It can show that inverse brehmscrahlung is the primary heating 
mechanisms and that stimulated Compton scattering is also a possibility 
in special cases.  Electron temperature up to but not exceeding about 
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1 keV are possible and this limits the applicability of this technique 
to the soft x-ray region.  Two new candidates for pulsed (self- 
terminating) lasers are Identified: K-Uke and Sl-llke Ions. K-llke 
Ions for ScIII and higher Z have an electron configuration unique to 
Ions, i.e., a single 3d electron ground state.  The laser transition 
in this series is 4p-»4s.  Si-like ions have a (3s)2(2p)2 ground 
configuration. The first allowed excited states are the (3s)(2p)2 
states.  The potential laser transitions are ^3°, 3?°,  or 
3D0 (3s2p3) -♦ Is or U) (3s22p2). This is an intercombination line 
but spectroscopic data shows that in the cases of interest it is 
fairly strong and can lead to useful gain.  (See Appendix) 

VII.  SUMMARY 

This reporting period has seen substantial progress in all 
areas of the program.  This progress has varied from important 
technological improvements in experimental facilities to new insights 
based on continuing analysis and numerical modeling.  The charge 
transfer experiment and the nonlinear mixing approach to shorter 
wavelengths were initiated during the last period and have made 
substantial progress in this period. 

The most significant results obtained during this period for 
each of the program areas are as follows: 

E-COLLISIONAL PUMPING - 

1. The short pulse laser facility has seen substantial 
technological Improvements.  The Q-switched onclllator 
part of the system has been improved to limit lon- 
gitudinal mode structure, reduce the jitter in buildup 
time, and improve reproducibility.  The jitter in 
synchronization of the two pulses has been reduced to 
- 0.2 nsec by Improved pulse and spark gap techniques. 
The nanosecond amplifier have also been brought on-line 
during this period. 

2. A series of laser-plasma interaction experiments has 
been completed. This series studied the effect of pre- 
pulses on x-ray yield and electron temperature using 
two 25 psec. pulses. 

RESONANT CHARGE TRANSFER - 

3. The experiment has been designed, fabricated, assembled, 
and initial checkout and calibration is underway. 
The experiment consists of a 2 meter grazlrig Incidence 
spectrograph, target chamber with multiple target capacity, 
and a gas manifold for "puffing" gas Into the target 
area in synchronism with the firing of the laser. 
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4. Further analysis on this experiment has reinforced our 
confidence In this approach and Identified several new 
laser possibilities involving the use of gases other 
than helium. 

NONLINEAR MIXING APPROACH 

The nonlinear mixing comprnents including NL crystals, 
ovens, and mounts have been procured and being evaluated 
on an individual basis. 

A laser triggered spark gap has been designed and con- 
structed for the hydrogen amplifier. This spark gap 
is an essential part of the scheme to synchronlie this 
amplifier with the laser oscillator at the beginning 
of the chain. 

A experiment to test the feasibility of building an 
atmospheric pressure photo-preionized hydrogen amplifier 
has been designed and constructed. The experiment will 
measure the electron densitv that can be produced in 
a mixture of hydrogen and CO when pumped with a hard 
UV emitting flashlamp.  This experiment is undergoing 
checkout at this time. 

7. 

TW PUMPING - 

8. The TW e-beam device has undergone a number of techno- 
logical improvements during this period. Among other 
things the optimum diode design has been determined 
and new diagnostics have been designed and Investigated. 

9. Laser emission at 3650 A has been observed with the TW 
discharge device. This radiation is believed to be 
from N2 but other possibilities are being explored. 

THEORY, ANALYSIS, AND MODELING - 

10. Modeling of the quasi-cw 3p-»3s laser scheme has 
continued. A new, more versatile code has keen developed 
and applied to the 0 III ion along with others.  The 
results are in good agreement with trends predicted 
using previous theoretical analysis. 

11. The self-terminating pulsed e-collisional laser has 
also been analyzed. The electron heating mechanism 
has been looked into and two new ion laser isoelectronic 
sequences have been identified. 

In addition to the above the negative ^ work which was mentioned 
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In the last report was continued with partial support from this 
program during this period. A more definitive experiment was completed 
with the results In complete agreement with theory. These results 
may lead to faster more Intense lasers for pumping sources In ihe 
x-ray laser work. 

In brief this period has seen a good amount of progress, both In 
experiments and analysis and In technological Improvements.  This 
sort of mix will probably continue during the next period.  However, 
the e-colllslonal and charge transfer experiments are at a point 
where Important and definitive measurements will be made In the next 
reporting period. 

Finally, reprints of the Important publications and talk abstracts 
are Including as an appendix to this report. These represent work 
performed during this period and are included to provide details on 
various parts of the program. 
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Appendix 

PUBLICATIONS* AND PRESENTATIONS 
FOR THE REPORTING PERIOD 

♦In the case of NRL Reports the cover page only is reproduced.  These documents are 
available on request. 
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6 ION LASERS FOR THE  VACUUM-UV REGION 

R.  C.   ELTON 

Naval Research Laboratory 
Washington, D. C, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

A simplified three-state analysis of ions In the carbon 

Isoelectrlc sequence Indicates the feasibility of obtaining 

significant amplification by stimulated emission in the hun- 

dreds-of-Angstrom region on 3p-»3s transitions in a single- 

pass system.  Tho. minimum gain length is density-limited due 

to collision?,  depot?" 1 at ion; however lengths <1 cm are pre- 

dicted.  Such lengths are compatible with laser-produced 

plasmas.  Reasonable pumping power densities are also pre- 

dicteü.  Future plans and needs are discussed. 

lOTRODUCTION 

Lasers in the vacuum-UV region below 1000 A will likely be limited to 

superfluorescent devices of high brightness and colllmatlon but with limited 

spatial coherence, due to a lack of efficient resonant cavities.  However, a 

high degree of coherence can conceivably he achieved by progressive non-1inear 

mixing techniques which have been applied successfully  so far for reading 

887 I.     The decreasing efficiencies of such up-converslon steps can then be 

compensated-for with VUV amplifiers, maintaining the original cohertnce. 

In develDping such VUV amplifiers, large pumping fluxes are inevitably 

required because of a strong wavelength dependence of the gain coefficient. 

Thus, the production of a plasma l.iser T.edium will invariably occur.  It is 

therefore natural to consider plasma ions as the amplifying vehicle, in a 

linear geometry such as created from a solid surface by a line-focused laser. 

The length of plasma that can presently be heated sufficiently to achieve mul- 

tiple ionization is in the centimeter range.  Thus, the question becomes whether 

such a medium can he used at a sufficiently high density to generate signifi- 

cant net gain while at the same time avoiding excessive collislonal quenching 

of the inversion. 

There exists a host of literature on near-l'V and visible lasing from 

multiply-ionized atoms in plasmas, tnd it is reasonable to begin investigating 

some  o f  these  transitions   for   shorter wavelengths,   using   isoelectronic   ions, 
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An initial inspection of the collisional mechanisms involved shows that tran- 

sitions between n=3 levels are most promising, based upon a general model 

of electron collisional n«2-»3 pumping through a non-dipole, slow-decaying 

transition and lasing into another n»3 level, which undergoes rapid 3-*2 spon- 

taneous dipole decay.  Pumping into higher quantum states (n-4, 5, etc.) could 

produce shorter wavelength laser emission; however these levels are much more 

susceptible to rapid collisional ionization and collisional mixing with dipolfr- 

decaying states.  Helium-like ions with possible 3->2 lasing transitions require 

excessive Is -ls3i  pump energy.  Therefore, transitions between 3p and 3s 

states in, for example, carbon-like tons seem to offer a reasonable initial 

compromise, and hold promise of achieving amplification In the 300 A region 

with molybdenum ions. 

ANALYSIS 
2 

A simple analysis  can be carried ou*; assuming that 2p-*3p monopole 

pumping by electron collisions proceeds at a rate comparable to 2p-»3d dipole 

excitation, as evidenced by experimental and theoretical studies.  For such 

A£"0 transitions, the effective Guant factor approximate formula may be con- 

veniently used to obtain the pumping rate"3 .  The n=3 excited state densities 

are then estimated as N-/N =N X/A., where N- and N are the excited and ground 

state population densities, respectively, N  is the electron density, X is the 

excitation rate coefficient, and A_ is t^he dominant decay mode of each n=3 

state. With A <<^A«i where the subscnpLs refer respectively to the n»3 upper 

and lower laser states, a population Inversion is achieved, at least until 

some further equilibrium state is reached. 

At high densities, collisional mixing will couple the upper laser state 

with other n'O states which decay rapidly to n"2.  By limiting this colli- 

sional mixing rate to a value of the laser transition probability for sponta- 

neous decay, we can arrive at a maximum tolerable density.  The collisional 

mixing rates for &i>0 transitions can be estimated, assuming the rates are 

double the calculated line widths4.  Numerical results for the carbon-like 

sequence  indicate a slight advantage over other sequences in which lasing has 

been observed.  For the elements and estimated temperatures listed in Table 1, 

the collisional mixing by electrons exceeds that by ions sufficiently to 

Ignore the latter. Equating the electron collisional mixing rate N X.. for 

the laser transition to A_-,the corresponding spontaneous decay rate,gives 
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the maximum electr n density (N )   tabulated. 
e max 

The minimum length over which gain factors of oL-l (threshold) and 5 [In 

the relation l/I =exp(cyL)] are achieved at the maximum permitted density are 

calculated from the gain formula for Doppler broadened lines. The results 

are Included In Table 1 for the particular case where the electron temperature 

T exceeds the Ion temperature T by a factor-of-10. This condition Is 
e l 
achieved by rapid electron heating with, for example, an auxiliary axial laser 

beam and In a time period shorter than the elactron-lon energy equlpartltlon 

time.  The results Indicate that lengths on the order of a centimeter are 

feasible for achieving gains greater than threshold, 

TABLE 1 

4+ 7+ 

*T = hl   /10 (eV) 
1   e 

T (ns')=A--/2 

-*: 

N«" A1'T 

2269 1148 

24 50 

2 1 

0.02 0.2 

Ca 

756 

200 

0.6 

3.5 

14+ 
C.u 

473 

480 

0.4 

16 

23+ 36+ 
Mo 

306 

1100 

0.3 

72 

0.86 0.45 0.33 0.39 0,52 

4.2 2.2 1.7 2.0 2.7 

10"l7(N )(cm 
e max 

L, (cm^: 
mln 

-.I.= l 

rvL-5 

-12. 
10  P/a (W/ar) (for Inv. brem. abe. length L): 

-vL=l,5        2 ? 2 2 2 

The pump power density P/a (required to overccne  radiative decay) In the 

auxiliary laser beam is estimated for -.l,=5 from N A,-LE0., where £„_ Is the 
u 33  23        23 

excitation energy interval. This result is Included in Table 1 and Is en- 

couraging when compared to state-of-the-art picosecond lasers that produce 

lO14 W/cnf , even If an  ~17, total pumping efficiency Is assumed. 

The laser action will be self-terminating In an equilibrium relaxation 

time to be determined by a detailed numerical analysis.  In any case, it is 

not expected to be shorter than T =A  /2, the upper laser state lifetlne, 

tabulated In Table 1 and seen to be sufficiently long for present 10-25 ps 

pumping lasers. 
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DISCUSSION 

The present analysis is of preliminary nature and intended to serve as 

impetus for sophisticated numerical modeling of the atomic and plasma physics, 

and for experiments in laser-plasma production and heating with short pulses. 

For the modeling, it is clear that data are in short supply on almost all 

relevant atomic processes, radiative and collisional, for high-Z ions; here 

both theoretical calculations and experiments are needed.  For experiments, 

higher power lasers are always desirable for increased pumping. Also, fast 

(ps) vacuum-UV detectors are needed for time-resolved diagnostics.  An effi- 

cient resonant cavity for the vcuum-UV would be most desirable in the sense 

c'.at it would reduce the severe requirements on pumping and media density 

through multiple-pass operation, although again it is not essential for 

achieving amplification. 

In conclusion, the presently described simple analysis offers encouraging 

prospects for extending proven ion laser schemes into the vacuum-UV region 

for amplification of coherent radiation. More detailed numerical analysis 

and experiments are required and are presently underway . 
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QUASI-ST'-'OMARY   POPULATIOU  INVERSION ON Ka TRANSITIONS 

R.C.  Elton 

U.S.  Naval  Research  Laboratory, Washington,  D.C,   20375,  USA 

For   Utiag   In   the x-ray  spectral  region,   V'p-»ls,   Ko-type  transitions 

are most desirable because of  the high photon energy.    The pumping flux 

r.acessary to sustain a population  inversion against  spontaneous decay 

is, however,   formidable! 1), due to the  large x-ray and Auger transition 

probabilities.     The   femtosecond  risctimes  required   for pre-equllIbrium 

operation in a  self-terminating mode(2J  are an additional severe 

problemfll.     Stripping of outer electrons so that hydrogenic or helium- 

like Ions are utilized would eliminate both the Auger contribution to 

the decay and  th» attenuation of the beam due to photoionizatlon.     In 

any case, however,  such short-iived inversions could only be useful as 

amplifiers,   since  the coherence   length  is <1 un,   prohibiting csvlty use 

without  extremely  we 11-synchronized  repetitive operation or a traveling 

wave pumping. 

If,  however,   an  inverted density can be maintained  in a quasi- 

stationary model i|   for nanoseconds,  operation with Bragg-reflectlng 

resonators may be  feasible.    StsnkevichKl  suggestad such a possibility, 

providing that   the  total rate for transfer of L-vacanciee  (lower  laser 

state)   to the M-shell exceeds  the total K-vacancy   Upper   laser state) 

decay  rate.     His  analysis,  bssed upon early data.   Indicated  that sus- 

tained  inversions  on the Ka.  and Krv    transitions was possible for 

elements with 2 <  16 and 47,  respectively.     Using  a   similar approach 

with more   recent  datafS],  we   find   [3|   that  the necessary  conditions may 
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posalblv be met for only the Kn. transition and for 25^3.45.  Also, the 

degree of inversion and the resultant gain are limited by a maxiDum 

excess L- over K- vacancy depletion rate of ~307.. 

However, f.he creation of double LL- or LMr vacancy states following 

K-Auger transitions can produce a sufficient energy shift to avoid res- 

onant absorption of the amplified K x-ray emission.  In this refined 

model, it is only necessary for the total I.-decay rate to exceed the K 

x-ray rate; significant rate excesses and net gain then become possible 

for both KOj and Koj tranaitions and for 13^Z<50,  This line shift 

model is based upon a delicate balance between (a) rapid Auger cascading 

to higher M-va=ancy states with multiple loniiation, associated decay 

rate decrease^ and Insufficient line shift; and (b) recombination which 

must proceed at a comparably high rate to prevent excessive depletion of 

amplifying atoms through ionlzatlon.  This latter condition places an 

upper limit on the temperature permitted (AT ■« 30-100 eV according to 

Stankevich(M) and. In a continuously pumped medium, on the Inversion 

period; hence the quasi-stationary nature of the inversion.  The 

achievement of the proper balance will be found both by a full numeri- 

cal model and from careful experimental diagnostics. 

Based upoi   Is line-ahifr model, respective calculations{3) for Si, 

Ca, and Cu at wavelengths of 7.1, 3.4, and 1.5 A indicate Jirst that 

only concentrated x-ray photon beams can provide the required pumping 

energy density.  For the came elements, x-ray photon densities (In the 

20   - 3 
K-absorption bands) o  (2, U,   and 20)10  cm  are required to overcome 

photoiontzatlon losses.  This is equivalent to (5, 20, ar.a 200)10 

2 
W/cm and results in gain coefficients »L of 70, 3C  and 15, for a 

\b 
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latcr-iMdlum length  L of 300 i« and dlUMtcr 30 ,m. With a  10X conver- 

sion efficiency,  this could be provided by IR  laeere of 4,  9,  end  200 TW, 

powert within present  means  end  expectetiona. 

It  is   interesting to note  that,   for  the same elements,   the  pinnp 

power requirements are equivalent to  1% of the total bleckbody radiation 

at achievable  temperatures  of AT  ■ 0.S,  0.7 and  1.2 keV with  peak emis- 

sions at convenient wavelengLii« of 5, 4, and 2 A,  reapectively.     It  ia 

suggested that some experime.'.Lal efforts be directed towards developing 

a "tuned" pump source approaching blackbody conditions  in a desired 

spectral band,  e.g., with a pseudo-continuum of saturated L-lire emis- 

sion from heavy elements;   some VUV efforts on uranium plasma emission 

already   exist. 
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TOWARDS X-RAY LASERS WITH VUV AMPLIFICATION ON  3p*3i TRANSITIONS 

R.C.  Elton,  T.N.   Use,  J.  D«vl».   T.K.  Relnt]««,  R.H.  Dlxon, 

R.C. Eckardt, K. Whltn«y*, J.L, DeRosa, L.J. Palumbo, and R.A. Andrews 

U.S. Naval R«8e.>rch Laboratory, Washington, D. C.  20375, USA 

Proposed devices for obtaining impUtled spontaneous emission (ASE) 

In the x-ray spectral region appear to have very limited spatial and 

temporal coherence, and attempts to Improve this by addition of an 

x-ray reaonator appear unrealistic at present. High quality, coherent 

x-ray laser beams may ultimately be achieved by ehort wavelength 

amplification of colliaeted, coherent laser radiation obtained by 

frequency up-cotwersion using non-linear optical techniques. Wave- 

lengths «s short as 887 A have so far been obtained, starling with 

1.06-iim laser radiationfl I.  With limited conversion efficiencies, VUV 

amplification becomes necessary, where superfluorescent ASK devices 

suffice.  In developing auch amplifiers, it is reasonable to consider 

extend<ng present near-UV ion laser transitions Into the VUV region(2l. 

For example, UV lasing at wavelengths as short as 2700 A has been 

denonetrated using 3p-»3e transitions in a number of multiply-ionized 

low-Z element» In plasmas!J).  Excitation 2p-*3p is by electron 

colliaio'is and 3s*2p electric dipole depopulation is rapid. With 

fairly efficient  avltl^s, sufficient gain is achieved without 

»Science Applications, Inc., Arlington, Virginia, U.S.A. 
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colllslonal mixing problams at lov-to-moderat« part U:It dmsltlca.  In 

the VUV region, where resonator» become nonexletent, multiple lonlte- 

tlon et the high denaltlen required for «iperfluoreacent gain requlrca 

large pumping energy densities and small volume» for existing power 

source», e.g., focused laaer beams. 

With the gain factor achievable limited by the density at which 

collisions compete with atlmulated emission, a simple 3-level anal- 

yslsM for carbon-like Ions Indicates that the minimum laser-medium 

length required scale« with the electron (T ^ and Ion (T ) temperatures 

as (T /T )\  exp(AE 3/VT ), where AE23 Is the 2p-3p energy difference. 

Hence, a high electron temperature la Important and a lot. Ion temper- 

ature la dealrable for short laser-medium lengths.  Including the other 

Important variables such as loser wavelength *, , tranaltlon probability, 

and density, the analysis indicates a reasonable length on the order of 

1 cm for Z extending to 42 (Mo, X « 30Ü    where a hydrogen 1c-Ion 
Id 

spectrum has already been observed In a laboratory dlscharge[51.  An 

extended analysis with a more aophlstlcated numerical model, which 

Include» Interactions with other level» and Ionic specie», Is underway. 

This analysis la based on a "hot-apot" plasma model which include» 

Impulse heating and radiative ano conductive cooling.  Preliminary 

results indicate T /T. •" 10 for Initial time periods of -50 pa, which 

la shorter than the upper laaer state lifetime and longer than the 

25 ps pumping laser pulse. An additional reault expected from the 

numerical analysis 1« the relaxation time of the Inverted population, 

which could conceivably exceed the 3p Isvel lifetime [4, 61. 

-  - —  
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Exp«i-liMnts  «re underway [7]   In which a  Una plaama   User-medium  la 

craatad by focualng an IR  laaar on an appropriate target naterlal to 

produca tha daalrad  Ion apaclea and density  In expansion.    An existing 

4GW,   25 pa Nd:YAC   laaar pulse  la   to be directed axlally  Into thla plaama 

and provide tha .ireferantial electron heating for colllalonal popula- 

tion inversion.     Initial experiments on characterizing the plasma have 

been perfonaed with a point  focua   fron: the ahort-pulse   laser  and  using 

x-ray diagnostics  on  plasmaa  of Na, Mg.  Al,  and Si.     Resonance  lines 

from hallum-Hke  spe   lea  are  obaerved  in all  cases  and  from hydrogenlc 

ions  for rh» rlrat  three.    The observed species and  relative  Intensi- 

ties are in agreement with predictions of the numerical model.    The 

diagnostics are presently being extended   into the more  "cluttered" VUV 

region,    as the  two-laser  system is  madt  operational. 
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Extension of 3p-* 3s Ion Lasers into the 
Vacuum Ultraviolet Region 

R, C, Elton 

The feasibility of extendinj! exisling near-ultraviiilet ion lasers into the vacuum ultraviolet spectral region 
is analyzed with a simplified three-stale model. Single-pass amplification in a laser-produced plasma .it 
reasonable length, pump power, and rise-time requirements is predicted, especially for high electron tem- 
peratures. The results are intended to serve as a basis and incentive for detailed numerical modeling and 

for experiments. 

I.    Introduction 
Lasing in multiply ionized atoms has been demon- 

strated in the visible and near-ultraviolet spectral re- 
gions with gas discharges in resonant cavities.1 It 
would be of great intr-rist and importance to trans- 
late these results to shorter wavelengths isoelectroni- 
cally.2 At vacuum ultraviolet (vuv) wavelengths 
shorter than 2000 Ä, conventional cavities become in- 
efficient, and impractical below 1600 Ä. However, 
for amplification of, for example, a frequency upcon- 
verted coherent, vacuum-uv beam,11 a resonant cavity 
is not required, provided significant gain can he 
achieved in a single photon pass through an inverted 
medium of reasonable length. Higher inverted state 
densities are required for single-pass amplification 
and for short wavelengths, with an upper density 
limit set by rapid depletion due to charged particle 
collisions. Population inversions are often self-ter- 
minating in time as equilibrium population distribu- 
tions are approached, and the required rise time of 
the pumping source usually decreases with decreas- 
ing wavelength according to increasing transition 
probabilities for spontaneous decay. Also, the higher 
excitation energy in the heavier elements required for 
short wavelengths (isoelectric extrapolation) requires 
increased particle energies and densities for collision- 
al pumping. 

With these general guidelines we have attempted 
to analyze the scalability to shorter wavelengths. 
The highest degrees of ionization in heavy elements 
are obtained in high density plasmas, in short bursts. 

The author is with the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Wash- 

ington, D.C. WM5. 
Received 17 June 1971. 

and in small volumes with a limited amount of avail- 
able energy.   A conceivably practical device, compat- 
ible with present technology, would be a linear plas- 
ma of about 1 cm in length, with the necessary ions 
and particle densities pn ''viced from a solid target by 
a  line-focused  laser  beam.     Longer  plasmas  may 
eventually be generated to produce increased overall 
gain, or perhaps decreased density for improved effi- 
ciency, as more powerful lasers are developed.   Long- 
er lengths may also become a possibility with axial 
heating of gaseous media by long wavelength lasers, a 
concept similar to that proposed for fusion plasma 
heating.'1   However, absorption and beating is a func- 
tion of the plasma temperature and density, and uni- 
form heating with narrow channeling5 must first be 
proved.   For short wavelengths and high Z materials, 
solid targets are generally more readily available than 
gases.    It therefore seems reasonable to model the 
present (inalys-is around a transverse irradiated and 
vaporized  Mid target plasma medium. 

After expansion the initial plasma would be 
pumped axially with a separate short-pulse laser; this 
would preferentially heat the electrons, which in turn 
would produce the inversion by electron-ion colli- 
sions. A high electron temperature 7',, is often very 
beneficial in producing a high inversion when, as 
here, the electron density is limited; also a low ion 
temperature reduces the (Doppler) line width and in- 
creases the possible gain (see Eq. (1) below). Thus, 
an electron-ion temperature differential is desirable, 
and this may be achieved by allowing the ions to ex- 
pand and cool (faster than recombination takes 
place) and by healing the electrons in times shorter 
than the electron-ion energy equipartition time. 

Considering resonance-lin absorption and stimu- 
lated emission, the gain in a homogeneous medium of 
length /. is given by ///„ = expMJ, where a is the 
gain coefficient": 
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Here, X is the laser wavelength, A the transition 
probability, Av the Doppler line width in frequency 
units, and gu, gi, Nu, Ni the statistical weights and 
population densities for the upper and lower laser 
levels, respectively. Photoionization losses are omit- 
ted here, since only (K and) L shell electrons are 
present, and the photon energy of the short wave- 
length laser lines is insufficient to remove L elec- 
trons: likewise competition from Auger decay does 
not exist. Loss of laser photons through scattering 
has also been neglected here. A selection of a partic- 
ular aL product (unity for threshold, äfi desirable) 
determines the minimum length of the medium, since 
the other parameters (e.g., density) are fixed or limit- 
ed in the medium. Thus, we intend to show that a 
practical length of the order of I cm is reasonable for 
a particular transition. 

Laser transitions between two states, both with ;; 
= 3 principal quantum number, were chosen tor de- 
tailed analysis. Electron pumping is assumed to pro- 
ceed directly from a n = 2 ground state of a particu- 
lar ion through a nondipole transition (slowly decay- 
ing) by electron collisions to an = li state, followed 
by lasing through a dipole transition to a lower it = 3 
state, after which the electron decays more rapidly to 
the n = 2 ground state. (It is not necessary to in- 
voke a seemingly less probable combined ionization- 
excitation single-step collisional process in the analy- 
sis.) Laser transitions from a n = 4 upper state 
(pumped from n = 2) to a n = 3 lower state would 
produce shorter wavelength lines. However, the 
proximity of other n = 4 dipole-decaying stales lim- 
its the maximum electron (and ion) density to too 
lei" a value to give reasonable laser lengths. Also, n 
= 3 to n = 2 transitions in helium like ions, pumped 
from the Is- ground state, were considered; however, 
the large Is-*3s energy gap severely limits the col- 
lisional excitation rates (see Eq. {h]\ and therefore 
the available inversion density and the minimum 
laser length obtainable. (Note that this 3—-2 laser 
scheme may prove practical when pumped from 
above by rapid downward cascading following elec- 
tron capture.) 

Pumping into an =3 upper laser state that is not 
dipole-coupled to n =2 levels is one necessary condi- 
tion for maintaining a large population density, since 
spontaneous depopulation of this state is limited to 
the An = 0 laser transition with a relatively low rate. 
Conversely, the lower laser state population is kept 
low by a high n = 3-*2 dipole depopulation rate. 
The collisional transition for populating the upper 
laser state can be monopole; e.g., 2p > 3p (2p - 3.s is 
not followed by 3—-3 dipole decay). Quadrupole 
2s '■3d excitation is also conceivable. However, in 
the two instances where this might be particularly 
important, namely, the lithiumlike and berylliumlike 
Isinglet) ground state ions, an inverted population 
will not be obtained, since the pumped :id upper 
laser state has a shorter lifetime than the lower laser 
stale due to a low-lying 2p state. 
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Lasing following monopole 2p--\\p excitation has 
been observed in ions belonging to the beryllium 
(triplet system) through the fluorine isoelectronic se- 
quences.' For a particular element (such us oxygen 
for which data are available), the trend is towards 
shorter wavelengths (and correspondingly lower 
gains) for the more highly ionized species (Be-like). 
Also, pumping by collisional excitation becomes more 
difficult for the larger 2 -3 energy gap in the highly 
stripped ions. It is also desirable to have a large en- 
ergy separation between the upper lasing state and 
any nearby states that are dipole-coupled to the 
ground state, in order to reduce colhsional-radiative 
depopulation; here, the boron- and carbonlike ions 
are slightly favored. 

II.    Analysis 

While observations of lasing in multiply ionized 
atoms   have   been   reported,1   no  similar   attempt 
towards analysis of the mechanisms and limitations 
has been found in the literature.   The present three- 
state analysis for carbon-like ions is intended to serve 
as a guide and stimulus for a more sophisticated and 
complete time-dependent  numerical analysis (pres- 
ently underway).   Pumping is assumed to take place 
in a 2p2 :IP — 2p3p :'D monopole (A/ = 0) transi- 
tion, followed by lasing in a 2p3p ;,D — 2p3.'.' :!P di- 
pole transition, with the final state rapidly decaying 
by a dipole transition to the 2p2 ;,P ground state. 
Lasing from a 2p3p :1S upper term is also possible. 
Two-electron radiative-Auger decay to a 2s2pa con- 
figuration is expected to have a negligible effect.' 
Along the isoelectronic sequence, data are generally 
available up to neon.7 "    Beyond that, wavelengths 
are scaled1- as z" '. where z is the charge seen by the 
active electron (2 -  1 = ion charge).   The oscillator 
strength for the laser transition is extrapolated ac- 
cording to a Z" ' : empirical best fit {7. is the nuclear 
charge of the ion), and the associated laser transition 
probability is deduced'1 from A * //A".   The equilib- 
rium kinetic temperature of the plasma in which the 
ions are produced is taken as feT » 0.25XJ-2I where 
X,_j is the ionization potential of the next lower ion 
state.   For estimating the excitation rate, and conse- 
quently the inversion density, it is assumed that the 
monopole excitation rate ^ approximately equal to a 
corresponding dipole rate.   This assumption is sup- 
ported by experimental and theoretical results111 on 
plasma ions and is further discussed below for the 
high electron temperature situation.    For this, the 
2/)- :I/J    ' 2p3d :,D allowed transition was used and 
the oscillator strength was extrapolated empirically 
lo unity with higher /      This oscillator strength, as 
well as the 'i  = 2 3 energy difference A/v.;,, are re- 
quired in the approximation used for calculating the 
excitation rate in Eq. (5) for An   '   0 transitions. 
The energy difference A£-j:i was estimated through 
extrapolation  by  keeping  the  ratio A/-.7\  constont 
along the isoelectronic sequence. 

In evaluating the collisional mixing rale between 
(he upper laser stale and a nearby state that has a 
short lifetime for dipole de-ay to the ground state. 
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KiB. 1.    Minimum length !,„„„ for amplification in carlionlike IMM, 

with gain exp((ii) vs atomic number Z, wavelength ,\, and temper- 
ure, where the electron (kT,.) and ion (kTJ temperatures are as- 
umed equal.   Maximum electron density (TV, i „,„, is also shown. 

the lower laser state was chosen, since—for the car- 
bon sequence at least—it was close and thereby had a 
typical overlap. (In carbonlike ions there are six 
clustered n = 3 states that should be properly con- 
sidered in a more sophisticated collisional analysis.) 
The electron collisional mixing rate C,. at an electron 
temperature T,. and density Ne is best estimated for 
^n = 0, / = 1 •—■ / = 0 transitions from twice the lino 
width given by the portion of Eq. (026) of Kef. 14, 
which pertains to / -* / - 1 transitions: 

C, = 6uN,(2m/ukr,.)>iHli/im):,r(,r - /■)!/, (2/  '   1)| 

x In {5 - (4.5/;)  +  r'Kl   ■♦   fr7>2)/x,,ik - l)]-'},   (2) 

where n = 3, / = 1, and where £ = U - I) e2 u>/mi\.:i 

from Eq. (515) of the same reference. Here, XH is 
the ionization potential of hydrogen and ui is the laser 
angular frequency. The ratio r,,/N,. has been tabu- 
lated15 for T, = TV 

The ion collisional mixing rate C, has also been 
evaluated by Eqs. (517) and (518) of Ref. 11 (with the 
former multiplied by the square of the ion charge U 
— I)2 for ions heavier than protons): 

|4r/(2/  • 

x LU/kT, 

1)| |(fiM/«iz)2[jV,/(j 

[/(«' - I2),-   ■   exp(-|A/,-;,.Vi)] 

1) 

(3) 

,■ = [liirU - D^u./.'yv.u2!"''. M) 

Here, M is the ion mass, T, the ion temperature, and 
NJ(z - 1) is used for the ion density. The parame- 
ter C,7N,. has also been tabulated15 and is found to 
range from about five to two orders of magnitude less 
than C,./N,, for the neon to molybdenum ions, respec- 
tively. 

The maximum electron density is determined by 
setting the collisional mixing rate equal to the spon- 
taneous emission probability /A.u for the laser transi- 
tion. Then, (Ne)max = A:^/(C,N,). for C, « (',- 
This density upper limit has been tabulated15 and is 
plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. The maximum electron 
densities shown are quite consistent with those avail- 
able in an expanding and cooling laser-produced 
plasma. 

If the upper and lower laser terms are assumed to 
be populated by electron collisions from the n = 2 
ground state (density = N,,) only (see Introduction), 
final coronal equilibrium values, given in a first ap- 
proximation by /V/CaaMaa), are reached in a char- 
acteristic e-folding time of ~ .4 ._1 This time is 
much shorter for the lower laser level than for the 
upper, and the lower level reaches a much lower equi 
librium concentration more rapidly. The collisional 
excitation rate C;>;i is calculated with the effective 
Gaunt factor approximation in the convenient 
form1": 

where 

Kig. 2.    Minimum length /. , lor omplification in earhmilike ions 
with gain Bxp(tit) vs atomic mimlicr /, wnveli-nglh .\. and if>r ki- 
netic temperature hT,    The el ■clnmir kmctic temperature /.■■/', is 
assumed equal to If) kT, and is plotted.   Maximum electron densi 

ty (N?) niHi Is also shown. 
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Cj3 = |i.c ■ io-'r:,M exp(-A/:,, ;,■•/;,) AK. (/,••/;)"■'! 

' .v„ sec"1,    (5) 

for AA'jn ami feTt. in eV and where/; is the average 
Gaunt factor («0.2). By setting ^ = N,./(z - I), 
the upper laser state density may be calculated and is 
found15 tube * lO-3^.. 

A question remains as to how long an inversion is 
maintained; i.e., what equilibrium population distri- 
bution is reached and in what time interval'.' At first 
glance it appears possible that inversion can he sus- 
tained for an indefinite period. Clearly, a detailed 
time-dependcRt numerical rate equation analysis is 
needed, including as many effects from other levels 
(such as cascading) as possible. This refinement is 
now underway. 

III.    Results 

It is now possible to estimate the minimum length 
necessary to achieve a particular gain product <\l. 
For Doppler line broadening (Stark broadening is es- 
timated from O.SC,,., and found to he negligible), this 
length is given for large inversion by1' 

I.    ■   [H-.yL  AliX,\Xi'){2niyrl   I/)
1'-, (8) 

This is plotted as /.,„,„ vs element, temperature, and 
wavelength in Fig. 1 for o/, = I and 5, and for '/', = 
T,, The analysis is carried up to molybdenum (/ = 
42), which is the heaviest element for which high 
stages of ioni/ation have been reported.17 It is seen 
that the parameters involved scale with Z such thai 
/. „„„ is approximately constant for elements heavier 
than / ~ M ai.d never becomes less than 10 cm, 
which is somewhat long for laser-produced plasmas. 
However, for neon, the length is consistent with l-m 
cavity discharge experiments, since o/ » 1.5% is suf- 
ficient. 

Since It is hoped that the ions may cool in expan- 
sion  and  thi.:   subsequently the electrons   may  be 
heated preferentially, it is of great interest to observe 
the effect here.    Neglecting the logarithmic term in 
Eq. (2), C,./Ne scales as T, -"-' so that (iV,)„mx in- 
creases as T, ''L'.    Also, from Eq. ("i). ('■. y V scales as 
(X'/'/V -Jexpf-A/^i/A-7',J,      as      does      .'V„//V, 
Therefore, Nua \ '/',,   exp (-lK>JkT,),   and  /. 
fr,/?',.,)1 -'  expfSEfJkr,,).     The advantage  in  al- 
lowing the ions to cool (while N,   decreases to the 
maximum value allowed) is indicated here, although 
the dependence upon T, is much weaker than on 7', , 
particularly lor l;T, <SEo i    la Fig. 2, the ion tern 
perature is maintained at the equilibrium value as 
sumed above   i.e.. O.^ö \ .. ,) and T,  is taken as 107' 
The effec' is to reduce /.„„„ below unity for thresh 
old gain and as low as 1.7 cm for nL = ■">.   This indi- 
cates  the dramatic effect  of increased  pumping at 
higher electron temperatures.    The /. ,„,,, curves in 
Fig. 2 are to be shifted downward according to \   /', 
for   significant   cooling   with   I'ro/enin   ions,     .lust 
which ions will be most useful (i.e., the carbonlike se- 
quence analyzed here or another sequence) will prob- 
ably be determined bv experiments (presently under 
way1*). 

There are two concerns that warrant further con- 
sideration for high electron temperatures. One is the 
depopulation of the laser states by electron collisions, 
the net result being a possible increase in gain length 
over that estimated above. An estimate"1 for ioniza- 
tion from the ;i=:) states indicates that in all cases 
the rate is much less than the dominant collisional 
mixing rate (', used above. A second concern at high 
electron temperatures involves the assumption, made 
above, that the nondipole-trausilion collisional 
pumping rale is approximately equal to that of a cor- 
responding dipole transition; i.e., for atoms, at least, 
the cross section for the former decreases more rapid- 
ly at high electron energy (high 7',.) than does the 
cross section for dipole transitions. For the present 
T, = T, analysis,/?7',/AfeV, < I. and for the 7',/'/', 
= 10 analysis,/.• T/A/iju increases from approximate- 
ly .'! lor neon to ö for molybdenum. From existing 
experimental and theoretical data1''111 lor multiply- 
ionized atoms, there is no evidence that the n =2 •:> 
nondipole rales will be significantly less than the cor 
responding dipole rates for hT, 'SEi i up to .x Fur- 
thermore, data exist-" tor n =1! -.') transitions with 
kTJSEw varying from I to I"), which also shows no 
significant deterioration in the relative nondipole 
rates (although the absolute value of the cross section 
is reduced below that for dipole transitions in this 
case). Data on relative nondipole excitation rates at 
high electron temperatures are important, not only to 
the present analysis, but to other short wavelength 
ion laser approaches-'1 that depend directly on a u t nk 
monopole excitation rate tor the lower laser level at 
anomalously high electron energies in plasmas. 

The required internal pump pov er density can be 
found from A^.tV;A/','_.:i, assuming .V,, = .V,,(- - 
I). With a volume determined by the product of the 
cross-sectional area a and the length /.. and assum- 
ing a fractional absorption of /.//. ,,„ along with a 
total energy conversion efficiency of >}. the axial 
pumping laser irradiance P/n that is required is 
given by 

/' .VC A/:  ,/..„„   r,U I (7) 

Here, /.,,!„ is the classical inverse-liremsstrahlung ab- 
sorption length, given by1 

! o ■ v      v \ i 1)    nn (8) 

for densities much less than the critical value ) » 10-1 

cm ; tor A = 1.06 »mi radiation) at the plasma fre- 
quency. Here, 7', is in eV, A is in cm, and .V, is in 
cm   ;.   Then, 

/' -/        12   •   )l)")| TJ  expl   A/-.    /,•/.)   U  ■    1) .|| 

VV   rin .      (9) 

with Ki| (ö). Within the present approximations, 
I'/a is therefore independent ol density and medium 
length. 
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Numerical results indicate, lor an estimated total 
conversion efficiency of 1%, a required irradiance up 
to approximately 101'1 W/cm- for the ions indicated 
in the figures, and for 7'P = 107', This may be ob- 
tained with a 0.1-J, 10-psec laser focused to a 100-^m 
diam. The 1% efficiency estimate is arrived at by as- 
suming 10% for laser heating and 10% for excitation 
of the particular upper configuration, in competition 
both with other excitation modes and with ioni/.ation 
(ionization from the n = 2 orbit proceeds at a rate"' 
comparable to that for excitation to n = 'A levels for 
the enhanced electron temperature case). 
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IV.    Discussion 

The experimental scheme proposed above involves 
the transverse generation and subsequent expansion 
of a cylindrical plasma and the additional healing 
and pumping by an axial laser beam. A Maxwellian 
electron distribution has implicitly been assumed in 
the analysis. The electron equilibration time scales 
as .V,,- ' 7',,"' and reaches the nanosecond range for 
the high electron temperature cases, which is compa- 
rable both to the upper laser state lifetimes and the 
collisional excitation times. Electron-ion equiparti- 
tiun times are. however, still much longer, so thai 
high /',.,■ 7', ratios may be maintained. A more so- 
phisticated analysis will either have to account for 
this relatively slow electron equilibration or depend 
upon electron heating at higher densities with an as- 
sociated risk of excessive cooling during the ensuing 
expansion phase. The latter approach would not re- 
quire additional pump irradiance, according to the 
present analysis; however, a complicated dynamic 
numerical plasma model would be required for analy- 
sis. Experiments will undoubtedly be done wlih var- 
ious heating times. 

V.    Summary 

The present three-state analysis indicates that it is 
promising to extrapolate successful near-ultraviolet 
ion laser transitions into the vacuum-uv region for 
amplification, by using expanding laser-produced cy- 
lindrical plasma as an initial medium that is subse- 
quently pulse-heated axially with available lasers to 
increase the electron temperature for efficient pump- 
ing. The particular ion species that are generated 
and maintained in a frozen-in state will be identified 
in experiments. The added effects of other levels, as 
well as the true time dependence of the gain, will 
hopefully evolve from a numerical model presently 
under development. Such modeling of increasing so- 
phistication will require more refined extrapolation 
methods and more basic data, particularly as it pro- 
ceeds to higher Z elements 

The author is grateful to H. R, (Iriem for helpful 
suggestions towards evaluating the collisional rates 
involved  here.    Valuable discussions with col- 
league R. A. Andrews are also recalled with apprecia- 
tion. 
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Two-photon resonantly enhanced self-defocusing in Cs vapor at 
1.06 ,x * 

R. H. Lehniberg, J. Reintjes, and R. C. Eckardt 

Saval Research I.Miburalory.  Washington, D. C. 20315 
(Received 5 July  1174) 

The eleclronic nonliaear refractive index in Cs vapor .it 1.06 u is shown to he nceative and to consist 
Of two distinct conlribulions. One of these contributions arises from a two-photon resonance in the 
susceptibility and can be made comparable in magnitude to the positive n : m laser glass.  The other 
term arises from population redistributions between the ground and first excited state   We present 

measurements of sell-deioaising of 8 single pulse from a Nd   VAC mode-locked laser that are in 

apteenienl with the theoretical predictions 

The useful output power which can lie generated in 
many pulsed solid stale lasers is limited by the oc- 
currence o( self-focusing and self-pltasp-moduldUon due 
to the positive nonlinear refractive index >i, of the am- 
plifyint; material. It would appear In be possible to 
raise the useful output power from such lasers by com- 
pensating for the self-action effects of the laser am- 
plifier with complementary self-action effects in a 
material with a negative nonlinear refractive index. 
Such compensation is anticipated to be effective under 
conditions where the spatial and temporal distortions 
of the beam due to the positive //, are small. 

The negative nonlinear refractive indices which have 
been observed previously have arisen either from two- 
level resonance effects which occur in restricted wave- 
length ranges attainable only by the use of tunable 
lasers, ' or from then tal effects2 which are too slow to 
be of use in compensating for the soil-focusing of pulses 
in the nanosecond range or shorter. It has recently been 
noted that Cs vapor should exhibit a negative value of »a 

at the Nd : YAG wavelength.    Using Cs. one should there- 
fore be able to investigate condensation of the self- 
locusing and self-phase-modulation in high-power glass 

lasers. 

374 Applied Physics Letters, Vol. 75, No. 7. 1 Oclobei 1974 

In this letter, we study in more detail the negative 
nonlinear refractive index of Cs at 1.06 M- We show 
that it arises from two distinct contributions; i.e., one 
from a two-photon resonance and the other from popu- 
lation redistributions. Under easily attainable experi- 
mental conditions, the magnitude of H, can bo made com- 
parable to that of laser glass.  Because of its resonance 
behavior, the two-photon term can make the largest con- 
tribution to the nonlinearity. making compensation tor 
self-focusing of short pulses feasible. We present mea- 
surements of self-defocusing ol a single pulse from a 
Nd : YAG mode-locked laser, and show that the results 
are in good qualitative and fair quantitative agreement 
with the theory. 

The energy level diagram of Cs is shown in Fig.   1. 
The nonlinear susceptibility at LOG ß is determined 
primarily by interactions between the Itio (s 10)) and the 
Ifi/''' (s|l» and 17.«) (sl2)) levels because of nearby one- 
and two-photon resonances,  respectively.  In the slowly 
varying envelope approximation,  tt can be shown that 
the nonlinear refractive index has two distinct 
contributions: 

6>l-vl    >i -«<,    5H4 • Bilfl, ^ 
where n„ is the linear refractive index. 
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FIG, 1. Energy level (IWKI-ITII ut Cs. With reference l" Hie 
text the «S level is referred lo ns level I 0), Iho (IP levels as 
11), and the 7S level as I 2). The dotted lines show the posi- 
tion uf Ihe laser fundamental at l.Ofi M and il ; two-plioton level 
at n.Wl n. 

The first term is given by 

1". :E-U)} 

/r'U' ,„ - 2u))(u)10-ai)    \u!u,-ol        i'-U.',,/ 
E2U)) 

(21 

where t'(/) is the optical field of frequency a>    2nc,'.\. 
.V is the atomic density,  (x0 are the atomic dipole 
matrix elements between levels   /  and Ij), and wh is 
the atomic frequency splitting between M and l/>. The 
(   denotes an average over an optical cycle. In the case 
of I.OB-M radiation in Cs,  u>t0-u),   ; a'.,,- 2J.'

I      J'. and 
we are justified in ignoring antiresonant contributions 
to the above expression. In deriving this result, we 
have also assumed that the atomic and laser linewidths 
are small compared to the detuning frequencies ui1(1- u 
and i WJO - 2u) I. 

Kxpression (2) arises from a two-photon interaction 
between the I6s> and 17s   levels. In solids stich terms 
are usually positive and are generally accepted as being 
responsible for the self-focusing observed in materials 
such as laser glass. ' For l.OB-M radiation in Cs vapor, 
however,  «•,„, - 2ü.' < 0,  while both w10-u) and u) - w2i  ■ 0; 
hence, ii™<0, and one obtains snlf-detocnsing and nega- 
tive frequency chirping tor laser pulses. The effect is 
resonantly enhanced by the two-photon denominator 
(a),n-2u' = -260 cm"1), and i/f can be eomimrable In 
magnitude to the «._, of laser glass at modest vapor den- 
sities (.VM0,; cm"1). 

The second contribution lo l>ivu arises from intensity- 
dependent population redistributions between the |6s) 
and iG/)) levels, and is given by 

tN / 2M^    ( _iii2_\ 
Vf 

- r rf/" exp[/(iDi0 - u • riYf -l")\t(t") + c.c ]• 
(3) 

where £ is the complex amplitude of the optical field 
defined by EU) = |f (0exp(iu)/) + c. c.,  T, is the lifetime 
of Ihe '6/)) level, and T is the atomic dephasing time. 
The actual form of fiiifl depends on the magnitude of the 
laser pulse duration („ relative to T and T,,  For short 
pulse durations /„■• T,  T,, 

fsn.-ufiE-U)} 
-.V 2M5 

«'(w,. 
\(E\l)). 

(4) 

This term is analogous to the expression derived by 
Grischowsky in the adiabatic following approximation of 
the two-level system.' It has the same form of intensity 
dependence as 5»,, and is also negative,  since u)10- -e, 
a) - u).,. > Ü. 

When T « /„<'. 7'.. Kq. (3) reduces to 

fiH. 2T-
1
 HS

1
 I    df ,t-(/');, (5) 

where uf is defined in Kq, (4), The term leads to a 
form of thermal self-defocusing. 

In order to verify these results, we studied the self- 
defocusing of radiation from a mode-locked Nd ; YAG 
laser In a cell of Cs vapor. The input beam consisted 
of a single pulse with a duration of 30 psec and an ener- 
gy which was varied between t). 2 and a m,I. The beam 
had a spatial profile in the form of a collimated Airy- 
disk with a diameter ü„    3. 5 mm between minima, The^ 
Cs cell was 1 m long with an atomic density of U. 5* 10'- 
cm"'. The temperature of the Cs reservoir was main- 
tained at 330^; while the temperature of the cell was 
held at 600 "C in order to reduce linear absorption from 
Cs dlmers. The output beam profile was measured by 
imaging the beam emerging from the vapor cell onto an 
image converter camera with a minimum resolution of 
6 '/i mm   The change in beam size was observed as the 
input energy was varied over a factor of 40. 

..«■'..!» 

i 
ia) 

o 
(b) (c) 
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FIG, 2.  PholuBinphs ol the uulpul beam profile after propnRat- 
inu iliruugh a 1-m "'Il "I CH vapur,   (a) Input beam llnearlv 
polarized ai  0,2 mJ (2,R «in* W cm'). (Ii) Input beam linearly 
polarized  il S mJ (1.1 ■ lO1' W cm'). Ic) inpnl beam nearly clr- 
cularlv polarized nl - ml 0,1 ■in1' W/cm'), 
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Figure 2 shows typical results from three different 
measurements. In part (a), the output beam is shown 
for a low-power (0. 2-mJ) linearly polarized input beam 
with the cell filled with Cs. The beam diameter here is' 
essentially the same as that which was observed without 
Cs in the cell.  Part (b) shows the results of the same 
measurement when the input beam power is increased by 
a factor of 40 to about 8 mj (/,„.  l. i * 10'" W'cnr)   The 
beam diameter has increased by a factor of about 5 over 
that observed in part (a). Measurements at intermediate 
intensities showed that the output beam diameter in- 
creased monotonically with increasing input power, in- 
dlcaUng that the chaiiRe in beam size is actually due to 
self-defocusins,',  rather than self-focusinK.  Part (c) 
shows the result obtained when nearly circularly po- 
larized light was used instead of linearly polarized light 
Witn the same input energy of 8 m.I, the increase in 
beam diameter is only a factor of 3 7. 

We can estimate the expected change in beam size 
using the paraxial ray approximation- and the expres- 
sions for ,}.. given earlier. If we approximate the Airy 
profile of the input beam by a Gaussian profile with a 
1 .' diameter of the intensity distribution equal to ,l0 

!».,. the ratio of output to input beam diameters is 
given by 

^■t [■Hm 16) 

where P 
A, and /' 

is the input power, 
VV 32rra«„ 

is the cell length, /,•    2v 

For the experiments described above, the high-level 
input power is 270 MW.  For a Cs density of 0 5 
MO   cm1, we find that Hf= -0, 9 ■ lO"" esu from Eq 
(2)and<    - 0.25* 10-" em, from Eq. (4). Under these 
experimental conditions, the atomic dephasing time is 
40 psec,  so Kq, (4) is not precisely valid for calculating 
", : however,  it can be used to give a lower estimate of 
its magnitude. The nonlinear index then results mainly 
from the two-photon resonance term, and its response 
is expected to be instantaneous on the time scale of the 
laser pulse. We expect the largest effect for linearly 
polarized light,  since both the *.,, and Sw. terms con- 
tribute to the nonlinear index, and both are negative   m 
this case, the expected increase in beam size given by 
Eq. (C) is a factor of 4, 4,  in fair agreement with the ' 
observed increase of a factor of S. 

If circular polarization is used, the defocusing is 
expected to be smaller,  since in this case the two-photon 
resonance term does not contribute. The theory pre- 
dicts an increase in beam size by a factor of 2. The in- 
crease in beam size in Fig. 2(c) is observed to be 
smaller than that in Fig. 2(b) in qualitative agreement 
with the theory, although the observed difference is not 
as largo as predicted. The discrepancy could be due to 
the use of Eq. (4) in predicting the value of 6Hfl,  rather 
than the more exact expression in Eq. (3). It could also 
result from a deviation of the input beam from true 
circular polarization, possibly caused by birefringence 
in the sapphire cell windows. The observations are, 
however,  in qualitative agreement with the theory. ' 

We have shown that the electronic nonlinear refractive 
index in Cs vapor has two distinct contributions. One 
contrih.de,,, arises from a two-photon resonance and the 
other from population changes between the ground and 
first excited state.  For radiation at 1.06 (j. both terms 
are negative and can be made comparable in magnitude 
to the ,is of laser glass at modest vapor densities'   We 
have observed self-defocusing in Cs vapor of a single 
pulse from a Nd :YAG mode-loclud laser under con- 
ditions in which the two-photon resonance term makes 
the major contribution to the nonlinear index. The in- 
crease in beam size for linear polarization is in rea- 
sonable agreement with the theory. The increase in 
size of a nearly circularly polarized beam is in good 
qualitative agreement and fair quantitative agreement 
A more complete study of the interaction of these two 
effects will be published elsewhere. 
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A NVmnJE  ITLSK  LAbKR SYSTEM WITH  IVKCKRONtZKD 
MODE-LOCKED AND Q-SWITCHED  OUTFITS 

J.   Relntjea,   K.   (..   hckardl.  and  .1.   L.   DeRosa 

Naval  Kesearch  Laborati^ry 

Waslilngton,  D,C.     20375 

ABSTRACT 

The development ui a pulsed laser system 

Which generates multiple synchronUed output pulses 

on both a picosecond and nanosecond time scales 

is described.  The system consists of a mode- 

locked Nd:YAC oscillator-amplifier system and a 

0-swltched Nd:YAC and Nd:C.lass system fynchronized 

by a versatile switching technique.  The unique 

features of this laser include tht synchronization 

of two 200 mj 30 psec pulses with :eparatloTi 
variable between 0 and 1Q nsec with a shuttered 

portion of a 0-swltched pulse variihle in lergth 

from .5 to 30 nsec and with energy An the range 
of I to 10 J. 

W^ describe a laser system which has been 

developed to meet the need, of some experiments 

in plasma generation md >-ray spectroscopy being 

carr-ed out at NRL.  This laser system produces 

Multiple synchronized output p^ses on both 
i nanosecond and picosecond time scale sim- 

ultaneously.  Although it was designed primarily 

for the performance of laser-plasma interaction 

studies invriving controlled prepulsing of laser 
produced plasmas, It is a versatile research 
tool wilch ^an find use in other types of  non- 
linear optical experiments wher* pulses on vastly 

different time scales are needed. 

A schematic of the laser system is shown 
in Fig. 1.  The picosecond pulses are gererated 

In a mode-locked MtTIC laser that produces two 

200 mJ pulses of 30 psec duration with a time 

delay between them variable between 0 and 10 nsec. 

The nanosecond pulse Is generated in a Q-switched 

laser and Is variable In duration between about 

0.5 nsec and 30 nsec. with energy in the I to 

10 J range.  The two lasers are synchronized 

wl;h a versatile switching technique which over- 

comes the jitter Inherent In the generation of 
either of the pulses separately and can provide 

jitter times In the subnanosecond range. 

The mode-locked lasei consists of a NdrYAG 

oscillator, ^ Poche's cell shutter, five Nd: 

YAw amplifiers, beam expcnslon optics, beam- 

splitter, and an optical delay track. The 

Pockels cell shutter transmits a single pulse 
from the train of mode-locked pulses generated 

in the oscillatr..  The pulse is amplified in 
the tlrst Lhree  -»npllfters and then split into 

two components,  lach of the LWO resulting 

puUes passes thiough its own Fourth amplifier. 

iMr» pulse transverses a variable optical delay 

V,  Beam expansion opticc arr required so 

pulMI will just fill each of the two firal 

...u amplifiers of \   Inch diameter. 

Performance of the mode locked system at 
various stages is surmarized in Table I.  The 

oscillator is mode locked bv a flowing dve cell 

contacted with the output mirror.  it produces a 

train of about 15 pulses with a peak energy of 

.25 ml.  An aperture Is used for transverse mode 
control and the spatial prc-file was measured to 

follow ■ Caussian profile out to the 10'' intensity 

points. 

Considerable care 

the amplifier chain to 
cross section of the f 

distortion due to self 

modulation. The ampli 
Iinear xenon lamps in 

which provide a unlfor 
whole rod. Beam proce 

between the first and 
the bean profile to an 

which matches the proj 

rods. 

was exercised in design of 

the advantage of the full 

Inal stages whi«n avoiding 

focusing and sei.-jhase 

fieri are pumped with four 

i EI'Vtr leaf reflector 
m gain profile across the 

sing optics are used 
second amplifier to convert 

elliptical Airy disc 
ectlon of the Brewster angle 

The third amplifier is used to aperture the 
Airy Fraunhofer pattern at the first minima so 

no self tocuslng due to ed^e diffraction occurs. 
At the output levels recorded in Table I , ^»O*- 
of the en- rgv stored In the V" rods Is extracted 

and the beam shows no evidence of small scale 

self focusing. At higher "»utput energies, howevei; 

gross beam self focusing b-gins to appear.  Ihe 

output pulües were analyze» temporally with ■ 
5 psec streak camera, (Fir. 21 and spatially 

by measuring the far I eld pattern (Fig. 3>.  The 

streak crmera recording shows a pulse of approx- 

Imatrly 30 psec duration with no temporal 

substructure. Indicating the absence oi severe 

self phase modulation.  The spatial profile 

shows that the beam can be focused to nearly Its 

diffraction limited spot size. Using a 30 cm 

^/30 lens, the beam at the target Is about 

30 X ftOü In diameter with .-in intensity of 

5 X I0l5 Wem2. 

m 
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The O-svitclied   laser consists   'f a Nd;VAG 
oscillator  followed by a   Pockels cell  shutter and 
three NdtClass amplifiers.     The oscillator  Is 
formed by a   tO m radius   100?. mirror and a  3- 
sapphlre-flat  resonant  reflector coupler.     [I   Is 
o-swltched with a Pockel»  cell and produces a 
single  longitudinal mode pul.e  30 nsec   in duratlov 
with an energy of  20 nvl.     The  Pockels cell  shuttei 
gale.!  out a variable duration  section of  this pulse 
for amplification to a   level between  1 and   10 .1, 
depending   on     the  duration  of   the  gated pulse. 
Transverse mode  control   Is   obtained with an 
intracavity aperture.     Nd:YAt;   Is  used  In the 
oscillator to  Improve  the   lonnliudtnal mode 
structure, while Nd:glass   Is necessary  la the 
amplifiers to provide  the  required en-rgy  for  the 
amplified  pulse. 

The synchronization  of  ..he  two  lasers   Is 
accomplished according  to the scheme shown  In 
Flg.  4.    The major  problems   in  synchronizing  two 
Independent   lasers   is  the   Jitter   fn buildup of  the 
pulses  In each laser cavity.     The techniq .o used 
here overcomes  tl.ls probleM by  timing each 
step  in the switching  sequence   from the appearance 
of an optical  signal,  rather than an electrical 
one.     Spark  gaps are used   for  switching because  of 
their  fast risetimes,   short  delays    .id  low jitter. 

The operating characteristics of each of the 
lasers were adjusted   to make  them compatible with 
the  synchronizing process.     The mode  locked pulse 
train has about  8 pulses between  the  SIT'  and 
lOOT   points of  the  train.     rhls duration  Is 
sufficient   to  insure overlap on every  shot  with 

the O-swltched   pulse which has  I  build   up   time  of 
125 +  25 nsec.     The O-switched pulse has a dura- 
tion ol  about  30 ns,  which  Insures  that  a mode 
locked  pulse   can  be   reliably   selected  near   Its 
peak, allowing  for  the  jitter of b-7 ns   In  the 
mode  locked pulse  selector. 

The  synchronization process  starts with the 
appearance  of   the mode-lotked  pulse   train  with  a 
jitter of  about +   10 i.sec relative  to  the 
flash   lamp  pulse.     A   IMN  silicon  photodlode   is 
used   to detect   the   pulse  train ana   trigger an 
electronically   switched  spark  gap  that   removes   the 
voltage  from  the  Pockels cell O-swltch  In the 
second   laser.     The   Pockels cell   is   switched   on  an 
early  pulse   in  the mode-locked puls?  train  to 
allow for  the  35 nsec delay of the spark gap and 
build  up time  of  the Q-swltched  osclllition.     The 
peak  of   the  Q-switched   pulse   is   synchronized   to 
the  peak  of  the mode-locked  train with a   jitter of 
+  25 nsec   (Fig.   5).    A  laser triggered  spark gap 
Is  then switched  on  the  leading edge of the Q- 
switched  pulse  and  a  voltage  pulse   is  applied   to 
another  Pockels cell which switches out a  single 
pulse  from the mode-locked train   (Fig.   61.    The 
jitter   in  timing of  the selected pulse   Is   limited 
by the 6-7 nsec  pulse spacing  in the train.     Ihe 
selected mode-locked  pulse  Is then used  to shutter 
out a portion of  the O-swltched pulse near  Its 
peak   (Fig.   71.    This   last  switching event  can be 
accomplished  by using a greatly overdriven  spark 
gap, which can  provide ultimate synchronization 
accuracy   in  the   gubnanosecond   range. 

uau i 

MEASURED   PARAMETERS  OF  PUOSECONI)  LASER   SVSTEM 

Pl'LSF PULSE 
ENERGY DURATION 

STAUE {MB (PSEC) 

OSCILLATOR .20 25 

AMPLIFIER 
1st   STAGE 4.8 1$ 

2nd STAGE 13.2 H 

3rd STAGE 114.0 30 

4th   STAGE 210 30 

TARGET i90 30 

P(WER 

xioft 

1.9 X  10 

5 X  108 

4  X   10 

7  X   10 

6.3  X   10 

REAM 
PROFILE 

l mm 
(Circular Gaussianl 

.NTENSITY 
•Vl/CM7) 

lii 

.5  X   10 

2  urn 6  X  10 

.6 X   .3 CM 
(ELLIPTICAL AIRY  DISC i 

5 X   .9 CM 

. 5  X   I.2 CM 

30 .i X 60 ,i 

1.1 x io10 

1.25 X  1010 

■   „   ,„14 

AMPLIFIER 
CAIN 

30   (301 

10.6   (12) 

9.4   (121 

4.1   (7) 

NOTE:     The parameters  of  the picosecond   laser system are  tabulated at   various stages.     Urge  signal 
gain under actual  operating conditions  Is given   In the  last  column with  small  signal  gain  In parentheses. 
Total  gain  Is reduced   from the product of  Individual  gains by power   loss at   the apertures and  reflections. 
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C:3 
1/2'  VAG^—CIIJ-" 

AMPS x__n__ 
<>      <> 

MOÜt IOCKIO Nil YAG 
.ATOR 

PULSt StlECTOR 

.14   GLASS AMP i 8   GLASS 
AMP 

o n a S-SWITCHED   Ni.1 YAS 
OSCILLATOB 

POCKELS Ctl L 
LATE 

Fig.   1.     Schematic  diagram of coupled mode-locked and o-swltched   laser  system. 

[-•-61 psec-»-| 

27psec 

TIME 

Fig.   2.     Densitometer  trace of  fast   streak camera 
record of  two refleetlvxis  of  tVie  snme amplified 
mode-locked pulse. 

1 1 T 
2 10 12 3 4 

ANGULAR   POSITION    (lO"4RADIANS) 

POLARIZING    POCKELS 
BEAMSPLITTER PRISM     CELL 

Klft.   3.     Spatial   Intensity profile of a  single 
amplified  node-locked  pulse   recorded  at   the 
focus  of a A m,   f/400  lens. 

MODE-LOCKED   OSCILLATOR 

O-SWITCHEO   OSCILLATOR 

Fig.  4.     Synchroniratlon scheme of  pulsed   laser oscillators. 
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Fig. 5. Oscillograms displaving both synchronized 
mode-locked pulse train and O-swltched laser 

pulse.  Both laser beams were Incident on the 

same photodlode.  Sweep duration Is 300 nsec. 

Three successive osclllngrams Indicate reproduc- 
ablllty. 

Fig. 7. Osclllograms of synchronized switched 
out mode-locked pulse and b nsec shuttered 

portion of O-swltched pulse.  Both pulses were 

Incident on the same photodlode.  Sweep duration 

Is 30 nsec.  Successive oscillograms are shown. 

>v. 

Mini K* »' I • 

t*; ^ 

Fig.   6.    Osclllograms  showing synchronization of 
selected mode-locked pulse and O-swltched julse. 
(a> O-swltched  pulse and electrical  pulse  from 
laser  triggered  spark gap.     Sme cable refl-'ctlon 
Is  present   In  the c mblned signal".     (b)    ')- 
switched pulse and  rejected pulse  tt^tn.     (c) Q- 
swttched   laser pulse and  selected mode-locked 
pulse,     sweep durations are  300 nsec  for  (a) and 
(b)  and  120 nsec   for   (c). 
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THREE QUASI-CW APPROACHES TO 
SHORT  WAVELENGTH  LASERS*t 

by 

R.  C.  Elton 
Naval  esearch Laboratory 
Washington, D. C. 20375 

ABSTRACT 

Three approaches towards achieving extended-period quasi-cw 
amplification by stimulated emission In the vacuum-UV and x-ray spoctral 
regions are discussed, in a somewhat logical progression towards shorter 
wavelengths. Increased complexity, and demands.  Extrapolation of visible 
and near-UV tuned-cavity cw lasers using higher density plasma media Is 
first discussed for the near-to-mid VUV region.  Further extension to the 
soft x-ray region is described, using preferential resonance charge 
transfer pumping.  This and related Intense incoherent x-ray source 
development could ultimately lead to successful quasi-cw Ka Inversions, 
as is discussed.  Experiments underway to test the first two schemes are 
described. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The basic problems that hamper a rapid extension of lasers into the 
vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and x-ray spectral regions can be sumroarlzed 
with a few simple relations.  Since high reflectance cavities do not 
appear to be realistic for wavelengths shorter than - 1000 A , significant 
gain must be achieved In a single pass; this limnedlately Implies an Increase 
by orders-of-magnitude in the Inverted state density required for a given 
net gain at a particular wavelength,  hence, at truly short wavelengths 
we are usually speaking of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) devices, which 
alone represent more of an amplifier than a tuned oscillator producing 
highly coherent radiation.  In fact, the devices developed will probably 
prove most useful, at least for the near term, as amplifiers for coherent 
VUV radiation produced by frequency multiplication from the IR ana visible 

regions. 

♦Presented at Orbls Slentlae II, Center for Theoretical Studies, University 
of Miami, January 20, 1975 (Proceedings to be published). 

tSupported In part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 

DARPA Order 2694. 
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For an amplifying medium of length L, the ASE gain is given by l/l * 
exp (oL), where o is the gain coefficient.  The product oL is often written as^ 

X2A 
rvL - 

ui 

4IT Av (N" ■ k N') 
(i) 

where gu, g^ and Nul N£ refer to the statistical weights and population 
densities of t^e upper and lower laser states, respectively, Av refers to 
the line width in frequency units, and ) refers to the wavelength of the 
laser transition.  With 'he transition probability AUJj for spontaneous 
emission scaling as f>  , and for larger inversion (i.e., Nu » Njj), 
Eq. (1) can be written as a proportionality: 

oL « fNuL/Av, (2) 

with the oscillator strength f fairly constant along an isoelectronlc 
sequence. This demonstrates the need for narrow lines and a larg«? product 
NUL. In plasma media where short wavelengths occur in ionized species. 
Av Is often dominated by Dopper or collision broadening^ (see Fig. 1). 
The lack of a wave length-dependent factor in Eq. (2) is s&mewhat deceiving, 
since a large Nu is difficult to achieve against radiative depopulation 
rates scaling as X" . 

Trade-offs are possible in raising NUL.  For example, with electron 
collisional pumping in a plasma Nu scales as election density Ne squared, 
so that a high density plasma of necessarily short length (for pumping) 
is appropriate for the shortest wavelengths.  For Increased density,^ 
scales more as Ne due to increased collisional effects, and longer lengths 
can be more approprirte.  At very high densities, a longitudinal-pump absorption 
length can decrease rapidly and NUL may actually decrease with increasing 
density, unless transverse pumping 1« employed.  (These scaling laws are 
expanded for the 3p -> 3s scheme below.) This Illustrates the obvious need 
for careful modeling for any particular .scheme, since many parameters 
enter.  Before proceeding to the pump power requirements, it Is worth noting 
that the presence of outer electrons, e.g., In Innershell laser transition 
schemes, decreases the net gain a^  through photolonlzatlon losses (oDi) 
to the main beam. I.e., a^ ^ a  -  Op^.  This is discussed further below for 
the K^v innershell scheme. 

A second general concern Is the pump power per untl area P/a required. 
This can be expressed as: 

2 
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P/a  =   NuLh ^(l  fA)    -  aLJ4  (l+i j U (3) 

using Eq. (I).  Hiiro v is the laser frequency and ," is the Auger rate 
which enters for innershell transitions.  For low Z and for metastable 
laser transitions,   can be much greater than A which increases the p.imp 
requirerents.  Since the presence of excess outer electrons also decreases 
the net gain as discussed above, there are clear advantages to using 
transitions that avoid these problems when possible, e.g., with hydrogenic 
and helium-like ions (as well as alkalis for certain longer-> transitions), 
Since the same NUL product occurs in Eq. (3), similar scaling examples 
to that above for al may be applied.  It is worth noting from Eq. (3) 
that^the ratio (P/a)/aL, i.e., pump power density per gain product, scales 
as \i    (AWV # ÄX/) being approximately constant -- see Fig. 1); thus an 
advance  from 1 txm to 10 \ in wavelength translates to a factor of 1012 

in pump power density at a particular gain product.  With limited power, 
the need for a small pump area a In  obvious 

The third general problem that must be considered Is the lifetime 
of the inversion. Any transition can be inverted for a pre-ecTuilibrium 
Interval limited approximately by A"1, at which time lasing is "self- 
terminating" .^ This time is in the nanosecond (10-9 sec) range for wavelengt;hs 
la the 1000 \  region, but becomes femtoseconds (lO"^ sec) for typical 
1-2 ' dlpole transitions.  Long, r-lived metastable states with lower 
f-values and transition probabilities require higher NuL products for 
equivalent gain and comparable pumping flux, according to Eqs. (2) and (3); 
the higher densities can then lead to rapid collisional destruction of 
inverted metastable-state populations so that the advantage is lost. 
A sustained (cw or quasi-cw) inve. sion* is the most desireable mode of 
operation at short wavelengths and is achieved in principle when the 
final laser level is depleted at t  more rapid rate than it is filled; 
this is particularly difficult for resonance transitions.  Three possible 
quasi-cw approaches will be considered in the following» 

II.  SELKCTED QUASI-CW APPROACHES 

A.  3p 2  3s 

Numerous visible and near-UV lines from 3p -. 3s transitions have 
been reported to läse, including some in plasmas of moderate density 

-The cw-mode or stationary-inversion terminologies designate a sustained 
population inversion, in contrast to the self-terminating mode.  Quasi-cw 
or quasi-stationary inversion implies that the inversion is limited in time 
by the environment or by the pumping pulse available, not by the basic atomic 
rates.  The degree of inversion is distinct from its mere existence and a high 
value may have an additional transient dependence associated,e.g., with 
high initial electron temperatures in electron collisional pumping as 
discussed herein. 

3 
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3-5 
(using cavities).    While the appropriate mechanisms for producing inversion 
.ire the subject of continuing discussions, we have used a single-ion excitation 
model shown schematically in Fig. 2 for carbon-like ions.  Electron collislonal 
pumping 2p-♦ 3p is followed by 3p -» 38 laslng, with the final 3s level more 
rapidly depopulated by radiative dipole decay to the 2p ground state, thereby 
maintaining the inversion.  At Cud densities anticipated, collisional mixing 
and depopulation of n * 3 states miut be included.  An initial analysis for 
carbon-like ions extrapolated to Z as high as 42 has been publishedb and the 
resulting gain lengths are consistent with near-UV 02+ observations.  Results 
of this initial analysis indicated a significant advantage for ASE in having 
a high electron temperature Te for collisional pumping and a low ion temperature 
T| for narrow lines.  The resulting minimum lengths for oL products of I 
(threshold) and 5 (desired) and for Te = 10 1^ are shown in Fig. 3 versus 
nuclear charge Z for the carbon-like isoelectronlc sequence.  Also indicated 
aru the electron densities (Ne)max at which collisional depopulation becomes 
equal to radiative decay for the 3p -» 3s laser transition; at higher N_ 
the gain dependence becomes weaker as discussed below. 

More recently, a "hot-spot" atmospheric plasma model  has been applied 
to this problem.   In this numerical model, energy is deposited in a short 
burst and the electrons are assumed to be heated (by inverse bremsstrahlung 
only) in times much shorter than the electron-ion energy equipartition time. 
Peak Te/T.  ratios of 60 are predicted and, with the necessary atomic physics 
included, higher gains are found for 0111 (02+) as plotted in Fig. 4 for the 
three densities chosen so far.  The practical and desirable duration of 
such an enhanced electron temperature and associated gain depends both upon 
the rate of depletion of laslng ions through ionization as well as the rate 
of electron cooling through collisions.  The gain  is also affected 
by any rapid plasma expansion.  A refined program to properly include these 
effects for the particular experiment underway is now being assembled.  It 
is of importance to emphasize such modeling at this stage to ascertain 
whether the high gains predicted so far (Figs. 3 and 4) and associated with 
the enhanced electron temperature are indeed sustained for times significantly 
longer than A"1, i.e., with a definite advantage of quasi-cw operation over 
self-terminating laser transitions. 

The gain dependence (shewn in Fig. 4) can be understood and extrap- 
olated quite simply as follows, assuming N = N3 * N2^NeX23/A33)• «here 
X23 is the collisional excitation rate coefficient from level 2 to 3.  At 
low Ne (< 1015 cm-3 for 02+) and fixed length. 

a « N, \   Sf j    A33 N
eX23   ' (4) 

16      -3, giving  the N      dependence  shown.     For moderate densities   (~10      cm    ), 
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NeX23 
^ \  F^ ] A33 a NeA3: (5) 

and tht density dependence becomes linear.  Here D33 is the collisional 
deexcitatlon rate coefficient.  For high densities, consider the parti- 
cular case of axial laser heating of a preformed plasma.  At densities 
^ 10 8 cm'3, the axial pumping classical absorption length Labs becomes 
comparable to the laser-medium length and scales as N"^ according to 

abs 
3/2

/NV (6) 

for a fixed ion charge.  The gain product aL then becomes 

aL .    oc N"
1 

abs e 33  D 

-1 
and  decreases as N  ".     Finally,   at  extremely high  densities   ( 

(7) 

21  -3 
10  cm ) 

NßDjj becomes comparable to A32 (the lower laser depopulation spontaneous 
decay rate), collisions dominate, and equilibrium distributions evolve 
with no inversion.  This is all done for 02+ at present, and is being 
extended to other ions. 

In any case, the outlook is most encouraging for reaching the mid- 
vacuum-OV region by extrapolation of known laser transitions.  Except 
at the very highest densities, L < Labs and the pump power required 
scales independently of L or Ne, with about 2X10^ W/cm

2 a reasonable 
requirement.   Experiments arc presently underway at NRL using short 
pulsed (25 ps)  lasers of high quality to deliver a large P/a pumping 
flux axially to a preformed linear plasma as indicated in Fig. 5 and 
discussed elsewhere  in these proceedings by R. A. Andrews.  The first 
goal of these experiments (following initial plasma characterization) 
will be to verify the existence of population inversion by relative line 
intensity measurements; and then to proceed with orthogonal measurements 
to demonstrate net axial gain. 

B.  Resonance Charge Transfer Pumping 

Detailed extrapolations analogous to the 3p - 3s scheme described 
above have not been carried out for transitions of higher energy, such 
as 4-*3 or 3-»2. A preliminary analysis has indicated that for the former, 
collisional mixing of the n = 4 terms will deplete the inversion at too 
low a density to be practical for significant amplification.  The second 
possibility requires helium-like or hydrogenic ions without n = 2 electrons. 
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With collisional excitation fror» the low-lying Is level, the large ls-3s 
energy gap makes pumping by free electron collisions in a plasma pro- 
hibitively difficult, according to the model employed above.  What is 
required is a less demanding (energy-wise) mechanism for preferential 
population of n = 3 levels, and particularly the 38 level which could 
cw-lase into 2p, In turn more rapidly depopulating to Is.  Cascading from 
high« levels loMowing capture ot a free electron in a recombination 
transition is one possibility considered.  However, electron capture by 
low-energy nsonance charge transfer has by far the largesL cross section, 
providing the propor combination of ion and atom can be found.  The scheue 
is illustrated scl ematically in Fig. 6 for certain transitions to be 
described below.  ,'lnogradov and Sobelman10 originally suggested this 
mecKanism (or populating higher states of highly ionlzfu neon in 
collisions with helium atoms, and pointed out that the peak cross section 
is approxi^gted by ira^z2,  where z is again the charge of the ion. When 
this r.  io  z^ is compared to a total radiative recombination cross scctlc 
of about l(r20z; the advantage of the resonance effect is obvious. 

The resonance referred to here is at very low energies (measured in 
eV instead of lO's of keV for the higher energy resonance) and is described 
conveniently by the Landau-Zener formulism12, worked out for s-s 
transitions.  This theory requires a classical potential energy curve 
crossing between the initial and final states of the system, and therefore 
requires exothermic reactions, with an energy defect AE.  In Fig. 6 are 
plotted the resonance charge transfer crojs sections1^ versus relative 
particle energy for various values of AE in eV, with smaller but finite 
defects obviously favored.  In the present analysis, we have chosen H, 
He, and Ne as the atomic species, with the intention that ths^y provide a 
gaseous atomic environment into which nlasma ions can rapidly expand, 
from a laser produced plasma for example.  Hydrogen and helluin provide 
low-lying Is electrons, for which the theory is intended; neon provides 
six 2p electrons which would be a useful test for p-p or p-s exchange 
transitions.  The velocity required in utilizing Fig. 7 (and indicated 
there) is assumed thermal, with kT taken as one-fou*-th the ioni/.ation energy 
required to produce the ion desired.  For Initial ions, both completely 
stripped and hydrogenic ions are considered, since no 0=2 electrons are 
permitted for the 3-2 laser transition.  The data for n-f- ion rtages of both 
classes is sufficiently independent of element to be combined for present 
purposes. 

By inverting the data in Fig. 7 fur each species, wc obtain the cross 
section as a function of LE  shown in Fig. 8, A survey of possible transitions 
between the indicated ions and atoms shows the quantum states into which 
charge transfer is likely to occur at a high rate.  For the 3s-2p transition, 
hyJrot'enic initial ions are most promising, since the resulting 3s helium- 
like ion level will not be as strongly coupled to 3p by collisions. 
Here B^ + H and C5 + He are both proraising; for the former, hydrogen 
atoms do not have to be produced from gaseous molecules, as the cross section 
is of similTr magnitude for both the atomic and mo1  ular states. 
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Further parameters for some of the possible transitions are Included 
In Table 1, where transitions to the ground state are Intentionally omitted 
since Inversion of such seem most unlikely possibilities, at least at present. 
In this table are given the laser wavelengths, the "maximum" electron densities 
above which colllslonal depopulation seriously competes with radiative 
decay, the maximum background-atom pressure PA permitted for transmission of the 
radiation over a 3 cm length. (PA could be Increased up to about 100 Torr 
before laser breakdown effects become troublesome, should significant 
photolonlratlon of the background gas occur; for hydrogen the protons produced 
by photolonlzation do not absorb). Also shown are the spontaneous lifetimes t 
of the upper laser level, of use for self-terminating transitions (not for  U 

the 38 ■• 2p scheme).  Finally the gain coefficient is given as derived from 
Eq. (1) assuming Nu given by NAN1arccvi/AUjt. 

TaMe 1.  Resonance Charge Transfer Laser Pumping 

An 
X 

(cm" 

N PA 
(Torr) 

io12t 
u 

(sec) 

a 

(cm"1) 

(Be, B)4^ H 3-2 400 1 0.7 75 20 

(B, C)5+ + (He, Ne) 3-2 250 6 1 60 30 

(C, i)**" + H 4-3 520 2 0.3 80 50 
4-2 130 2 20 90 40 

(N, 0)7+ + (He, l.e) 4-3 380 6 0.3 45 30 
4-2 95 6 20 50 30 

An experiment intended to test this method of pumping has been designed9 

and is shown schematically in Fig. 9. A high power glass laser beam 
will be focused in a line Image onto various target materials placed on a 
rotatable disc In front of the entrance slit of a grazing Incidence vacuum 
spectrograph. The plasma formed will expand into a background .gas in an 
upward direction, parallel to the slit, and in a confined slab configuration 
by the use of a solenoidal magnetic field (not shown).  Rotation of the focusing 
tens  vlll permit both axial and transverse observations for Indications of 
amplification.  Spatial resolution along the direction of expansion will be 
provided by a slot placed between the entrance slit and the grating as indicated. 
Experiments to verify anomalous populations under optically-thin conditions 
will be carried out at lower densities further from the target by a simple 
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displacement of the target and lens assembly. 

C. Ko' Quasi-Stationary Inversion 

As mentioned above, inversion with the ground state by the above scheme 
of resonance charge transfer pumping oeeras at the present unlikely, both 
because of the short times involved in the self-terminating transitions and 
of the pump power required.   However, as pointed out by Vinogradov and 
Sobelman,^" this could be a source of Intense spontaneous radiation in a 
single line nr perhaps a aeries of closely spaced lines.  If successfully 
extended to the x-ray region, this could be a connection tc a third scheme 
which has received serious conaideratton for amplification in the x-ray 
region, I.e., quasl-cw inversion of ¥i-a  innershell transitions.  In a concept 
originally proposed by Stankevlch^, amplification would occur by the depletion 
of K-shell vacancies resulting in the creation of L-shell vacancies (using 
x-ray terminology).  Self-termination in femtosecond times would be avoided 
by Auger depletion of the L-vacancles to higher shells at a rate higher than 
that for K-vacancy decay (see sketch in Flp,, 10\     The relative rates 
R^/Rj, (reconstructed from the brief description given by Stankevich) which 
relate to the population inversion N^N/ J N9/N3 achievable are shown in 
Fig. 9. Mso shown are the results of a more recent reanalysia^ using recent 
data. 

What appears now to be only a marginal gain possibility in Stankevich's 
original concept, becomes more promising if the further sophistication of 
shifts in potentially absorbing lines accompanying K-shell Auger-lonlzation 
transitions is Introduced, as indicated in Fig. 11 (note that recombination 
must continue at a "balanced" rate). The results of this additional effect 
are shown in Fig. 12.  In the final analysis the details of which will not 
be repeated here except in Table 2, sufficient pumping must be accomplished 
to overcome photolonlzatlon losses to the main laser beam in the medium, 
since there are by necessity many outer-shell electrons present.  This pumping 
must also be selective for removal of the K-0'hell electron without disturbing 
the autersheil structure significantly.  It can be shown that the magnitude 
and selectivity required can only be achieved by photolonlzatlon with the 
"tuned" photon flux density of magnitude Nv, and power density F which are 
Indicated in Table 2, along with the resulting gain oL for a length of 300 i^n. 
It is suggested^ that blackbody sources of appropriate temperatures kT™ with 
peak wavelengths given by Gni)BB be employed, for example, with bands of 
intense lines in the correct wavelength region. What is needed In this 
approach is a very intense x-ray pianp pource limited to a rather narrow 
specific wavelength band concentrated onto a small area,  probably in a 
traveling wave pumping mode to avoid minimum disturbance of the medium prior 
to inversion.  In addition to the charge transfer source mentioned above, 
the further development of heavy element (o.g.,   uranium) condensed spark 
pseudo-continuum sources to the x-ray region has been suggested^ for pump 
source development; further concentration of the x-ray flux is a separate 
problem. 
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Table  2.     Ka-  Pumping Requirements 

III.     SUMMARY 

Present modeling has demonstrated that the extension of  laser action can 
be actively    pursued  Into the vacuum-uv and eventually x-ray spectral  regions 
without high  reflectance  cavities,  for the  Initial  purpose of feasibility 
demonstration and  for amplification of coherent  frequency multiplied beams. 
Extension of proven visible and near-uv   laser  transitions   Into the mid vacuum-UV 
region with plasmas  of  increased density and decreased  size  seems  to be a 
most reasonable  starting  point.     Extension  to shorter wavelengths  i'nto  the 
soft x-ray  region could  be achieved by selective  population  in,  e.g..  helium- 
like ions,  where  the Auger and photolonizatlon effects  of  outer electrons are 
absent;   here  resonance  charge  transfer appears  to be  the most promising candidate 
providing that  a  sufficient     density of  ion-atom Interactions car. be achieved. 
Experiments are well  underway at NRL towards  testing  these   two schemes. 
Success here or with other  intense x-ray sources could  finally  lead to suf- 
ficient amplification on  Kc* innershell   transitions  to overcome  the  losses 
associated with  the multiple outer electrons  required   for quasl-cw anrj 
eventually  possible  resonant  cavity operation. 
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Ne = 10Z3 cm 

< 

1000 

Fig. 1 — Estimates of line widths for Ka type transitions versus wavelength X, with 
natural (AXN), Doppler (AXQ) and Stark (AXs) effects included. The decrease in 
natural broadening with ionization is indicated by circles for neon; and hydrogenic 
and helium-like ionic species are included.   (See Ref. 2). 
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N 

D = A  OJW-^hi/. 

N 
3p^C/2A   A'    ^ 

a—-—-20 
38    C'/A'   2 A 

Is2 2s2 2p2 

Fig. 2 — Schematic energy level diagram for carbon-like ion species. Collisional excitation is 
designated by C and C. radiative decay by A and A', ionization by I, and collisional depop- 
ulation by D. The relative 3p to 3s population densities are estimated from a modified corona 
model, where excitation is balanced by radiative decay and collisional de-excitation. Com- 
peting collisional depopulation to the 3d level is also indicated. 
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3760 

T.-IOTj 
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Al 
- Z- 
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XZ 
40 

0.1 

Mo 

Fig. 3 — Minimum length Lmin for amplification in carbon-likp ions with a gain of exp (aL) versus 
atomic number Z, wavelength X, kinetic temperature kTj. The electron temperature Te is assumed 
equal to 10 Tj and is plotted. The electron density (Ne)rriax at which collisional mixing becomes 
important is also plotted.   Data extrapolated to 02+ (OJII) comparison with Fig. 4 (See also Ref  6). 
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lOOOf 

N(CM"3) 

Fig. 4 — Gain coefficient o versus ion density computed at three values for 3p ■• 3s tran 
sitions in the carbon-like 02+ (Olli) ion. The varying dependence of a is understood by 
increased collisional mixing at higher densities, as discussed in text. 
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I 
1 
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B«»V4Cs*N«*0" 

Fig. 7 ~ Resonance charge transfer cross section from s-s Landau-Zener theory versus 
scaled relative velocity for the atom-ion conibination. (Data adapted from Ref. 12). 
AE represents the energy defect in eV for the exothermic reaction, z the effective 
charge of the ion. Velocities for ions designated are assumed thermal, with the kine- 
tic temperature chosen as I.P./4 for creating the ion. 
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Cu Cu 1+ u 2+ Cu 3+ Cu 4 + 

Fig. 11 - Vacancy diagram according to binding energies Eg for copper. K, L and M 
designate shell-vacancies. P, X, and T are the rates for pumping, x-ray [emission or 
absorption (dashed)] and Auger transitions, respectively; r, i indicate recombination 
and ionization, respectively.   Auger line shifts 6X are shown.   (See also Ref. 2). 
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SOFT X-RAY  LASERS  VIA ELECTRON-COLLISIGNAL  PUMPINGtt 

R.   A.   ANDREWS 

Naval Research laboratory 
Washington, D. C.   20375 

I.  INTRGDUCTION 

One possible technique for obtaining gain in the soft x-ray region of the 

spectrum is to use electron-collisional pumping of an appropriate ion species. 

This can be done in a manner analogous to known ion lasers which operate in 

the visible portion of the spectrum. The differences being I) more highly 

ionized ions are used to obtain shorter wavelength transitions, 2) the pumping 

electrons are at a higher temperature to populate the more energetic transitions, 

and 3) the lifetimes are shorter which Implies higher pump intensity per unit 

area (P/a « v ).  In tb- c*we of shorter wavelength transitions one can project 

known laser transitions  oelectrionically to higher Z ions and hence shorter 

wavelengths or investigate unique ionic electron configurations that are not 

observed in neutral or weakly ionized species. This technique works well for 

electronic configurations with relatively few electrons. With many electrons 

systems level crossings and other anomalous effects with increasing Z limit 

the range over which a group of levels which are a viable laser scheme can be 

isoelectronically projected to higher Z. A further problem with short wave- 

length lasers is that the techniques available for generating significant 

* This work wns pirtlally supported by tl\G Defense Advanced Research Proiccts 

A(,'IK> , 'VKl'A Old r .''. '». 
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amounts of energy with very short risetimes are limit*.    Discharges are 

LtolUd to about lO"7 sec.  Mode-locked lasers, however, can be used down to the 

lO"11 sec range with significant amounts of energy.  Short wavelength require- 

ments lead to many other problems for the attainment of an inversion and net 

positive gain.  Several of these are discussed in this paper along with a 

particular approach to the short wavelenth laser problem. 

A particularly promising concept for an electron-collisional pumped laser 

is the use of a picosecond laser pulse to heat the electrons in a cold plasma 

which has a large fractional population of the laser ion species.1'2 The initial 

Plasma can be created by a variety of techniques.  However, if one is seriously 

considering highly ionized species then a laser produced plasma offers distinct 

advantages since large amounts of energy can be deposited in small volumes in 

short times. This initial plasma would typically be generated with a line 

tocus laser to create a plasma/laser media with a large aspect ratio and hence 

maximum gain length.  This plasma must be allowed to expand, cool, and develop 

a maximum fractional population of a particular laser ion species. Cooling is 

Important since the laser line is Doppler broadened and Boltzmann population 

of low lying levels may ruin a possible Inversion.  Also expansion must be 

limited since laser heating of the electrons will not be effective if the 

density is too low. Once the Initial plasma has evolved, a short laser pulse 

propagating along the plasma axis heats the electrons as shown schematically 

in Fig. 1.  if the pulse width and hence the heating time Is much less than the 

electron-ion equilibration time for the particular plasma conditions (temperature. 

density) chen in principle it is possible to obtain conditions where the electron 

temperature is much higher than the ion temperature,.  Depending on the laser 

2 
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scheme and the energy of the upper laser levels, there will be an optimum electron 

temperature.  Finally, once there is sufficient inversion of the laser levels 

there will br; superfluorescent emission or traveling wave (TW) amplification 

of a synchronized input pulse.  Due to the general lack of efficient reflectors 

for short wavelengths and the very high power densities in short wavelength 

lasers, an oscillator analogous to visible lasers does not seem possible. 

Further, the short characteristic times associated with short wavelength 

transitions prevents gain from being maintained for long enough times to allow 

several round trip reso.iator transits.  In fact, long gain lengths at very 

short wavelengths can only be obtained by TW pumping. This Is shown In Fig. ]. 

The laser pulse and the gain pulse travel through the plasma at approximately 

the speed of light. The width of the gain pulse Is determined by the life- 

time of the laser transition for the case of self-terwlnatlng laser action. 

The heating pulse may be shorter than this. 

A discussion of this approach can be divided Into five problem areas: 

1) the generation of a cold plasma with a large fractional population of the 

laser ion species; 2) synchronization of the electron heating laser pulse with 

the plasma generation; 3) obtaining optimum electron heating; 4) Identifying 

potential Ion laser configurations; and 5) establishing tests and criteria 

for observation of net gain. The following sections of this paper will 

concentrate on areas (3), (Zi), and (2) along with comments on recent experimental work at 

IT.  SHORT PULSE nLKCTRON HEATING 

13    2 
Ultrashort laser pulses with peak Intensity, I > 10  W/cm can be used 

very effectively to preferentially heat the electrons in a plasma.  Those 

intensities are most easily generated by modelocked lasers generating pulses 

NRL. 
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on the picosecond time scale.  These short pulses are very Important for 

self-terminating pulsed lasers.  In fact, they limit the wavelength where 

laslng car. be expected since the pulse width, T ~ A ' where A Is the transition 

-2 
probability of the laser transition (A ^ X  ).  The short pulse width simplifies 

the analysis of the elertron heating since plasma hydrodynamics and collective 

plasma oscillations can be neglected. 

In high intensity fields the plasma electrons oscillate with the frequency 

of the Incident laser radiation. This energy of this oscillation is llkt 

"internal" energy independent of the thermal or translational energy.  If the 

electron does not undergo a collision while the Intense field is present then 

the oscillation energy goes back Into the laser field and nothing Is changed 

i.e., the electron temperature is not increased and the laser pulse is trans- 

mitted through the plasma.  However, if the oscillating electron suffers a 

collision then the oscillation energy Is converted to translational or thermal 

energy at the expense of the high Intensity laser field.  The oscillation energy 

is given by 

2^2    , 2 
e C 2ne    I 

osc   ,2       2 
AHYD     mc "' 

where e is the electronic charge, m the electron mass, c the velocity of light, 

and u; the angular frequency of the incident laser radiation of intensity I. 

At 1.06 urn 

E    [eV)  =  1.02 X 10"13 I (W/cm2). 
osc 

Hence. F   > E  (electron thermal energy) ~ 3/2 kT  (electron temperature) 
'  osc   e e 

13    2 
for intensities I > 10  W/cm and relatively cold plasmas (T ~ 1 eV). 
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The electron's energy is the sum of the thermal and oscillation energies. 

U ^osc iS hl8h enough.a single collision can excite an energetic ionic level. 

Alternatively with many collision the electron temperature can be increased 

to higher value...  This large thermal energy can then excite more energetic 

ion levels in inelastic collisions.  The potentially important heating mechanisms 

are inverse bremsstrahlung and stimulated Compton scattering.  Potential 

cooling mechanisms are inverse Compton scattering, expansion, ion collisions, 

and bremsstrahlung. Each of these cooling mechanisms can be shown to be 

negligible on the picosecond timescale for plasma parameters of interest here. 

The inverse bremsstrahlung heating rate is given by 

(«i- E    v 
osc  eff 

where v#ff Is the effective electron collision rate and is given by 

v.ff ~ 2yjln/ra      Z  e n £n V(E + E   ) 
e      e   osc 

3/2 

where Z is the net ionic charge. ne is the electron density, and in A is 

the Coulomb logarithiu. The heating rate for stimulated Compton scattering 

is given by 

3-5 

\  /sc 

2    2 
■ 3jrc7 n I /4m(D Au) 

o 

2   2 
where c^ = 8,-re /3mc  is the Thompson cross section, n is the solid angle of the 

focused laser radiation, and A« is the width of the heating laser line. 

t»/m  is «bout lO-4 for Nd:YAG lasers and about 10"3 for Ndrglass lasers.  For 
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a given laser (&«/b) and focusing optics (fj) only those elect 

satisfy the condition. 

rons which 

•   > 1/2V-!    . 
f mc 

will b. heated by stimulated Compton scattering,  fa typical situations 

stimulated Compton scattering Is Important for Nd:glass lasers and of minor 

Importance for Nd:YAG lasers.  I„ the latter case after Te reaches some 

relatively low value inverse bremsstrahlung Is the dominant heating mechanisms. 

As Te increases v^ decreases. Hence for a given pulse width, T. the number 

of collisions vefl r decreases.  For very high Intensities there are insufficient 

collisions to obtain high T^  Figure 2 shows I#(T) for a number of Ion 

densities as a function of Intensity. I.  Note that there Is a ^ximu« Ee 

for a given ^ and this occurs at an intensity where ^ r  is on the ord^r 

of unity. At higher intensities there is not enough time for effective 

heating (veff r < 1) .  Also under typlcal conditlong for ^^ ^^^ ^ 

maximum temperature attained via Inverse bremsstrahlung heating Is on the 

order of 1 keV.  Under conditions where stimulated Compton scattering Is 

important (using Nd:glass lasers) this maximum can potentially be incased 

but only with extremely high Intensities. Hence, using state-of-the-art 

laser technology one can produce Te ~ 1 keV conditions in a plasma without 

increasing T^  This is sufficient to pump x-ray lasers with hv in the range 

of 100 eV depending on the particular laser scheme. 

Electron-collisional excitation probabilities for atoms and ions can be 

calculated.6 There are considerable experimental data for atoms and very 

U«U for ions.  What data exist  for ions are for simple ions with low 
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deCr.es oE i«.»«...    T1,e 8raph in Fi8_  , quallt,icively ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ 

Of   theoretical   .„ly.t,  ot  lhis  prcblcm_     por   ^  ^^ ^ 

, e    exc' 
.«tl«.fr,  can „e  ca^ulated usine the  Born.Coul(m|) ap?roslratlori_    ^^ 

Sh™s  that   for aUoued  transitions ,   faus  o££ ^ M ^ ^  ^ ^^^ 

transltiona it falls off TC; p ■1      r. 
oft as Ee     .     For atoms  the cross section is maximum for 

Ee ~ (2-3) Eexc ar,d ^P-ding on the  situation a (allowed)  can be comparable 

to a(unallowed),     m  the  case of ions a  has a  finite value at E    - E        due 
ft GXC 

to  the couloeh  fto.d and hence  the Mxta„ „o.a aection I. at  iower va.ne, „f 

E./Ee,c-    "" »  '- t«. scaua aa z'4 „hlch ls an ^„.„^ „„^„^ ^ 

ahort wavelength  (hi6her Z)  electron-c„lU3lonal   .aSer schenes.     „ „^ 

the general  considerations  for co.liaiona,  pmpl„g are  the fol,,ulng.   ^'^ 

praferentiau, populate an allowed transits over unallowed dipola transition. 

"•• -e > 3Eex(:> and  (2,  to obtain m^mm population of »ultipoUtransttions 

use E    ~ E 
e exc 

III.     ION LASER CONFIGURATIONS 

When predicting potential short wavelength laser transitions one usually 

•Urt. with Known transitions and projects along an isoelectroric seance to 

higher Z.    An = 0  (n = principal quantum ^^  ^.^    ^ ^ y ^ ^ 

and tn -  1  transitions  scale as \ * z"2      Hence A. . 1  » 
.     Hence An =  1  transit ions are required 

for really short wavelengths „sing reasonahle states of ioniaatioa.    The 

User scheme can be either .^si-cW where an inversion is ^intainad in 

near eouilibri^ conditions or "pulsed.  self-teroinating" where an inversion  is 

developed  in  transient,  extreme „one^iUbri™ conditions.    The  quasi-.w 

«h«.  ha.  recently been discussed by EU«,  both  ,„  the   Utcrature7 and  -n   ,. 

.«U.,  paper  in  this  synposi™.     Since  the   ion  populations „„  finaUy bc 
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in equilibrium for "quasi-cw"  operation   (i.e.   the gain  is   litrited  only  by  the 

duraLiün of  the  pumping)   this   implies T      approaches T    ~ 1/4 v (v 
e i      \_l   ^.j - 

IcmUation potential of Z-l ion) and an initial advantage of a large T /T 
e i 

ratio disappears in a limited time ~ (1-10) A_1.  Therefore, a true quasi-cw 

condition requires long lengths of hot low density plasma to achieve reason- 

able gain.  In the case of the pulsed, self-terminating laser scheme, collisional 

mixing is not a problem in a first approximation, since gain only exists for 

times on the order of the lifetime of the states involved.  Further, pumping 

tmes are much less than the electron-ion equilibrium time and hence T « T 
i    e" 

This scheme can lead to very high gain; however, as the wavelengths become 

shorter the period of time over which gain can be maintained decreases. 

The self-teminating electron-collisional laser scheme has several re- 

quirements.  First the laser transition should preferably be one with fin - 1. 

Second, the upper laser level (U) should be connected to the ground level 

(G) by a resonance line in order to make use of resonance trapping, and not 

connected by an electronic-dipole transition to any lower level except the 

lower laser level (U. The density of the plasma must be sufficient to insure 

resonance trapping of the spontaneous emission from the upper laser level. 

This also implies chat if the ground level is split, that the splitting be 

small enough to maintain uniform ground state population and therefore reabsorptlon 

of the resonance radiation. The resonance trapping Insures efficient collisional 

pumping since there are effectively no radiation loMM. Third. Eh, lower laser 

level should not be connected to the ground state by an electric dipole transition 

and it should be sufficiently above the ground level so that It Is not populated 

8 
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I by the Boltzmann distribution at T , the relatively cold ion temperature. The radiative 

transition probabilty of the laser line, A  , should be less than that of 

the resonance line and the length ot the punip pulse, T , should be shorter than 

A    .  This will insure that an adequate Inversion can be achieved for high 

gain.  On the other hand, A   should not be too small since this will increase 

the gain length Co unreasoi\able values.  Thus, 

^"SrG^V*10"1^. 
and 

T <A..T"
1
- p   UL 

Ions isoelectronic with potassium and ions isoelectronic with silicon 

represent two possible electron-collisional self-terminating laser schemes. 

Figure 4 illustrates the K-like Isoelectronic sequence. KI and Call have one 

4s electron in the ground state.  However, the ion? Sell! and above have a single 

3d electron in the ground state.  This configuration is not found in neutral 

species and hence is a unique ionic configuration. The ground state is 

2 2 
3d( D).  The first allowed excited state is 4p( P) which is also connected by 

2 
an allowed transition to the lower lying 4s( S) state.  These three levels 

make up a possible self-terminating laser which meets the criteria discussed 

above:  the resonance line is 3d -> 4p and the laser line is 4p -» 4s as snown. 

Ttiis lower laser level is connected to the ground state by an electric quadrapole 

transition.  This scheme suffers the disadvantage that the laser transition 

is ia ■ 0 and hence it will not scale to very short wavelengths.  The levels 

in Fig. -♦ are plotted through NiX using actual spectrostopic data .  The pump 

-2 
erergy scales as Z  and for very nodtrnte values of '/.   13 n.uch larger thin tlu 

9 
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laser photon energy.  It is seen that for NIX the laser transition is at a wave- 

length slightly less than 1000 %  while the pump energy is close to 100 cV. 

This isoelectronic extrapolation breaks down above NiX for another reason 

2 
also.  The manifold of levels corresponding to the (3d)  excited state start 

to fall below the (ip> and (4s) excited states and the conditions discussed 

above are no longer satisfied. 

2   2 3 
The Si-like isoelectronic sequence has a (3s) (3p) ( P) ground state as 

shown in Fig. b.     For ions SIII and above the first excited states are all of 

the configuration (3s)(3p)3. This is split into 8°,  P0, and 0° levels. 

Ions in this sequence have particularly strong intercombination lines connecting 

2   2 1       1 . 
these excited states to the singlet ground levels (3s) (3p) ( S) and ( D). 

Hence these levels fit the collisicnal self-terminating laser requirements 

discussed above.  Laser transitions can be any of the following: 

3S0->1S, V-»1!), V-^S, 3P0-»1D, V-^S, V-»1!). This scheme also has An » 0 

for the laser transition and hence the laser wavelength scales as Z  .  For 

TilX the 3S ■• S transition is clcse to 400 Ä., and for ZnXVII it extrapolates 

to around 240 A. The S state, is the preferred lower laser level over the 

S state since it is higher above the ground state and does not limit ^ 

to too low of a temperature. The curves in Fig. 5 were drawn from spectro- 

scopic data.  Reference 9 lists several observed intercombination lines 

for this isoelectronic sequence. These are listed in Table I. lue branching 

ratio shows the ratio of observed line intensities of the listed line and the 

3 
corresponding line to the ground ( P) state. This ratio approximates the ratio 

oi. Lne A values for these two transitions. 

A  .-eneral  schematic of the c^llisional   laser using the short pulse  laser 

10 
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heating approach Is shown in Fig. 6. The axial length of the gain region, 

L, is determined by the confocal parameter of the focused short pulse radiation. 

The focusing optics also determine the diameter of the gain region.  For a 

10      Watt,   1.06 /im laser,   the desired peak intensity  for optimum electron heating 

determines  the  dimensions   of the gain  region as  shown. 

3   1 
As an example of this type of laser consider ScVIIT with the S -♦ S laser 

line at ~ 450 A.  Using a 10  Watt, 1.06,ii laser focused to 10  W/cm and a 

pulse width of 10   sec; then from Fig. 2 an electron energy of about 150 eV 

17  -3 
can be obtained with a density of n ~ 5 X 10  cm  .  This energy is 

~ 4.5E   for the upper laser level and should Insure optimum pumping. Also, 

this density is sufficient to guarantee an optically thick pumping line since optical 

thickness, T, is given by 

•17 
T - 5.5 X 10"1 X ^ d ^/M/T^ 

where M is the atomic mass number.   For T = 10 this requires n. > 6 X 1015 cm'3 

for this example.  This is adequate assuming the condition T. ~ 1 eV can be 

maintained. The electron-ion equilibration time is 

7   3/2 
T   - 3.2 X 10 KT ^/n - 
e,i e    e 

-8 
and for this example T   - 6 X 10  sec. Hence, T « T   and the conditi 

e,i p    e,i 

for obtaining T » T. are satisfied. Also T «A    = 5 X 10  sec  ll 
e    i p    UL 

which satisfies the requirement for obtaining maximum gain. Gain can be 

estimated using the expression for a doppler broadened line 

ons 

o =  1.6 X  10"32 n    >3 AI1T       ,/M/l 
u UL      V        i 

11 
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15  -3 
Using the values given above, an estimated n ~ 5 X 10  en  , and a gain 

length L ~ 1.5 cm (based on a 10  W, 1.06 /jm laser focused to 10  W/cm ) 

then 

a  L ~ 14. 

If plasmas of higher density and the same temperature can be achieved then this 

number should increase accordingly. 

IV.  SYNCHRONIZATION OK ELECTRON HEATING PULSE. 

This approach to a soft x-ray laser requires two laser pulses, one to 

produce the plasma and the second to preferentially heat the plasma electrons. 

Energy Is a primary consideration in the first pulse which must Ionize neutral 

target atoms to produce the desired stage of ionizatton. Hence, typically this 

pulse can be a nanosecond pulse assuming that extremely high values of Z are 

not required.  The heating pulse must be a picosecond pulse to achieve the 

desired heating.  These two laser pulses must be synchronized with a Jitter 

time short compared to d/v where d is the diameter of the gain medium and v is 

.9 
a typical plasma velocity.  Hence, the jitter must be < 10  sec. This problem 

has recently been solved at NRL.  Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of the NRL 

dual laser system. The picosecond laser consists of a modelocked Nd:YAG 

oscillator and four Nd:YAG amplifiers: one 1/4", two 3/8", and one V1' The 

performance of this laser is Indicated in Table II.  The laser produces 30 psec 

pulses at a Intensity > 10  Watts.  The second laser consists of a Q-switched 

Kd:YAG oscillator followed by three Nd:glass amplifiers.  It produces 3 nsec 

9 
pulses at an intensity of 10 Watcs.  Its characteristics are indicated in 

labl« lil.  The synchronization technique is shown schoTvatically in Fig. 8. 

The sequence of events is as follows: (1) the flashlamps for both oscillators 

i: 
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•" K^.  (2) the model<)cked pulse train bfgins M ^^^  (3) ^ ^^^ ^ 

i. th. «a.,..^ traln trlE80ra t|]e pockeis cen of the ^ ^^ ^^^^^ 

C. tht. point Jjtter . 10.20 nscc)i w the ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^    ^ 

the pulse selecting pockcls cell I« i-i,.  j •  . 
P      cell In the mode.,eked train (at this point Jittec = 

l.lerpu.Se .peel.,, „ m0(Ielockcd ^  ,. ,., ^  ^    ^  ^ ^^  ^ 

locked pulse trl88ors the gate which passes a 3 „sec portion ., the „-switched 

pulse. At this final poin. the Jitter has heen measured to he < I „sec  This 

•hort Jitter time is achieved by overdriui„8 the n„al laser triggered spark 

gep w.th the si„g,e .elected modelocked pulse,  figure , sho-s the two laser 

pulses at various stages of the s^crho^ation process, of course, once 

these pulses are generated a„d amplified the delay betwee„ them ca„ he varied 

hy cha„gi„g their respective optical Fath le-agths to the target. 

V.  EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

Experi-eots are underway at ^ to investigate the posaihility of demonstrating 

Sain i„ the soft x-ray re8io„ „s,„8 coUisional pumpin8 i„ . picosecond ^ 

pulse heated plasma. The early e,perime„ts have hee„ aimed at (1, demonstrate 

the attainabilitv of T V^ T --. J*^* 
lity   T, » Tl conditions and (2) Investigating the effect of 

laser prepulses o„ the x-ray yield from a laser produced plasma. 

The 30 psec, lo10 „att laser ... been u5ed t0 genetatc u^ ^^ 

Plasmas. These plasmas have heen dias„osed with „ft x-ray spectrooeters ^ 

a variety of medium , targets. A typical x-ray spectrum for alu„i„„m is S„„TO 

In Fig. 10 which shows He-like and M ){ua -i , a„d H-Uke alumimn lines. rhls serics of  expec. 

-ts has heen modeled usl„8 the N8L "„ot Spot" code which has bee„ descrihed 

alse-nere.   The resu.t oi this modeling is ^  i„ „.. „ ,,9re ,„. ^^ 

i««..tei.. of the tlmiam Unes 3hovm previously are ^^^ ^^ ^^^ 

13 
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The experimental data has been normalized to the A1XII (Is  - ls5p) line. 

It is seen that the agreement is quite good.  The low experimental value for the 

2 
(IS  - ls2p) line is due to film saturation and the low experimental value for 

the (Is - 2p) line is due to an optically thick plasma. This same code Has 

been used to predict the time history of the evolution of the various Al ions. 

These results are shown in Fig. 12.  Projections of this cype along with experi- 

mental data will be required to determine the optimum time for pumping a particular 

laser ion species in the development o" a laser produced plasma.  Based on the 

experimental data this code has also been used to trace the time development 

of Ti and T . These results are shown in Fig. 13  The results indicate quite 

clearly the attainability of T > T, conditions. 
e   i 

A second series of experiments investigated tht effect of a prepulse on 

the x-ray yield from the plasma. The prepulse was incident along the same 

path as the main pulse.  It preceeded the main pulse by ~ 6 nsec and was 1/3 

the intensity of the train pulse.  Both pulses were 30 psec in duration. The 

results of these experiments are shown in FU. 14.  Both with and without a pre- 

pulse there seems to be two temperatures, ont' ~ 1 kev and one < 0.5 kev. With 

the prepulse the total x-ray flux is increased by almost an order of magnitude. 

These results evidence hew effectively picosecond pulses can couple Into a 

preexisting plasma. 

Vi.  SUMMARY 

Electron colllsional pumping of ions lu a plasma heated by picosecond 

laser pulses is potentially a means of generating gain in the soft x-ray 

region.  The approach uses isoelectronic projections of known laser tnn^itions 

to higher Z and shorter wavelengths or in some cases electronic configurations 

1-'. 
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unique to Ionic species such as K-like ions with a (3d) ground state. The 

advnntaRes of this approach are that there are no photoionization losses in 

the laser medium; no Auger effects; and for the case of self-terminating lasers, 

colllsional effects are not limiting in a first approximation,  "in the self- 

terminating case very high gains can be ad ieved. 

The disadvantages are that the electron heating is probably limited to 

~ 1 KeV and hence the laser transitions to ~ 100 eV.  Isoelectronic projections 

are Difficult over large ranges of Z due to level crossing and anamolous 

effects. This approach tends to be inefficient at longer wavelengths since the 

densities are low and the laser absorption low.  Finally, it is very difficult to 

obtain high densities of a single "cold" ion species which is the optimum 

media for this appro,-^h. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.   I:       Schematic diagram of  the electron-collisional  laser using the picosecond 

pulse heating of a plasma approach.    The heating pulse propagates down 

the axis of the plasma  to provide TW pumping.    The width of the gain pulse 

is determined by the   lifetime of  the upper laser  level. 

Fig.   2:       Plot  of final electron ene-gy EJT) after heating via  Inverse bremsstrahlung 

with an intense pulse of duration lO"      sec.   for various  ion densities. 

veffT  is the number of collisions during the pulse. 

Fig.   3:       Characteristic curves of electron-collisional excitation cross sections for 

atoms and ions as a  function of   (electron energy  (E   ) ]/[excitaticp. energy 

Fig.  4: 

for a particular  level   (E       )1. 
exc 

Energy level diagram for the K-like isoeleocronic sequence showing the 

2 
3d, 4s, 4p, and (3d)  levels.  For a laser scheme with 3d ground state, 

4p upper state, and 4s lower state the pump energy and laser photon energies 

are plotted on the right hand ordinate. The data for these curves was 

taken from R. Kelly and L. Palumbo, NRL Report 7599 (1973). 

Fig. 5:   Energy level diagram for the Si-like isoelectronic sequence showing the 

2 2 3 
3s 3p levels and the 3s3p levels. For a laser scheme using the 3S0, 

state as an upper level and the lS level as a lower level the laser photon 

energy is plotted on the right ordinate. The data for these curves was 

taken from R. Kelly and L. Palumbo, NRL Report 7599 (1973). 

Fig. 6:   Schenatic of the picosecond laser heated plasma approach with laser parameters 

for a 10  Watt, 1.06u laser. 
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Flg. 7:   Schematic diagram of the NRL dual synchronized laser system which generates 

■ 30 psec, 10  W pulse synchronized with jitter <  1 nsec to a 3 nsec 

9 
10 W pulse. 

Fig. 8:   Schematic diagram of the synchronization technique used for obtaining two 

pulseswlth jitter < I  nsec.  See text for details of the sequence of events. 

Fig. 9:   Laser pulses at various stages of synchronization, (a) Q-swltched pulse 

with mode locked train, (b) selected single mode locked pulse with Q- 

switched pulse, (c) selected mode locked pulse with shuttered Q- 

switched pulse. 

Fig. 10: A typical x-ray spectrum of a laser produced plasma generated using a 30 

psec, 0.1 Joule pulse. This spectrum shows H-like and He-like Aluminum 

lines. 

Fig. 11:  Comparison of theoretical model with Integrated experimental data for A£. 

The data was normalized to the He-like 5p line. The 2p line was saturated 

on the film which accounts for the low value for this line. The plasma 

was optically thick for the H-like ls-2p line accounting for the low 

experimental value of this line. 

Fig. 12:  Theoretical predictions made with the "Hot Spot" code of the time history 

of the various Al ion populations. 

Theoretical predictions made with the "Hot Spot" code of the time history Fig. 13; 

Fig. 14: 

of T. and T . 
i     e 

Experimental data showing the effect of a prepulse on the total x-ray 

output of the laser produced plasma.  Both pulses are 30 psec in duration; 

the prepulse is 1/3 of the main pulse which follows the prepuls,. by 

'-6 nsec. 
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TABLE   I 

OBSKKVLD IKTERCOMBlIMTXaN LIKES 

IN Ci-LIKE  IONS 

ION TRANSITION WAVELENGTH BRANCHING    RATIO 

P  11 V - h. 1772 A 1:100 

V -  lD 1473 1:170 

S  III 3S° -   lD 789 2:3 

Ci IV 
3s° - h 756 1:11 

V - 'D 662 3:11 

Ar V 3S° -  »1 651 1:70 

3s0 - hi 571 8:70 

K VI 3S° -  lS 572 1:2b 

V-S 502 1:25 

Ca VII h'-h 448 2:45 
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TABLE   HI 

PICOSECOOT  USER  SYSTEM PAr»\:XT"RS 
Q-SWITCUED LASER   (SYKCHRONIZED) 

STAGE 

PULSE 
ENERGY 

(J) 

PULSE 
DURATION 

(ns) 
PO'.-ER 

on 
BEAM 
PROFILE 

It-IENSTTY 
(\.'/cn2> 

DESIGN GOALS 

OSCILLATOR OUTPUT 0.05 50 1 X  106   (PEAK) 2 ran 
(CIRCULAR GAISSIAN) 

OUTPUT  FROM GAT'ÖD 
SHUTTER 0.003 3 1 X io6 2 mm 

AMPLIFIER OUTP'T 
(3 STAGE) 3.0 3 

9 
1 X  10 2  cm 

TARGET 3.0 3 
9 

I X  10 50u X  50u 
(CIUCULAR Fa 

50  u X  2 ran 
(LINE  FOCUS) 

5  X 1013 

;us) 

1.25 X 1012 

SYNCHRONIZATION 
ACCURACY <  1   ns 

MEASURED  O'.TPIT 

.02 30 .67 X  106 2    TTTTl OSCILLATOR 

) 39 
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rate is associated a short (femtosecond  for penetrating x-rays) equilibration 

period T, during which lasing is completed for a simple self-terminating transient 

2 -5 
inversion scheme .  With coherence lengths CT ~ 10 cm, conventional cavity 

operation becomes impractical (even if cavities could be constructed to with- 

stand x-ray laser intensities), and traveling-wave operation would be tedious. 

Sufficient pumping for significant single-pass lasing (amplified spontaneous 

emission) is also a formidable task during such a short lasing period. 

An alternative to the short-pulse self-terminating laser approach is to 

somehow create a stationary (or at least quasi-stationary) population inversion 

by eliminating final laser states, which are potential absorbers, more rapidly than 

they are created.  For Ka-innershell transitions, this translates to depleting 

the density of atoms (or ions) with a particular L-shell vacancy more rapidly 

than they are created by lasing transitions from K-vacancy atoms.  (It is not 

necessary that the L-shell be filled, since isolate spectral lines are produced 

for each of the series of possible L-vacancy configurations as discussed 

below.)  A particular L-vacancv state may be depleted by either adding or 

removing an electron to the L-shell, tut again it must take place at a very 

3 
rapid rate and preferably without external stimulus.  Stankevich  in 1970 

first suggested that: this be accomplished by electron cascading from outer 

shells througli rapid Auger as well as radiative transitions, and suggested 

that this combined specific  rate exceeds that  for K-vacancy depletion. 

This particular scheme depends strongly on a sufficient density of outer- 

it 
shell electrons, i.e., is classified as an innershell   transition scheme. 

Although the description of the model Stankevich used is sketchy, it is 

possible to approximately reconstruct his results, which were based upon K- 

vacancy depletion rates from experimentally obtained K-level widths , propor- 

2 
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tioned  as 2:1 for Ko. and Ktv. lines; and L-vacancy depletion rates estimated 

6 
from the difference between the K-level widths and measured K-line widths . 

Some of these numerical data are included in Table 1, and the ratio Rj/K^ of 

L- and K-vacancy depletion rates is plotted in Fig. 1 versus atomic number Z. 

In equilibrium, NiRK
=N3RL. 

where N2 and N3 are' resPectively• the uPPer and 

2 
lower laser state densities , populated originally by pumping from state 1. 

Therefore the ordinate in Fig. I corresponds to the population density ratio, 

and inversion is achieved when N^N^ g2/g3 where the statistical weight ratio 

g /g  is 1 for the Kr/ (KL ) line and 0.5 for the 1^(10^^ line. 

(Stankevich apparently assumed g /g3=l for both lines.) Thus, for the data avail- 

able to Stankevich, net quasistationary inversion appears possible for the 

Z = 20-45 range. 

II.  PRESENT ANALYSES 

A.  Total Rate Model with Recent Data 

When a similar analysis is carried out with the mor.. recent calculations 

of Auger and radiative rates shown also in Table 1, the prospect for quasi- 

stationary inversion appears considerably more marginal.  K-shell rates have 

8 9 10 11 
been calculated by McGuire , Walter and Bhalla , and Scofield  ' ' (radiative 

only) in the 1970-1972 period and are in close mutual agreement for present 

purposes. McGuire  in 1971 also calculated L-sheli radiative, Auger, and Coster- 

Kronig rates, from which are obtained total effective L sub-shell vacancy depletion 

rates by increasing the L  rate and decreasing the Ll]l  rate according to the 

tabulated Coster-Kronig rates.  It is interesting to note (Table 1) that the 

total line widths obtained from these calculated rates agrees reasonably well at 

3 
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higli Z with  the widths  published by  Blokhin and  Sachenko    and  used  by  Stankevich; 

however  the relative  rates are different,  and  L-d»pletion   is not  as  rapid as 

3 
originally supposed   .    A  Kcv./Kcr. transition rate  ratio of  2:1   is again assumed. 

The  result   is  a maximum population density   inversion of about   30 percent   in  the 

Z=30-35  region,  as  shown also  in Fig.   1,    Thus,  even with  the most  recent data, 

quasistationary   inversion  using  total decay  rates  remains  a  possibility,   but 

with a more   limited degree  of inversion. 

B.     Partial  Rate Model  with  Line  Shifting 

It may only be necessary  for  the  L-hole depletion rate  to exceed  the 

radiative  x-ray  rate   for K-vacancy decay     '        ,  which  for   low-Z  elements   is much 

less   than  the  total  rate  used above.     To better understand   this model,  a  total 

binding-energy  level      diagram for copper  is shown in Fig.   2,  with various 

single and multiple  she 11-vacancies designated by capital   letters   (e.g.,  K,   L, 

M,  KL,   LL,  etc.),  and vacancy transitions by K--L,  etc.    As   indicated,   the  scheme 

evolves   from creating  K-vacancies by  pumping   (P)   in neutral   copper,  but   is  equally 

relevant  beginning with a   particular  ion  species   (providing an excessive decrease   in 

2 
the  L->M    Auger  rate does not  occur with depletion of H-electrons).    Also  the diagram 

is   relevant  to other materials  with  some attention  to  the  relative   importance  of 

2 
x-ray   (X)  and Auger   (D   cates.     The  L  state and   some of  the  LM     states  shown are 

potential   reabsorbers  of  the K ' I.  laser  radiation.    The newer   idea here   is 

that   laser absorption by multiple-L-vacancy  states   (e.g.,   LL)   and certain  LM 

states may  take  place at  a   shifted wavelength   (indicated  by \-')   in Fig.   2), 

and  therefore may  not  contribute  to  resonance-absorption   losses   in  the   laser 

beam.     Indeed  it  has  been   recently  shown both  theoretically       and  experi- 

17 
mentally       that  K-line  shifts  due  to multiple-L-vacancies  exceed   the   line widths. 

4 
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If we  then  limit   laser  resonance absorption   to  1,-states  and  on 1y  consider  x- 

ray  decay  of   the  K-vacancy,   a  high degree  of  inversion   is   reached   for both Kiv 

and  K^9  transitions and   for Z  as   low as   13,  as   shown   in  Fig.   3.      In  this   figure, 

the   low-Z  cutoffs  are  due  for rv„   to a   lack  of M-olectrons  and   for a     to  n   lack 

of  3d M-shell  electrons   to   fill   2p»,.   (LrTT)   holes   (data   for M   ■> L       ,   l- 

transitions, are not  available).     The higli degree of  inversion   in   the Z=20 

range makes   this model   particularly  attractive as   far as  pumping  requirements are 

concerned.      It  should be noted  that   this   line  shift modification will not  appreciably 

extend  the high-Z,   short-wavelength   limit;   however,   i.l   could make measurements  at 

longer wavelengths   (low-Z)   considerably  easier. 

There  are  some  potential   problems  associated with  the  sh i.f ted-line model. 

4 
Double  L-vacancies will  cascade  to M     states  as   indicated   in  1'ig.   2 at  a  rapid 

rate,   just as  do  single   L-vacancies,   leading  to  decreased   line  shifts.     The 

(sparse)   data       available  on   line  shifts  with multiple M-vacancies   i.ndicate 

that an emission-absorption   line  overlap   fortunately   is  not  expected   if  only 

natural   (x-ray  plus Auger)   broadening   is   important and   if M    and M      vacancies 

are  present;   an overlap   for  higher M-shell  vacancies  appears   to be  unavoidable. 

For   light  elements  up   through Z=20,   on Iy M    and  M-shell   electrons  exist   (Auger 

12 
loss  of N-electrons  has  a   low probability     ).     For  Z   larger  than  20,   further 

cascading may   transfer M   ,   M-vacancies   to Mlrl,   '',,■'  ''\,  states   (by  radiative 

and Coster-Kronig  transitions),   where   the   line  shift   is  negligible.     Hate  data 

1 ft 
are available       for   including   this   eifert,  but   the  complexity   is  beyond   this 

analysis. 

A further complication in the lino-shift scheme is electron-ion recombination 

3 
(r in Fig. 2). As Stankevich points out , rocorabination must proceed at a 

5 
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sufficient rate to inliibit over-depletion of amplifying atoms. This implicitly 

places an upper limit on the plasma temperature. However, a recombination rate 

exceeding the K- and L-vacancy depletion rates will also produce LL->L recom- 

bination transitions following K->LL Auger transitions and again provide 

absorbers; we are then back to the less promising conditions in Fig. 1.  For 

true cw-operation, such a high recombination rate is required. However, as we 

show below, inversions of ~17o are required to achieve net gain. Thus, perhaps 

a lower recombination rate is possible, permitting a gradual depletion of atom 

density through ionization (with an accompanying increase in pump-power require- 

ments) in order to achieve some degree of stationary inversion for a limited time 

(hence "quasistationary" inversion), hopefully long enough to have multiple 

transverses in a resonant cavity or to permit reasonable pump-pulse risetimes. 

This will perhaps be a delicate balance to achieve, and clearly requires a rather 

sophisticated numerical model for further analysis.  Fur example, electron 

collisional ionization, as well as photoionization, of outer electrons should 

be included (i in Fig. 2). Also, the adverse effect on gain due to line shifts 

associated with multiple vacancy production accompanying radiative decay (ra- 

il 19 
diative-Auger effect) should be included  '  . The basic information for such 

an analysis is generally-available and the payoff, i.e., quasistationary population 

inversion, is potentially high.  Further advantages of the line shift model 

will be indicated in the pump requirement es'.imations which follow, particulary 

for low-Z elements. 

6 
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III.  PUMPING REQUIREMENTS 

A. General Requirements 

Of next concern is the pumping energy required to achieve significant 

net gain, since photoionization of outer electrons by the laser beam v;ill add 

to the normal line-absorption losses. Also, Auger decay (dominant for light ele- 

ments) tends to deplete at a rapid rate the K-vacancy upper-lascr-states created. 

Both processes imply large pumping powers to maintain iwersion. These are 

problems common to all innersheli x-ray laser schemes (except alkalis without 

Auger losses for n=2 vacancies) and also result in low system efficiency; on 

the other hand one is not overly concerned at present about efficiency if a 

quasi-cw mode is achievable with available pumping powers.  (It should be remembered 

that, were it not for the potential of quasistitionary inversion. KG'-innersheli 

pumping would not be a serious candidate for x-ray lasing because of these 

losses.) 

The restrictions set by the requirement that net stimulated emission 

exceed photoionization losses in the medium are derived from ~ 2X the 

minimum threshold condition, i.e.. 

X2A 

4-rV.. 
2:'P  N 

23  L 

10 

(D 

where the left side is the net gain factor due to stimulated emission and 

the right side represents photoionization losses on the original states of 

density N , with subscripts as defined above.  The transition probability A is 

different from the x-ray rate X which is averaged over all terms.  The 

parameter X is the laser wavelength,     Av is the line width in frequency 

20 
units, ;t is the solid absorption coefficient  and o is the density of (solid) 

23 
absorber. The factor np/10  is the Kc photoionization cross section. The 

7 
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bracketed factor is the inversion density 

AN - N2 - (g2/g3)N3 

N 
1 I N 1 

1 - 
g3N2 

T N, (2) 

where T indicates the degree of inversion and is evaluated in steady state by 

assuming N^/N, to be given by the ratio of K- to  L-vacancy depletion rates 

shown in Figs. 1 and 3.  In a more complete time dependpnt model, T represents 

the stalnnary inversion achieved following the transient approach to 

2 
equilibrium. 

2 
For a   first-evaluation of Eq.   (1),   the pmduct X  A may  be approximated by 

0.2   (c.g.s.)  and 2rA\) by   the Auger rate,  which does not vary  rapidly with Z 

■I 14        "I      ™. and  is about  200 atu      or  8 X  10      sec     .    Thus,  a  first-cut yields a ratio 

-1 -3 
N /N    which  is required   to  be greater than  10      to  10      depending on  the absorption 

cross  section  K and  the  degree of  inversion   (T)  achieved.     If  the  line width 

exceeds  the "natural" width assumed   (see below),   even more  inversion will be 

required. 

Some relaxation  of  this  requirement  on  inversion density  could be achieved 

with multiple  ionization,,  i.e.,   removal of  some absorbing valance electrons. 

This could be an added advantage  in  the  line  shift model  above  if these valence 

electrons are   in M shells  or higher.     However,   ionization  of  electrons  from 

lower shells will decrease the L-vacancy depletion rate and affect the degree 

of inversion achieved. A proper balance could come from a detailed numerical 

analysis. 

8 
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A  desired  ratio N-/K.   «1% may be  considered  to  b^ achieved  by electron- 

collisions   in a plasma,   particle   (electron)   beam bombardment of a  target,   or   by 

photon  bombardment  of a   target.     Only   the   latter appears  at  all   feasible   , 

95       .3 
since  excessive  plasma  densities   p   10       cm     )   are  required   for either 

21 22 
ionization       or dielectronic  capture       e lectron-collisional   pimping  schemes; 

14 2 and  a   requirec  electron  beam current  of    ' 10      A/cm"   is  greatly  in  excess 
o 

(~   10 X)   of  that  currently  available   in  unfocused beams.     Also,   in  both  of  these 

cases   the  rate   for  ionization  from outer-shells  exceeds   that   for the  K-innershell 

by  orders  of magnitude,   so  that  efficient   collisional  innershell  pumping   seems 

most-unpromising, 

B.     Photon   Beams 

For  photon  pumping,   preferential   innershell   ionization  can be achieved with 

a   source  "tuned"  to emit  predominantly   in  the K-absorption   region,   so   that 

outcrshell  photoionization   is   reduced.     The  pumping rate  V  is  given by 

K k 
N r   .c,  where  K     is   the  x-ray  photon density and ~   .   is   the   K-shell  photoionizatic 

■   pr v pi 

cross   section.     In  this  particular  case,   it   is  possible  to  obtain  this   thres- 

hold  value   independent  of absolute cross   section,   since  photoionization   losses 

are  balanced against  pliotoionization  pumping.     In equilibrium,   K9/N    =  V/(? + X) 

and  Kq.    (1)   becomes 

2 
I "A 
2: 

T  N, 
« ;   . c 

" El 
(r+x) 

9   -L   V 
pi r (3) 

where   2 v. ^ = " + X  is  assumed  for natural   line broadening   (see  below  tor 
9 r I 

validation  of  this assunmCion).    With  >. "A      0.2 again and a     fa      ~ 8 near 
pi pi 

20 2 
the K-absorption edge  , the required photon density is N .;- 5. (F + X) /2Tc 

-3 

9 
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Calculations are carried out for three cases, namely silicon, calcium and 

Q_ 1 O 

copper,   using published values in Eq.   (3)   for  the  total decay  rate T + X 

(since  KJ'    and  Ka_  transitions must  be  pumped),  values   for T  from Eq,   (2) 

and   the  results  plotted  in  Fig.   3,   i.e.,   assuming  the   line  shift mode  of  operation 

is  possible.    The results are  listed  in Table  2, where  for copper   the  results 

without   the   line shift advantage are also  included   in  parentheses  by  calculating 

T   from  the data  in  Fig.   2.     The photon densities N    derived are converted   to 

pump  source  radiances  F by multiplying by  c(3hc/>),  where  the   latter  factor 

represents  the approximate pumping  photon energy.     Up to this  point,   the 

density  of the  laser medium has  not  entered. 

The gain cvL achievable with a  chosen  length  L may be  found   from using 

the gain coefficient o  given by  the right side of Eq.   (3),   i.e., 

cvL =  2N oK.(aL./cK.)   L v  N aK.L/4. 1  pi    pi    pi 1  pi 
(4) 

With aK  (see Table 2) calculated from Ref. 23 at a pumping photon energy 
pi 

23  -3 
of 1.25 times the V.Q   photon energy, and assuming N    =10  cm  , the gain is 

calculated for a length of 300 jjm,  which is 10X a reasonable 30 |im focal 

width (w). The results for the three cases are listed in Table 2.  For all 

three cases, the mean free path of a pumping x-ray photon, given by (N^  )  , 

is much less than the length, so that transverse (or oblique traveling wave) 

-5  2 
pumping is required, and the area is given by Lw = 9 X 10  cm .  With this 

area, and providing for a 10% efficiency of power conversion from the original 

pumping source to x-rays of the proper energy, the pump power P required is 

10 
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derived and listed. Also indicated is Che corresponding pump energy E required 

for a 10 ps wide pulse, e.g., for a laser heated target x-ray source. 

From Table II we may conclude that, with the advantage gained from line 

shifting, high net gain (-70) is available in silicon with a reasonable pump, 

e.g., 40 J in a 10 ps pulse.  Since it is unlikely that the vapor density 

23  -3 
can be maintained at 10  cm ' (solid), the high gain is a safety factor, i.e., 

21  -3 
with a medium density as low as 7 X 10  cm  , a gain of <vL=5 is still 

possible.  For shorter wavelengths the pumping energy increases to, e.g., 

2 kJ for copper, which is still within the realm of reality. 

The assumed conversion (from pumping source to x-ray photons) efficiency 

of 10 percent is probably high, since the pump source must be converted into 

a somewhat narrow band of x-ray photons towards the high energy side of the 

K-absorption edge; at lower photon energies excessive outer-shell ionization 

will occur.  If indeed the conversion could take place in the medium itself 

or in the immediate area, and/or if a properly "tuned" pumping source is avail- 

able, this efficiency might be realistic. An initially attractive possibility 

is radiation resulting from radiative recombination of electrons into Is 

orbitals of hydrogenic and/or helium-like ions ol the lasing element in a 

surrounding "blanket" ot.high density plasma.  As the inverse process of 

photoionization, the recombination spectral energy distribution complements the 

absorption process; i.e., there is preferential recombination emission at 

energies above the k-absorption edge.  Taking the silicon example , the re- 

24 
combination emission for a 1 cm thick blanket can be calculated  , and it is 

23  -3 
found that a charged particle density of approximately 10  cm  is required, 

which is technically difficult tc achieve.  Broadband bremsstrahlung emission 

» 
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21 
is hundreds of times lower 

This difficulty with insufficient recombination radiation at reasonable 

plasrca densities is associated with low emissivity.  Blackbody radiation at 

a sufficiently high temperature is often considered as a limiting case (as 

for sodium in the VUV, for example ).  Included in Table 1 are the black- 

body temperatures k1'B1, in keV required to produce the required x-radiance 

with 17, utilization of the total blackbody emission. Also listed are the 

peak wavelengths (from Wien's law) for these temperatures.  The results 

are very reasonable as regards both plasma temperature and the matching 

of the peak of the mission with the absorption band. The problem is how 

to create such a blackbody source, since continuum emission is down by several 

orders of magnitude at reasonable densities.      A  possibility is a multi- 

line sjurce created in a heavy element, where the individual broadened lines 

have blended emissions approaching the continuous blackbody "limit". This 

"saturation" ib not unusual for intense VUV lines and, v;ith a careful selection 

of material, some tuning should be possible.  For example, uranium has L and 

M atom and ion emission lines near 1 and 4 A, respectively, and some 

work has already been performed on uranium discharges for intense pseudo- 

continuum sources in the .vacuum-UV region. 

IV.  Line Broadening 

Whenever a plasma is created in the laser medium, either intentionally 

to achieve a high density for pumping purposes or unavoidably due to intense 

ionization pumping with Auger processes contributing to the free electron 

production, the effect on the lino width must be considered, since the gain 

12 
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varies inversely with line width . Enhanced broadening (over the natural 

broadening assumed above) may exist due to random Doppler shifts and to charged 

particle interactions (Stark broadening).  Both are considered here for 

radiation in the Ktv spectral regions for various elements.  The results 

are not only relevant to K-v innershell lines but to resonance lines of 

helium-like and hydrogenic ions; in fact, Stark broadening rates are taken 

for Ly-o lines for convenience and availability. 

21 
An estimate of  the  Doppler width AX      is  obtained  from     ; 

AÄD/>  ~ AvD/v = 7.7 X 10"5   (kT./r)^, (5) 

where kT. i the ion kinetic temperature, is in eV and n  is the atomic mass 

number of the element. Assuming as an approximation that kT.=hv/4 (v the 

Kc-laser frequency) in an "equilibrium" plasma and X= ^ (Lyman-fv), A^_ can 

be evaluated   as a function of laser wavelength I.    The result is plotted 

in Fig. 4. 

26  27 
Stark widths  for  to  transitions may be estimated     '       with sufficient 

accuracy  for  present  purposes,   from the   lesser      of  the widths given by 

formulas  for  the quasi-static   linear  Stark effect   (lloltsmark  theory)   and 

for  the electron  impact broadening.    The  former  is given approximately   for 

Lyman-r,  transitions by 

' 

AX. 
2  2 

2n X 
m 

2/3 
(6) 

where Z    is   the ion charge and Z     the average perturber charge of density N   . 
i P P 

For a  single-ion plasma where Z =Z.   this becomes 

13 
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AX, 
o 2. 2 2n /■ 2/3 

(7) 

for the (lesser) electron-perturber limit. The electron impact broadening 

is found from 

Ll 

3n A 
N 

mZ , 
(8) 

2    2 where   the  factor n   (n -3)In   (e       /e   .   )   has been approximated numerically by 
max mm 

n for Lyman-o transitions.  Also, v may be replaced by the mean thermal 

velocity for the electrons at the plasma kinetic temperature derived above, 

i.c , hv/4. The resulting Lytnan-rv (n=2) Stark widths AAg are plotted in 

Fig. 4 as a functiDn of wavelength for three electron density values.  The 

magnitudes of these two Stark broadening processes are approximately the same 

for present conditions. There is, for some schemes, an advantage in increasing 

the electron temperature preferentially over the ion temperature for increased 

electron collisional pumping without additional Doppler broadening. This will 

have the effect of decreasing the (Lorentz) width through v  in Eq. (8). 

From Fig. 4 a comparison is now possible betweev. plasma line widths 

2 
(Doppler and Stark) for (to transitions and natural widths A>, (i"). Am/Zrcc) 

determined from Aui = T + X; T being the Auger rate and X the x-ray decay 

rate. The Auger data used here are mostly for single K-vacancies in neutral 

atoms; for one case, namely neon (>, = 14.6 A), the reduction in natural width 

28 
with multiple ionization is indicated  . Also shown for general interest are 

the natural widths hi      (A'i;=A, the transition probability) for he j. ium-1 ike and 

hydrogenic spec ,es, where the latter is a straight line since Ly-o- wavelengths 

14 
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-2        2 
were used, i.e., hu'\   "  and ^^ "A A. 

From Fig. 4 it is clear that Doppler broadening is not significantly 

larger than innershell natural broadening at a low degree of ionization. 

Also, .Lyman-c. type (n=2) Stark broadening even at solid densities 

no     Q o 

(-10  cm" )   is  not dominant for wavelengths shorter than 4 A. Therefore, 

line broadening alone does not preclude a unified plasma approach to x-ray 

lasing on Kcv transitions.  The significant reduction in line width shown and 

the avoidance of photoionization losses offered by hydrogenic and helium-like 

ions could only be realized in a relatively tenuous, expanded, low temperature 

plasma with "frozen-in" ions of these types; where quasi-cw operation 

according to the present scheme is not possible. 

V,  Summary 

Quasistationary population inversion appears to be possible, even with 

the most recent calculations of Auger rates, for elements with Z less than 

40.  It appears that the line shift with multiple ionization will help in 

maintaining inversion; however the need for a more complete numerical rate 

equation analysis is clearly indicated. Assuming quasi-cw operation is 

feasible, the pump power requirements necessary to overcome photoionization losses 

and at the same time achieve useful gain do not appear to be completely un- 

reasonable, particularly when blackbody x-ray emission is considered as a 

pumping source.  It is suggested that partial blackbody radiation in the 

selected wavelength band required for innershell photoionization pumping be 

acquired with intense multiline radiation from heavy atoms and ions. 

15 
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I. 

Table I.  Selected Atomic Rates Used (in 10  atu ) . 

22 30 38 

Stankevich 

1. K-level width    (K-rate) 

2. K-line widths 

fo2 (K-I^) 

3. L-level widths (L-rate) ,C 

III 

LII 

Present Analysis 

8 
4.     K-rate 

X-ray 

Auger 

Total 

12,d 
5.     L-rate 

LIII 

II 

6.    Total   (K-line width) 

KCY1   (K-LIII) 

Kcv2   (K-LJJ) 

1 a.t.u = 2,42 X  10'       sec 

3.10 

5.71 

7.90 

2.61 

4.80 

0.885 

0.886 

3.52 

3.53 

5.80 

10,1 

12.0 

4.30 

6.20 

2.95 

2,87 

9,49 

9,41 

11.7 

18.6 

19.0 

6.90 

7.30 

3.92 

5.27 

18.1 

19.5 

47 

26,0 

35,6 

36,0 

9,60 

10.0 

0.89 3.41 10.2 24.45 

2.63 3.14 4.00 4.42 

2.64 6.54 14.2 28.87 

6.36 

9.50 

35.2 

38.4 

b    rate   [a.t.u.-1] «   (4.14  X 10"2)X width   [eVj 

c    Row 2  less row 1 

d Coster-Kronig added to 1^, subtracted from 1^5 x-ray rate included 
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Table   II. I'ump ing Requirements 

A t om    / 
(A) 

-14 
10      (r+A) 
rsec"1) 

10-20N 10"3F   ,;        L020-K. 
(cm-3)       (TW/ctn )     (cro2)P 

l'(TW)a       k'l^        (>;in) 
1.0 'eg) (key) (/•.) 

L-'i ,.     7.1 
Si 

Ca 

29 
Cu 

.,4 11 

.5 21 

0.6 2 

0.8 4 

0.6 2Ü 

4.8 

21 

230 

70        4 

30 9 

(0.2)       (60) (700) 

(  )    Refers  to no  line-shift case 

a   For  10'/, conversion efficiency 

1   Using   17,   of   Lotal  blnckbody  spectrum 
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0.5       5 

0.7       4 

15       200 1.2       2 

(600)       (1.6)   (1.5) 
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Fig.   2    Vacancy diagram according to binding energies E„  for copper, 
K,  L and M designate  shell-vacancies.   P,  X,  and T are  the rates  for 
pumping,  x-ray   [emission or absorption  (dashed)]  and Auger transitions, 
respectively. 
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Fie    4    Estimates  of  line widths   for K.   fypr   transitions versus wave- 
length >   [with natural  (A>N), Doppler   (A).,,)  and  Stark     .) ,,)   eftecis 
included).     The decrease In natural  broadening with  lonlzatlor.  is   in- 
dicated by  circles  for neon;  and hydrogenlc  and  hellum-llke   ionic   species 
are  Included. 
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Session Title: 
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Effect   of  Pre-pulse   in  1:5  Ps   Laser   Produced  Plasma.   J.   F.   REIOT.IES, 
T.   N.   LEE,   R.   C.   ECKARDT,   J.   L.   DeROSA,   R.  A.  ANDREWS,   and R.   C.   ELTON, 
Naval  Research Lab.--X-ray emission spectra of  low    Z plasmas generated 
with a  25  ps   laser pulse have been previously^ described and compared 
with a numerical analysis.     The  study  is  extended  to understand  the 
plasma  state which results when the   laser  pulse  is  preceded by a  pre- 
heating pulse.    A mode   locked Nd:YAG   laser providing beam energies 
up to  100 mJ   In a  23  ps pulse  is   focused onto slab  targets of C, 
Mg,  and Al at e  ^ower density of about   10** W/cm^.     The  pre-pulse   is 
obtained  from the main  laser hearr. using a beam splitter and  is  then 
foiused  collinearly onto the same  spot as  the n^ln beam  focus within 
+   10 im.    The  peak electron temperature  is determined  from a  foil x-ray 
absorption measurement.     A question of whether the plasma produced by 
the pre-rvise   is   largely  transparent  to or strongly absorbing  to the 
main  laser pulse will  be discussed based on  the experimental   results. 

1 
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Diagnostics  of a  Vacuum-Spark  Plasma.     T.   N.   I£E and  F.   C.   YOUNG, 
Naval Research  Laboratorv--Characteristlcs  of neutron and x-ray 
emission  from a   laser-triggered  linear-pinch discharge^  (or vacuum 
spark)  are  investigated experimentally.     To produce neutrons,   (CD2) 
is  imbedded  into a   1-ram dia.   hole   in a metallic anode.     Neutron measure- 
ments with both a moderated    li-loaded glass activation detector and 
a  large area  time-of-flight detector  indicate a  total yield of 
10    -   105 neutrons   (-2.5 MeV)  per discharge  in time coincidence with 
the x-ray burst.     This yield  is consistent with  that  expected   from a 
thermal  plasma with   the  previously determined plasma  parameters    of 
50 um dia., Te = 8 keV and Nj ~ 1019/cm3.     X-ray  pinhole and  streak 
photographs  Indicate  that  one or more minute plasmas   (15-50 ym dia.) 
are  produced  initially as  the  result  of highly   localized pinches.    These 
local constrictions  tend  to be produced at  the vertex of  the bullet- 
shaped anode  plasma.     These  pinches are bei J  to be caused by the 
repetitive  penetration of a  strong azimuthal magnetic  field  through 
a  cool   poorly  conductive  anode  plasma. 
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Generalized Adiabatic Following Approximation.* R. H. LiZHMBERG 
and J. REINTJES, Naval Research Lab.--The response of a two level 
atom to an intense near-resonant driving field e(t) can be described 
by the adiabatic following model1 if the condition lAl(t) « T„ << Tj , 
Tp is satisfied throughout the pulse.  Here, fi(t) ■ (A2+piie2/h*)^ is 
the precession frequency, A(t) the detuning, ^p the pulsewidth, and 
T] , Ts the atomic level and phase relaxation times.  From the Bloch 
equations, we have developed a generalized version of this approx- 
imation applicable to cases where ^   and TP can be comparable to or 
less than T j i.e., we require only l/n(t) « T  tj , T3.  In this 
model, the pseudospin remains oriented nearly p&rallel to the 
effective driving field (G(t), 0, hA(t)/a) in the rotating frame, 
but decays in length if T:3   is comparable to Tp. The approximation 
bridges the gap between pure adiabatic following for T « Ts and rate 
equation behavior for T » T2 , thereby allowing a more complete 
description of phenomena such as adiabatic inversion and resonantly 
enhanced self focusing and defocusing.1 

nJork supported jointly by DARPA and USAEC. 
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Negative Nonlinear Susceptibility of Cesium Vapor at 1 Obu * 
J- ANTJES. R. H. mm®,  and K. c! ECKARDT, Naval Rese^TTlIb - 
We outline a theory of the nonlinear susceptibility of Cs at fö^f 
and present the first measurement of the negative nonlinear refractive 
index ne responsible for the self defocusing recently observed1   The 
theoretical value of n, is -1.95X10-30N> in good agreement with our 
measured value of -(1.5 + .2) X 10-30N.  The mixi portian  of   comes 
from a two-photon resonance between the 6s and 7B  levels.  An additional 
negative term arises from Induced population changes between 6s and 6p 
in our experiments, where the (35 psec) pulses are shorter than the 
6s-6p Inverse linewldth, the nonlinear susceptibility rs proportion^ 
to the Instantaneous intensity; however, with longer pulses, one 
obtains additional contributions proportional to time integrals 
over the Intensity.  Since the useful output power from large Nd 
laser systems is limited by self focusing due to the laser glass 
our results suggest the possibility of increasing this power by using 
Cs vapor for compensation. 

n/ork supported jointly b> DARPA and USAEC. 
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SELF DEF0CUS1NG OF MODE  LOCKED Nd:YAG 

PULSES  IN CESIUM VAPOR 

R.   H.   Lehmberg,  J,  Raintjes,  and R.  C.  Eckardt 

Naval Research  laboratory 
Washington,  D.  C,       20375 

202-767-2730 

AKSTRACT 

We have measured the negative nonlinear refractive index of Cs 

-30 
vapor at 1.06ji.  The result n2 = - (1.5 + .2) X 10  N is In good 

agreement with theory. We report the first observation of its use in 

compensating self focusing from another material. 

(Presented at the 1974 IEEE/0SA Conference on Laser Engineering and 
Application, Washington, D. C, May 1974.) 
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